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Editors’ Note
On behalf of the Board of Urbanities, we are pleased to introduce this Special Issue on Images
and Imagination of Heritagisation in Western Cities: A View from France. Guest edited by
Michel Rautenberg, it includes 5 articles and an Introduction (pp. 3-102). This Special Issue
benefits from the support of Labex Intelligence des Mondes Urbains/Université de Lyon and of
the Centre Max Weber UMR 5283 du CNRS/Université Jean Monnet Saint-Etienne.

Italo Pardo and Jerome Krase
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Introduction — Heritage as a Phantasmagoria of the ‘Good City’
in New Capitalistic Times1
Michel Rautenberg
(University of Sant Etienne, France)
michel.rautenberg@univ-st-etienne.fr
Deindustrialisation, white middle-class flight, demographic decrease, independent retail shops
replaced by commercial chains, migrant inflow, ‘social exclusion and unequal access to socioeconomic opportunities’ but also ‘uncontrolled mass tourism’, and ‘rapid urban development’,
‘impact dramatically on the conservation and management of urban heritage’ (Labadi and
Logan eds 2016: 1). Since the 1970s, heritage policies and local economic development are in
a particularly dramatic dialectic in cities, which are now considered as the core of the economic
and social mutation of the world (Sassen 1991, Harvey 1989). Confronted with the massive
destruction of monuments and vernacular landscapes that followed World War II, international
frameworks have emerged in the last quarter of the 20th century and the beginning of the 21st
century. Among the latest initiatives is the 2011 UNESCO Recommendations for Historic
Urban Landscape (HUL), which enshrine the passage from an emphasis on the conservation of
monuments to the management of urban heritage as an environment made of buildings but also
of people, values, qualities and practices.
Unlike what happened in most countries across the world (Labadi and Logan eds 2016),
from the 1980s urban planners, architects and engineers working in European cities began to
develop new governmental models that favoured the ‘project’ over older bureaucratic models
(Le Galès 2003). They did not turn their back on economic interests and political issues;
actually, their approach became central in the ideological frame of the ‘entrepreneurial turn’
that emerged during the 1980s (Harvey 1989). Sometimes they defended utopian ideas in line
with those of William Morris (Choay 2006) or Patrick Geddes (Espaces et sociétés 2016). In
every continent, from the old French and British industrial cities (Labadi 2016) to the African
neo-colonial and Asian metropolises that used heritage for branding their identities (M. P. Smith
and Bender 2001), heritage plays a significant role in the specialisation of the global market by
enhancing tourism and giving value to property assets (Boltanski and Esquere 2017: 455-455).
Moreover, Boltanski and Esquere argue that heritage is becoming an important lever of
enrichment, as it further enhances the wealth of landowners. Heritage is also mobilised in
sustainable development projects because it is considered essential in terms of culture; that is,
the fourth pillar of sustainability (Auclair and Fairclough eds 2015: 6). In this case, we can
speak of ‘sustainable heritage’, which concerns a large number of social actors in sustainable
cities (Rojas 2016). There, heritage arises from empowerment policies and supports social

1

The contributors to this Special Issue and I would like to express our gratitude to the anonymous
readers and the Board of Urbanities for their comments and suggestions on earlier versions of our
articles.
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cohesion by contributing to enhance the ‘common’ (Auclair 2015: 37). Yet, the commitment of
inhabitants and various social actors who know local places and contribute to transforming their
towns has often been neglected. Inhabitants had to struggle for their opinions to be heard even
in the case of France’s ‘new towns’ built in the 1970s as part of a planning policy aimed at
implementing some of the democratic utopias of May 1968 (Rautenberg 2017).
Heritage in the ‘New Capitalism’2
The effects of the International Heritage Convention, which seeks to fulfil the UNESCO’s
ultimate utopian goal of producing ‘peace in the world of men’ (Di Giovine 2015: 83) and the
optimism of professionals and urban consultants must be considered carefully. This is clearly
illustrated by the case of Ciudad de Mallorca where inheritance has helped to move the old
working-class population into new urban classes (Morell 2011). Since the signing of the 1972
UNESCO Convention, and even more so since the 2003 Convention for the Safeguarding of
the Intangible Cultural Heritage, heritage has been associated, for better or for worse, with the
question of identity connected with the ideas of participation, emancipation, defence of
indigenous peoples, cultural rights and, finally, the rediscovery of local commitments. This
heritage policy, led by major international organisations, is not without great ambivalence. On
the one hand, it involves the support for an almost counter-hegemonic defence of the
communities; on the other hand, it is inspired by a neo-liberal ideological model of heritage
preservation that brings about its commodification (Adell et al. 2015).
This model is evident in the ongoing transformations of capitalism and its ‘cultural turn’
(Thrift 2005). Not all places and activities are equally concerned, and not in the same way. Old
industrial areas seem to be particularly affected when work activities switch to heritage for
entertainment, leading to a deep destructuring of the working class communities (Dicks
2000).The ‘capitalist class transfers value from its producers to itself, and in the process creates
the deindustrialised zones of Europe, with attempts made to transform former industrial areas
into artistic sites in an illusion of creativity’ (Durrenberger 2018: 303). ‘In this postmodern
neoliberal world [...] illusion begets illusion. Soon we are unmoored from any reality, afloat in
a sea of postmodern imagery’ (Durrenberger 2018: 304). Fortunately, Durrenberger concludes
his dark prophecies with a call to resist as humans, therefore as social creatures, to the neoliberal
world that is developing before our eyes (2018: 318). As an anthropologist of work, he can be
pessimistic when seeing the deep and rapid disqualification of manual and salaried workers.
However, in today’s anthropocene era, new social practices, forms of resistances and utopias
are on the rise. Heritage can potentially transform politics by restoring an anthropological time
in a situation where flexible capitalism and neoliberal politics have domesticated human time
on the altar of financial profitability, where the trend is to convert citizens into simple
consumers. Thus, heritage can revitalise democracy and citizenship (Tornatore 2017)

The expression ‘new capitalism’ has been developed by Sennett (2006). Other related expressions
exist, including ‘late capitalism’, ‘post-industrial capitalism’, and so on.
2
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David Harvey (1990) notes that many authors have pointed out that the last third of the
20 century has been characterised by a big shake up in culture as well as in economics. The
‘late capitalism’ that arose after the decrease of the Ford-Keynesian capitalism of the post-war
boom implied more flexible labour, more competition, the market as a quasi-religion, more
mobility and more consumption practices in more and more sectors of human activity. Working
men and women, who constituted not only the workforce but also a main section of citizenry,
have lost their pivotal place in production. Many have become more vulnerable, ‘being deunionised and unable to forge a “class in itself” solidarity, [...] and they are unwittingly led to
a grey area regarding their work identity and life trajectory’ (Spyridakis 2018: 3). The living
standard of a large proportion of middle-class people is stagnating while capitalists get richer
and richer. Social capitalism has become a ‘nostalgic memory’ (Sennett 2006: 37) embodied in
derelict industrial plants, old workers’ neighbourhoods and all kinds of more or less scientific
collection that express the memory of a time when society was supposed to be more protective
and reassuring, a time when people kept the control of time and when personal skills were
wealth. The legacy of a popular culture that was intimately connected with manufacturing and
of the class relations that structured workers’ relationship with the industrial enterprise becomes
a political and societal issue that takes different forms; such as, alter-heritagisation versus
metropolisation, a commitment to oppose a city centre’s gentrification, the symbolic revival of
the working class through artistic events or mural paintings and a renewal of concrete utopias.
th

Gentrification, Local Governmentality and Heritagisation
We are witnessing a profound transformation of cities under the strong pressure of capitalism
on real estate. Many academics, activists and professionals have written about the tight
connections in contemporary cities between gentrification, urban renewal and politics of the
past.3 Jane Jacobs was probably the first well-known activist and scholar who loudly denounced
the collusion between real estate interests and urban policies. She posited that investors would
wait until real estate prices reached a low point before taking advantage of the opportunity for
investment (Jacobs 1969). In an invigorating article, Tom Slater recalls that the topic of
gentrification has a long history in the social sciences. Long before the seminal Gentrification
of the City (N. Smith 1986), the American sociologist Ruth Glass pointed out the links between
housing and class struggle in London. Back in 1964 she used the term ‘gentrification’ in order
to describe ‘the displacement of working-class occupiers by middle class incomers’ (Slater
2011: 571). For two or three decades, gentrification generated abundant international literature
but also led to class struggles and urban social movements. For Slater ‘Gentrification commonly
occurs in urban areas where prior disinvestment in the urban infrastructure creates opportunities
for profitable redevelopment, where the needs and concerns of business and policy elites are
3

Urban heritage gave rise to many publications. It would be very pretentious to attempt here a synthesis.
For very recent examples, the interested reader can refer to several articles in The Palgrave Handbook
of Urban Ethnography, edited by Italo Pardo and Giuliana B. Prato (2018); in particular, Graezer-Bideau
(2018), Rautenberg (2018) and Giordano (2018).
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met at the expense of urban residents affected by work instability, unemployment, and
stigmatisation. It also occurs in those societies where a loss of manufacturing employment and
an increase in service employment have led to expansion in the number of middle-class
professionals with a disposition towards central city living and an associated rejection of
suburbia’ (Slater 2011: 572). The main input of her review is that gentrification is ‘an intrinsic
part of something much larger than residential rehabilitation’ (2011: 572). Three themes
dominate:1) Production-side versus consumption-side explanations. 2) The role of the ‘new
middle-class’ 3) The costs of gentrification today and in the future.4 We shall look at the first
two themes in the following pages. But before we do so, we need to look at another approach
to gentrification that impacted on French scholarship.
In the 1990s, the French sociologist and political scientist Patrick Le Gallès proposed to
reconnect with the Weberian tradition by considering that European cities are now major
collective actors capable of dealing with states (Le Gallès 2003: 24). During the Fordist era,
they were large, vertically integrated organisations; Weberian-style ‘bureaucracies’ marked
Fordist enterprises, mass unions and political parties. In the 1980s, western European states
began to delegate to urban élites the definition and implementation of planning policies. This
was coupled with a renewal of urban planning and economic development which involved the
renewal of historic neighbourhoods and industrial buildings as opposed to dismantling the old
areas (Pinson 2009:10). Long-term planning promoted by the state was replaced by more
pragmatic policies of cities’ governments; preference was given to local networks mixing
private and public actors rather than to top-down decisions and to ‘urban projects’ rather than
to ‘urban planning’. Urban marketing appeared as a new mantra for many cities, and many
actions were evaluated according to visibility and concrete results. In the following pages we
will observe several ways in which heritage is mobilised in urban marketing, in Paris suburbs,
Lyon, Strasbourg and Saint-Etienne. In this context, cities have become major governance
actors, extending well beyond their own areas. At least in Europe, cities began to embody both
the ‘change of scale of governmentality’ and ‘the transformations of the forms of public action’
(Pinson 2009: 18). This evolution has affected the urban activism of cities, which can be
acknowledged and used as a resource rather than a protest with its self-organising or ‘DIY’ (doit-yourself) ethos. For more and more urban policies, activism appears less oriented towards
protesting against something than to transforming cities at the level of everyday experience
(Berglund and Peipinen 2018).
Heritage has become an important tool of urban policies because it allows easy
mobilisation of communities, giving sense to collective action and shaping images and
discourses toward citizens and tourist operators. I should also add that this new governmentality
is not so far from some precepts of sustainable development that promote collective action,
incremental and deliberative approaches in the public decisions, cooperation with social actors

4

She concludes arguing for scholars’ commitment and a policy aimed at avoiding forced rehousing
operations that push popular classes away from the city centres.
http://www.anthrojournal-urbanities.com/vol-10-no-1-special-issue-may-2020/
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in working on new projects. Citizens’ confidence and the enhancement of social capital are
supposed to be key notions of these policies. At the same time, political leadership has not
disappeared. It deals with traditional instruments of political regulation, such as authority or
hierarchy, and new ones, such as trust, identity, market, competition and social capital. Public
action is conducted by a more social and networking regulation. According to Pinson, collective
action can take forms very similar to project approach, encouraging interaction, in a given
context, among the public sphere, the social sphere and the market sphere. The current postFordist period comes with disintegration of vertical forms of organisation and the development
of networks, the promotion of the autonomy of the components of large organisations, the
promotion of internal competition within organisations, the substitution of hierarchical relations
with relations of trust and the promotion of internal identities to ensure social regulations. The
relationships between the state and local governments are deeply impacted by these new modes
of organising human action (Pinson 2009: 33).
However, more attention needs to be paid both to the problematic of the implementation
process and to the adaptation of these tools to specific contexts. Only in this way the benefits
that urban policies can bring to citizenship can be fully appreciated (DeVivo 2013: 24). The
literature emphasises that great attention has been paid to the revaluation and possible
exploitation of the old city centres, also in cultural terms. More generally, the economic
infrastructures for competitiveness are supposed to be concentrated in cities. However, there
are counter-examples that show the limits of this model. Unlike Italian cities like Milan, Turin
and Rome, which are driving the national economic development, Naples ‘is completely cut off
from the network which at the national level link the most strategic large Italian cities’ (DeVivo
2013: 29). Naples faces a twofold challenge, between the necessary adaptation to a globalised
and competitive economy and managing its human resources and weak physical infrastructure
(Pardo 1996). The conservation of extremely rich historical heritage is a very relevant
illustration. On the one hand, heritage is a very good tourism resource that could provide
important income. On the other hand, there is ‘the lack of an effective communication policy
on the part of the administration, as well as its inability to mobilise the residents to take an
active role in carrying out the project’ (DeVivo 2013: 35) to regenerate the historic centre that
was declared a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1995. Actors did not share the same interest
and did not have the same weight and power, ‘citizens as a collective actor’ fluctuated from one
party to another, the business community was split, different interest-groups such as tradeunions or political parties made different demands, as did environmental groups engaged in
sustainability. It must be stressed that the success of this kind of participative project depends
on how it is managed. ‘The City government can play a key role in so far as it is able both to
mediate the different interests at stake and to enforce the “rules of the game” to which all actors
must abide’ (DeVivo 2013: 37). This is what we will see in most of the papers that follow,
particularly in Strasbourg and in Plaine Commune (near Paris), where the local governments
are very proactive in heritage making.
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Still, the project approach exposed by Le Gallès and by Pinson does raise certain
questions. It favours urban élites who often share the same representations of the city and have
similar professional practices that reinforce the marginalisation of the popular classes. Elites
and middle classes weave direct links with municipal administrations in order to gentrify their
neighbourhood at the expense of the old working-class inhabitants and the migrants with whom
they cohabit. This process has been very well described for Ciutad de Mallorca by Franquesa
and Morell (2005), who show how promoting neighbourhoods in old industrial places became
an instrument for urban policies, which is called ‘the Snake and the Ladder’. In the capital city
of Majorca, power moved from local government to local governance by incorporating business
agents of the ‘third sector’. The consequence is ‘the emphasis on place rather than on territory
that is linked to the adoption of neighbourhood scale’ and ‘goes hand in hand with a new
political discourse that stresses cultural questions and the idea of participation and citizen
involvement’ (Franquesa and Morell 2005: 197). Franquesa and Morell suggest that one effect
consists in ‘encapsulating the neighbourhood’ through top-down and bottom-up processes
(2005: 195). The top down practised by the public authorities encapsulates neighbourhood
through the downscaling of particular urban policies from the corridors of public power: this is
the ‘snake’ (ibid: 195). But this ‘encapsulation can only take place if it is connected to the
strategies of certain agents that use these snakes to put up their “ladders” and scale positions in
the network of public power’ (ibid: 196). In fact, ‘neighbourhood planning not only serves
public and market powers snaking down their strategies. It also offers opportunities for
particular local leaders to put up the ladders that allow them to consolidate their power’ (ibid:
216).
This policy values land rent; more precisely, it reconciles land tenure to the apparent
preservation of vernacular urban landscapes. Heritage is thus at the service of urban renewal. It
fully plays its role within the proactive approaches promoted by urban renewal professionals,
approaches that are supposed to associate the inhabitants with the renovation of their streets and
their neighbourhoods. However, these local policies create new distinctions among the
inhabitants, separating the new ones who wish to live in the old renovated and increasingly
expensive neighbourhoods from the old ones of the lower classes who will be relocated to new
buildings at the periphery. This gentrified urban heritage is, thus, built without the people who
provided its anthropological value, against the old inhabitants who are dispossessed of their
living environment.
Global Phenomena, Local Occurrences
Beyond the theories, the ethnography of gentrified neighbourhoods accounts for sometimes
contrasting and often complex situations. Brooklyn, NYC, is a seminal example of this
complexity (DeSena and Krase 2015). Jerome Krase and Judith N. DeSena, who have done
sociological research and social activism from the late 20th century until today in several
neighbourhoods in Brooklyn, have detailed the city’s gentrification process in time and space
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(Krase and DeSena 2016).5 According to their long-term ethnography, gentrification dislocates
local communities and lessens support for the poor, such as public housing. As for residential
displacement, they show how rent regulations are failing to protect inhabitants from the effects
of gentrification. Gentrification started in the mid-1970s following a well-known process. For
about two to three decades, from the 1960s to the 1980s, Brooklyn suffered a severe economic,
social and demographic crisis. It experienced the spread of the middle-class flight that had
begun in the 1960s, the race riots of 1964 that highlighted the racial injustice and growing civil
unrest and the fiscal crisis of NYC in 1975. In response, mayors like Michael Bloomberg sought
to reshape both the physical and the social landscape of NYC. Luxury housing development
and loft conversions were accompanied by the introduction of new restaurants and retail
establishments that favoured the upscale expansion of some local areas. Since then, these areas
have experienced a reversal of fortune and, according to some tourist literature, Brooklyn is
now supposed to be one of the most trendsetting destinations in the world. However, ‘income
inequality separates people by residence, resulting in increased spatial distance between rich
and poor’ (Krase and DeSena 2016: 90).
It is worth detailing some situations exposed by Krase and DeSena which, mutatis
mutandis, could be seen in many big European cities, as noted by Yankel Fijalkow and Claire
Levy-Vroelant, who base their analysis on ethnography collected in two neighbourhoods
(Filjakov and Levy-Vroelant 2014). One is Greenpoint-Williamsburg, along the East River,
facing Manhattan; a neighbourhood whose waterfront had become a ‘desolate post-industrial
ghost town’ before being rezoned and where a new community of mostly luxury high-rise
developments has risen. The other is Crown Heights/Prospect-Lefferts Gardens, in the middle
of Brooklyn, where a predominantly white setting changed into one that is predominantly black.
In both neighbourhoods, marginality exists in different ways. Greenpoint and Williamsburg are
now among the most expensive places in Brooklyn. This results from a long and dramatic
process. Williamsburg was viewed as a stigmatised place because of its density, public housing
and non-white residents, while Greenpoint was perceived to be better. The racial composition
changed in the 1960s and 1970s, causing panic among some long-term white residents. Some
real estate agents sold to black people and Puerto Ricans, thus ‘increasing racial tension and
encouraging panic selling’ (Krase and DeSena 2016: 29). Yet, segmentation can also be seen
as a tactic to maintain the white communities and resist to the growth in the number of black
inhabitants and Puerto Ricans. White people used a number of strategies to protect and preserve
their ethnic enclaves and the larger neighbourhoods by advertising available apartments and
houses by ‘word of mouth’ and through ‘sponsorship’ of home seekers. They also defended
their neighbourhoods using informal surveillance and civilian observation patrols. In contrast
to the past, homeowners now sell to the highest bidder, whose ethnic background seems to be
down-played. The focus on local culture has shifted from maintaining a homogenous racial
group through strategies of neighbourhood defence to welcoming the highest payer regardless

5

See my review in Urbanities-Journal of Urban Ethnography, (7) 1 May 2017: 147-151.
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of social characteristics. Crown Heights and Prospect-Lefferts Gardens are among the oldest
urbanised places in Brooklyn; especially Lefferts Manor where local élites have lived since the
17th century. Historically, both Crown Heights/Prospect and Lefferts Gardens experienced
ethnic segmentation. This was accomplished by formal and informal strategies to resist the
increase in residents of colour. The process of gentrification was not homogeneous in the
neighbourhood. It illustrates well the complex relationship that has taken place since the 1990s
between gentrification, racial segregation and the increase of non-white communities. As the
élite white groups abandoned Crown Heights, the neighbourhood benefited from the influx of
secular middle-class people and working-class and Orthodox Jews. Crown Heights experienced
the gradual deterioration of rental housing and the increased presence of poor black people but
also of a large population of successful black homeowners. That of Lefferts Manor is a very
well documented situation. The community maintained its homogeneous class outlook but
gradually accepted non-WASP members. In 1969, people described it as ‘white’. Then, it
became ‘integrated’ and by the 1990s it became increasingly defined as ‘black’. Today, for the
inhabitants ‘class matters most’ (more than race). Ironically, ‘a few black pioneers who moved
into the Manor in the 1960s resented the fact that the neighbourhood became predominantly
black’ (Krase and DeSena 2016: 44). An explanation for this — unexpected — feeling is that
their past experience taught them that black neighbourhoods suffer a decline in the quality of
city services, lack protection from landlord abuse and from abusive real estate practices.
Gentrification does not only affect big city centres and tourist cities. It is a general
phenomenon that we observe in many European cities (Le Galès 2003). Even shrinking cities
are now touched by urban entrepreneurship and aim to attract middle urban classes (Rousseau
2008). Max Rousseau named them ‘losing cities’, such as Sheffield in Great Britain and
Roubaix in France which he studied; Saint-Etienne could be another good example (Béal et al.
2017). I will address this issue in further detail in my contribution to this Special Issue. At this
juncture, we need to know that ‘losing cities’ are industrial cities that have serious socioeconomic problems but also a strong image deficit for both dwellers and foreigners, and where
brownfields, poverty and unemployment have overtaken the storytelling of their former
glorious industrial past. In order to counteract this negative representation of the city and attract
investors and new inhabitants from the middle classes, local governments attempt to restore
confidence through cultural policies and urbanism (Rousseau 2008: 88).
Heritage to Resist
In Brooklyn, people and communities try to resist gentrification, and sometimes succeed. In
Crown Heights/Prospect and Lefferts Gardens, activism has been important in the defence of
the neighbourhoods, in some cases associated with the defence of heritage. But goals and
outcomes have been diverse and sometimes contradictory, including seeking social justice
while preserving ethnic and class privileges and defending the neighbourhood from real and
sometimes imaginary negative forces. The fight against gentrification is today conducted by
community organisations and individual activists. It takes many forms, such as assistance to the
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aggrieved; demonstrations, protests and petitions; taking matters to court; campaigns via
Twitter, Facebook, conferences and lectures. In Williamsburg, sometimes mobilisation against
gentrification succeeds. For instance, an agreement has been negotiated with the city that 20 to
25 percent of new residential units should be affordable to ordinary New Yorkers. In Lefferts
Manor, the association defended both the neighbourhood and the old Victorian houses they
lived in. Both were considered to be part of the common heritage that they aim to preserve from
gentrification. Therefore, we could assume that preservation of Victorian architecture helped to
stand up to real estate investors and prevent altering a quiet neighbourhood.
The examples given above show that heritage is not only a gift of the past, a social
production. Heritage activism is now included in urban policies for better, for example when
favouring co-construction of heritage with inhabitants (Auclair et al. 2017), or for worse, for
example by erasing the memory of locals in Bosnia-Herzegovina (Bicakcic 2017). There is an
obvious performative dimension of heritage that allows collective actors and communities to
mobilise themselves, for example against urban regeneration projects. Heritage cannot be
understood outside the frame of political activism, negotiations and prevailing power dynamics
at a given time and place; it is usually supposed to belong to the category of common goods
and to be shared by everybody. This quasi aporia is revealed particularly when different
conceptions of heritage face each other and are accompanied by conflicts (Barrère et al. 2017).
The heritage of some is not always the heritage of others, as demonstrated by the war in exYugoslavia: Sarajevo’s monuments and historic buildings were at the core of bitter battles
among the three communities (Serbs, Croatians and Muslims) who made war to win the city
because they each considered it to belong to their identity, while denying it had anything to do
with the identity of the others. After the war, they became important elements of the collective
memory (Capuzzo 2010). Heritage conflicts can appear at every level, from the basic
neighbourhood relationship to war between nations. Even leaving aside extremes such as those
experienced in Europe twenty-five years ago, many examples can be found of conflict between
old working-class inhabitants and new urban residents about the ‘authenticity’ of industrial
buildings. For some, these buildings are reminders of the difficult time they spent in them, for
others they evoke a mythical popular culture. Other examples are the conflicts between
inhabitants who aim to preserve their living conditions and local governments that are more
interested in transforming the neighbourhood an entertainment place to go to and spend money
in, as in the case of Majorca (Franquesa and Morell 2005), or of the real estate investors in
Coney Island, who drive out the owners of the old attractions that contributed to the New York
mythology (Busà 2017). The analysis of heritagisation helps to bring out social tensions. We
have looked at such tensions and conflicts between civil society and local government in
Brooklyn and in Majorca. Indeed, it is now accepted that heritage can be the stage of conflicts
between communities and citizens collectives with private or public institutions; moreover,
conflict could be inherent in heritage production (Barrère et al. 2017: 9). So, conflict can be a
key element in our study of heritage which can also help us to understand better issues of urban
regeneration and gentrification.
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Urban Heritage as a Phantasmagoria of the ‘Good City’
Following the Plato tradition, Ash Amin proposed ‘to redefine the “good city” as an expanding
habit of solidarity and as a practical but unsettled achievement, constantly building on
experiments through which difference and multiplicity can be mobilised for common gain and
against harm and want’ (Amin 2006: 1020). He asked for a ‘new urban centrality’ that
rediscovered ‘empowered neighbourhoods, abundances of social capital, face to-face contact,
and generally the goodness of urban social cohesion. (Amin 2006: 1021). Actually, a great
ambivalence exists in the field of local heritage policies: The defence of an historic
neighbourhood in Paris mobilised people of diverse ethnic origins, as well as artists and
politicians, in order to preserve the old habitat threatened with destruction. They argued that
given the quality of the neighbourhood and its cosmopolitanism, considered to be a sign of
vitality, the local government should not follow investors’ interests. Through building and
urban landscape preservation, what was at stake was the preservation of urbanity and of a way
of dwelling in Paris. However, the defence of this heritage led to increased tourism and to the
merchandising of its multi-ethnic dimensions (Salzbrunn 2015). In fact, heritage plays a
peculiar role in the deep mutations of urban landscapes and urbanity that we are witnessing. On
the one hand, it is convoked by urban planners, architects and actors of gentrification as social
or economic input; on the other hand, it is used to mobilise arguments against urban policies,
or to distort those policies (Barrère et al. 2017).
We could speculate that the aforementioned issues of urban transformation would oppose
different kinds of heritagisation; that is, Authorized Heritage Discourse that expresses heritage
conceptualised and produced by official institutions (L. Smith 2006), on the one hand, and
heritage from below defended by the civil society and by communities, on the other. However,
similar objects and heritage storytelling may be present in both processes. They evoke an
imagination of the European town that is largely shared, beyond political oppositions and social
stratifications; it includes, nostalgia for the popular and for working-class sociability,
supposedly more lively streets, the authenticity of former urban and industrial landscapes. In a
nutshell, what is looked for beyond urban heritage would be a dreamed urbanity that we aim to
revive (Rautenberg 2015).
Here is the main thread of this volume: urban heritage can be seen as a phantasmagoria
of the built environment, the legacy of Walter Benjamin’ Passages of the Hausmanian Paris
(Benjamin 1989), the mall of the American cities targeted by the architect Victor Gruen to
revitalize the social life of the suburbs of Detroit (Berdet 2013: 185), the Coney Island Historic
District that would preserve the image of the technological utopias of the old amusement park
(Busà 2017: 158). Benjamin’s loafer ‘who abandons himself to the phantasmagoria of the
market’ (Benjamin 1989: 291) and Halbwachs’ urban wanderer whose memory is excited by
‘the stones of the city’ (Halbwachs 1950: 134) have paved the way for this dream city that is
recharging itself in the images of the past. Pedestrians are key players in this imaginary of cities
because they give life to urban landscapes that are fundamental to the identity of their everyday
life. Sharon Zukin reminds us that artists and cultural activists, like Jane Jacobs in New York
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during the 1960s, were the first to be engaged in the moral revitalisation of cities (Zukin 2017:
20). Jane Jacobs developed the notion of ‘public character’ in order to define the quiet and safe
lifeworld for pedestrians that exists in some places such as Greenwich Village.6 Meanwhile, the
geographer and photographer John Brinckerhoff Jackson (1984) made an essential contribution
to our view of the urban milieu with the concept of vernacular landscape. He opposed the
‘country’ that refers to politics and power, to the ‘landscape’ that refers to the space and place
where people live and work. Today, his approach focuses on urban and suburban environments
where vernacular landscapes directly concern ethnicity, commercial vernacular and old disused
factories transformed into squats. According to Jackson the focus ought to be on the needs and
tastes of average people because ‘Landscapes are to be lived and not just looked at’ (Krase
2014: 13). This phantasmagoria is put on display by buildings from past centuries, windows of
mom and pop stores that are sometimes the most remarkable marks of ethnicity, urban furniture
worn down by street art practices, advertising panels with degraded colours. In France, despite
Michel de Certeau’s pioneering work on the aesthetics of everyday life (1980) and Raymond
Ledrut research on urban images (1979), sensitivity to vernacular urban landscapes really
became apparent during the 1990s. The French philosopher Jean–François Augoyard argued
that urban spaces had five issues, including a legal issue, a well-known accessibility and social
issue. Urban spaces also offer material support to the sensitive dimensions of social
relationships and they have an aesthetic value that is exploited by artists, activists and some
dwellers (Augoyard 2000: 13), such as the ‘artists-inhabitants’ whom we will discover in SaintEtienne.
The five articles that follow this Introduction will develop and illustrate this topic.
Géraldine Djament-Tran analyses the new stage of the heritagisation of industry in Plaine
Commune, an intercommunal structure in the northern suburbs of Paris where heritage is shaped
by entrepreneurial appropriation. The first French industrial revolution appeared in those towns
and some very important traces of plans from the end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th
century can be found there. In this area, which is the most important bastion of the French
Communist Party, some old factories are becoming synonymous with branding and
entertainment, which is typical of the new phase of capitalism. Géraldine Djament-Tran also
considers alternatives to this kind of heritagisation proposed by activists’ approach to industrial
heritage, local mobilisations and civic repurposing operations in the interstices of
metropolisation. Plaine Commune is a seminal example of the dialectic between branding by
the new capitalism and resisting gentrification that reminds us of the glorious worker culture of
the past. Images and imagination of the previous industrial world serves both the neocapitalistic trend — one thinks, for example, the famous filmmakers Luc Besson ‘s Cite du
Cinema — and the anti-capitalistic activists who defend the popular attachment to the
neighbourhood as a main feature of the workers’ legacy.

6

Quoted by Krase, 2014: 50
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Alain Chenevez compares Boltanski and Esquerre’s thesis about the economy of
enrichment to Harvey’s analysis on taking over the whole space by capitalism, particularly by
the way of branding and consumption, to consider cultural heritage as the materialisation of
surplus value and an instrument of communication for local development, which takes different
forms according to local issues in the Grand Lyon metropolis. However, by neglecting
inhabitants’ commitment these critical approaches do not do justice to neighbourhoods or civil
society. Chenevez develops this dialectic through four ethnographic observations. He takes a
close look at the city centre district that is becoming a creative hub with its several abandoned
industrial buildings; at an ‘urban village’ where middle class residents oppose the ‘spirit’ of
their neighbourhood to the pressure of urban consolidation; at a 16th century village where
heritage is used as an argument for attracting and selecting new residents; and at a working
class district built in the 1930s as part of the famous architect Tony Garnier’s project for housing
working class people in Lyon, and where architectural heritage has been used by inhabitants
and activists as a resource against social stigmatisation. In spite of their differences, all these
cases tell the same story; a story of segregation, gentrification and social recognition that brings
out the power of new capitalism, public policies, real estate issues in international cities and
neighbourhood commitment.
Narratives are the core issue of heritage in the four multi-ethnic inner-city working-class
European neighbourhoods undergoing gentrification studied by Fijalkow and Levy-Vroelant in
Paris, Vienna, Lisbon and Brussels. Collective memory on a day-to-day basis and the emphasis
on ‘the magic of the neighbourhood’ take over tangible heritage in the attachment to the local
history, rooting personal biographies and collective migrations in the neighbourhoods’ past.
Therefore, collective memory validates opposition to the stigma that people bear and enables
inhabitants to state their identity. This is a vernacular heritage that tightly combines the place
where people live with their international bonds, providing hospitality with an aura of legacy.
However, this does not prevent what divides from taking place. Negative representations
emerge among long-time migrants who complain about new immigration, regretting the ‘old
village’ and lamenting trafficking, dirt and fights. Thiers is a paradoxical heritage that is
anything but smooth, as it is marked by hardship endured and feelings of unfairness. The ‘good
city’ encapsulates hope for a better life, and the hard way to reach that goal belongs to the
migrants’ collective memory but is rarely shared outside.
Michel Rautenberg draws on the emotion that followed two recent pictures and a
newspaper article about poverty in Saint-Etienne in order to discuss the shaping of the
imaginary of the town in the long term through images and stereotypes. Well-known thanks to
its industrial past, Saint-Etienne is also rich with many photographers who continue to shoot
the urban vernacular landscape. All those images, and the feelings that they evoke, belong to
the local cultural intimacy (Herzfeld 1997), but they do not really fit in the aims of the local
government who want to develop a modern town that welcomes ‘new urban classes’. However,
their opposition is not frontal and reveals an ambiguous representation of the city: on the one
hand, for all the actors — activists, photographers and politicians — the local popular culture
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expresses the local identity; on the other hand, many photographers display the stigma and
traces of the industrial past, showing mundane and sometimes ugly representations of the town
that are detrimental to the local ambition to promote gentrification. As in the Fijalkow and
Levy-Vroelant’s essay, the ‘good city’ belongs to inhabitants’ intimacy but is not really shared
by the élites and the local government, who bet on another urban phantasmagoria, more in tune
with the mantras of urban marketing.
In July 2017, Neustadt, a district of the French city of Strasbourg, built during the German
annexation between 1871 and 1918, was designated as a UNESCO world heritage site. Cathy
Blanc-Reibel, Sandrine Bubendorff and Sandrine Glatron show how this heritagisation, which
reflects the ambivalence of the city that has been a main issue between France and Germany, is
supposed to correct its solely folkloric and old-fashioned image. Neustadt is the symbol of the
French/German friendship, a ‘good city’ where residents ensure the maintenance of their
building and where municipal urban policies seem to be more or less in line with residents’
expectations. However, the UNESCO designation is also seen as potentially affecting the
quality of life of residents as it is believed to be the cause of a strengthening of the binding
rules. In short, the inhabitants would not engage in a conflict with the municipality, but the
Authorized Heritage Discourse (L. Smith 2006) on their neighbourhood does not seem
necessary to them and they do not wish it to replace their homemade conception of heritage.
In short, this Special Issue offers five different ways to understand better to what aspects
of their cities’ past urban dwellers are attached and how they capture the past to imagine their
life, sometimes in order to re-enchant their urbanity.
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The Heritagisation of Industry between Entrepreneurial Making and Civic
Repurposing: The Case of Plaine Commune (in the Suburbs of Paris)1
Géraldine Djament-Tran
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This paper analyses the new stage of heritagisation of industry based on the case study of Plaine Commune, an
intercommunal structure in the northern suburbs of Paris. It suggests to move beyond the dichotomy between
heritagisation by designation and heritagisation by appropriation by evidencing a ‘creative’ form of
entrepreneurial appropriation, which is typical of the new phase of capitalism and co-produces gentrification. The
discussion also considers alternatives to this type of heritagisation: the activist making of industrial heritage, local
mobilisations and civic repurposing operations in the interstices of metropolisation.
Keywords: Capitalism, industry, mobilisations, heritagisation, Plaine Commune.

While industrial heritage is now recognised as one of several new forms of heritage (Daumas
1980, Woronoff 1989, Bergeron and Dorel-Ferré 1996), this recognition masks specificities
and trends that call the very concept of heritage into question.
First of all, industrial heritage is not just one more type of heritage — it has emerged from
a change in production methods that may be compared to the political regime change of the
French Revolution, which gave rise to the concept of patrimoine (heritage) (Poulot 1997). In
the same way that heritage itself came out of the break of the Ancien Régime’s three estates
system in France, industrial heritage resulted from the shift from industrial production methods
to post- or rather hyper-industrial production methods (Veltz 2008). In the countries of the
industrial revolution, this was a manifestation of the global redeployment of capitalism, against
the backdrop of the new international division of labour.
Additionally, despite the recent recognition of industrial heritage, up to the consecration
of several UNESCO World Heritage Site designations,2 sites are still frequently destroyed.
After a pioneering period of heritagisation of industry with activists and/or experts at the
helm, during which capitalism preferred to avoid de-industrialised areas, the heritagisation of
industry has entered a new stage. Having long remained fallow, industrial wastelands are being
recycled by metropolises with destructive gestures that have ‘effects of symbolic exclusion’ for
the working classes.3 The ‘best illustration’ of this is ‘the treatment of Seguin Island [a former
site of a huge car factory near Paris], which tends to erase the very symbol of the French
industry and working class: the Renault factory in Billancourt’ (Veschambre 2002: 69). Such
gestures may also take the form of ‘creative’ repurposing efforts, subject to an intense,
globalised circulation of models (Lusso 2013).
1

This article was translated from French by Jean-Yves Bart, with support from the Maison des Sciences
de l’Homme d’Alsace (MISHA) and the Excellence Initiative of the University of Strasbourg.
2
Such as the Ironbridge Gorge (1986), Völklingen (1994), Blaenavon (2000), the Zollverein in Essen
(2001) and the Nord-Pas de Calais Mining Basin (2012).
3
This expression ‘World Heritage Site’ was initially used with reference to the Palace of the Republic
in Berlin (Hocquet 2012).
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This ambiguous context calls for reconsidering the political and social stakes involved in
the heritagisation of industry. Whose heritage is industrial heritage? Does such heritage belong
to the working class, the employers, or to all inhabitants of de-industrialised areas? What is the
heritagisation of industry for? Is it a means to embrace a new stage of globalisation, to make
things up to those left behind or to forge a metropolitan alternative?
To tackle these questions, this paper cross-examines two bodies of scholarship that are
usually considered in isolation. On the one hand, I look at studies on heritagisation, defined as
the process of collection and upgrading whereby a social collective decides to take objects —
in the broader sense of the word — out of the ordinary scheme of things and grant them the
status of emblematic objects of its identity in time (Micoud 1995). On the other hand, I consider
studies on the new phase and the ‘new spirit’ of capitalism (Boltanski and Chiapello 1999).
The main theoretical hypothesis tested here is that the dichotomy between heritagisation
by designation and heritagisation by appropriation of inhabitants (Rautenberg 2003a) is no
longer sufficient to account for today’s making of industrial heritage. Historically, an
opposition developed between a monumental heritage, initially the property of dominant social
categories and subsequently institutionalised by the State, and vernacular, ethnological ‘social
heritages’ (Rautenberg 2003b). However, especially in suburban areas industrial heritage often
falls within neither category. Few industrial heritage sites are listed as historical monuments,
and the sociological transformations that come with de-industrialisation do little to facilitate
bottom-up appropriation. Additionally, appropriation by and for the capitalist class is at work
there, without the involvement of heritage institutions.
Rather than the opposition between heritagisation by designation and by appropriation,
today’s heritagisation of industry arguably reflects a double opposition; on the one hand,
heritage in the classical sense vs. heritage adapted to the standards of ‘creativity’ and, on the
other hand, entrepreneurial vs. alternative heritage-making. In turn, these oppositions also need
to be nuanced if not deconstructed — indeed, the heritagisation of industry results from hybrid
processes, calling into question the traditional approach to heritage-making.
The present discussion offers an examination of the structuring tension between
entrepreneurial heritage-making and resistance towards building ‘another metropolis’ at work
in the heritagisation of industry. It is based on the study of the intercommunalité [intermunicipal
structure] of Plaine Commune, in the northern suburbs of Paris, France. Since 1st January 2016,
Plaine Commune has been one of the territories of the Grand Paris [Greater Paris].4 In the
1930s, it was home to the largest industrial park in Europe and has now become one of the main
business hubs in the Paris area. Politically, it is one of the last remaining bastions of the Parisian

4

Plaine Commune brings together the municipalities of Aubervilliers, Épinay-sur-Seine, La Courneuve,
L'Île-Saint-Denis, Pierrefitte-sur-Seine, Saint-Denis, Saint-Ouen, Stains and Villetaneuse — a total of
414,000 residents.
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‘red belt’. Field research was based on semi-structured interviews with local actors involved in
the fields of culture, heritage, economy and urbanism.5

Map 1. Industrial heritage and metropolisation in Plaine Commune.

The Paradoxical Weakness of the Activist-making Industrial Heritage in Plaine Commune
In light of the dominance of Communism among Plaine Commune’s municipalities, one might
have expected to find them to be a strong example of activist making of industrial heritage —
intended as a shift from trade union and/or political activism (for instance against a factory
closure) to heritage activism — a particular type of heritagisation by appropriation (of a place
and of work tools).
Trade Union Activism and Heritage Activism
Heritage activism may have close ties with trade union activism. For instance, this is the case
in Givors, where ‘memory and heritage-oriented initiatives’ pertaining especially to the factory
chimney ‘are now essentially promoted by the association of former glassmakers’ and are
‘mobilised to have the professional origin of the diseases affecting them recognised’, and make
This material was used in the author’s habilitation thesis [accreditation to supervise research] titled
Patrimonialisation et métropolisation en banlieue. Le cas de Saint-Denis/Plaine Commune
[Heritagisation and metropolisation in the suburbs. The case of Saint-Denis/Plaine Commune], defended
in November 2016 at the University of Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne under the supervision of Maria
Gravari-Barbas.
5
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industrial heritage ‘a medium for the expression of a dominated social memory’ (Nicolas and
Zanetti 2014: 10). Trade union activism can also be converted into heritage activism, as in the
case of the steel-working area of Lorraine (Tornatore 2006).
In Plaine Commune, as the new international division of labour set in, the 1970s were
characterised by a very dynamic trade union activism. Salient events include a strike and
occupation by the steelworkers of the Rateau factory in la Courneuve (31 January-29 April
1974), the occupation of the Chaix printing works in Saint-Ouen (1975-80) (Fourcaut et al.
2007) and the struggle against the restructuring of the Babcock boiler factory in La Courneuve,
where two thirds of jobs were cut between 1967 and 1978.
Against this backdrop, an effort to combine the defence of industrial labour and the
defence of industrial heritage was made. In 1980, Maurice Soucheyre (1929-2006), the
Communist deputy mayor for culture and/or urbanism of Saint-Denis, defined a municipal
heritage policy that aimed both to defend the ‘living heritage’ of industrial employment and to
begin safeguarding the industrial heritage through an inventory and conservation attempts.6
Political and Sociological Causes of the Weakness
of Activist Industrial Heritage-making in Plaine Commune
Ultimately, in Plaine Commune, the attempt to link trade union activism and heritage activism
failed for political reasons but also for longer-term sociological reasons.
First, however dynamic they may have been, social movements were unable to contain
de-industrialisation. In the early 1990s, the municipalities of Saint-Denis and Aubervilliers
turned to a strategy of converting to an economy based on high-tech industries and services,
favouring business development over heritage protection. Nearly all the factory chimneys that
used to tower over the Plaine were destroyed and three gas storage tanks were razed to make
way for the new Stade de France. Some twenty years later, the trend towards a shift from
Communism to Socialism, further weakened the activist-making aspect of industrial heritage.
Lastly, over the longer term, sociological causes also explain the weakness of activist
industrial heritage-making in Plaine Commune. While in some sectors — those best located
and/or closest to Paris — gentrification has been flaring up; overall the territory has been largely
affected by the shift from proletariat to precariat described by the sociologist Robert Castel
(2007). Here, 10.5 percent of salaried workers work in industry, industrial facilities account for
only 3.4 percent of firms, the poverty rate has reached 37.5 percent (INSEE, 2016, 2017) and
the unemployment rate is at 22 percent (INSEE, 2018).7

6

Source : Archives municipales de Saint-Denis, fonds Soucheyre.
INSEE stands for Institut National de la Statistique et des Etudes Economiques. On a nationwide scale,
12.01 percent of salaried workers are employed in industry, 5.2 percent in industrial firms; there is a
poverty rate of 10.3 percent and an unemployment rate of 8.9 percent (INSEE 2017).
7
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Replacing Heritage Activism by the Perpetuation of the Industrial Legacy
Against this background, activism takes place more in the field of memory than in that of
industrial heritage. This is a fairly frequent phenomenon, exemplified in Billancourt by the
Association des Anciens Travailleurs Renault de l’Île Seguin [Association of Former Seguin
Island Renault Workers], which contributes to ‘research on and preservation of the [workers’]
collective memory’ (Leyris 2005: 669).
In Plaine Commune, memory-related initiatives began to be launched in the late 1990s.
In 1998, the Saint-Denis historical path, conceived on the occasion of the inauguration of the
Stade de France, evoked the industrial heritage of the destroyed gas storage tanks.

Photograph 1. Interpretive sign for the ’Red Saint-Denis’ on the Saint-Denis historical path. Source: G.
Djament.

In Saint-Denis, the city’s industrial memory is preserved mainly by the association
Mémoire vivante de la Plaine [Living Memory of the Plain], created in 1996 in response to the
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project of a Grand Stade [Great Stadium]. This sociologically mixed group aims to retrace the
history of the Plaine Saint Denis in a bid to establish a connection between the area’s industrial
past and its future (Baconin et al. 2016). The association collects testimonies and organises
urban walks.8
The Mémoire vivante de la Plaine, which has very close ties with Plaine Commune’s
elected representatives, seeks to promote the preservation of industrial heritage in urban
projects, but generally does not go as far as to engage in open conflict. Tellingly, one of its
representatives prefers to speak of ‘infusion’ rather than ‘mobilisation’, and says that the
association is fighting ‘micro-battles’. Indeed, it is part of the growth coalition (Logan and
Molotch 1987), which since the early 1990s brings together local representatives and some
local employers into a framework wherein the future of the local industrial heritage is discussed
on a case-by-case basis.
Against this background, efforts for the preservation of industrial and working-class
memory remain partly limited to the field of memory; the field of built heritage remains largely
the preserve of the actors who have the available capitals to reuse it. Therefore, the area is often
characterised by the replacement of the preservation of industrial heritage by the transmission
of industrial memory, as is exemplified by the case of the warehouses of the Printemps
department store on the Ile Saint Denis. The destruction of this heritage of concrete9 inventoried
by the heritage service of the Departmental Council went hand in hand with the collection of
workers’ memories.10
Likewise, the mansion at the Landy gasworks, built in 1885 and abandoned since 1977
— this site was inventoried by the heritage service of the Departmental Council — was
eventually destroyed despite the efforts of Mémoire vivante de la Plaine. Elected officials
agreed to have it dismantled in exchange for the prospect of 5,000 new jobs to be created by
telecommunications company SFR. The association had to content itself with printing a leaflet
on local history.
The Entrepreneurial Making of Industrial Heritage
By ‘entrepreneurial making of industrial heritage’, I mean the recognition and promotion of the
cultural heritage value of industrial remains through corporate appropriation, regardless of its
institutional recognition and/or in addition to it. It involves repurposing (a practice which has
always existed), but it is not limited to this; it is heritage-making in the sense that the
conservation and transmission of past elements are held as emblems of the identity of a firm
over time and are included in its storytelling. This goes far beyond the company museums,
which have a long local history, dating back to 1966, when the Christofle silversmithery opened
a museum and documentation centre on tableware (Furio 2008) — a new capitalist logic gave
8

Source: interview with a member of the association Mémoire vivante de la Plaine, March 2015.
The warehouses were built in the late 1950s and early 1960s and abandoned in the 1990s.
10
Source: April 2015 interview with the official in charge of the Ile Saint Denis eco-district at the Plaine
Commune directorate for planning, western section.
9
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way to a new form of heritagisation. It is a blurring of the boundaries between heritage in the
economic sense and heritage in the cultural sense (which produces an iconic heritage), between
heritage and ‘creativity’.
A New Capitalist Relationship to Industrial Heritage
This new stage of capitalism has two types of relationships to the remains of industry: a postindustrial one, advocating a tabula rasa approach, and a hyper-industrial one, typical of an
‘aesthetic’ capitalism (Lipovetsky and Serroy 2013). Some firms favour repurposing, others
prefer rebuilding from the ground up. For instance, the architectural firm Reichen & Robert, a
pioneering specialist in the repurposing of industrial heritage, conceives heritage both as a
marketing feature, a producer of consensus on real estate projects and a producer of urbanity.
They say, ‘thanks to old buildings, you produce an image right away, you have a positive
discourse to convey to nearby residents and historical societies, they’re all for it; you restructure
entire neighbourhoods; the industrial heritage constitutes structuring elements in the city, it
allows to introduce landmarks rather than a neutral urbanism’.11 However, the two forms of
capitalism can also be mobilised by the same firm in turns — many tend to switch between
repurposing and tabula rasa.
Those different relationships to the remains of industry are inseparable from a difference
in economic and territorial strategy. The dominant strand of capitalism favours a post-industrial
strategy in which industrial remains are considered as a constraint, since only the land on which
they are built is considered valuable in a financialised urban economy, and focuses on shortterm profitability. On the other hand, the rising hyper-industrial brand of capitalism turns the
waste of the former mode of production into land resources, as well as in real estate and
symbolic resources.
Two models of introduction to metropolisation coexist: the model of a global,
financialised, service-oriented city, characterised by standardised, modern and verticalised
urban forms, reflecting the ‘spatial motifs of the world (Lussault 2013), as opposed to the model
of a world city, embracing globalisation through culture, and characterised by historical urban
forms (Ghorra-Gobin 2007).
Whereas firms that refer to the first model place a premium on comparative advantage
between places, firms that refer to the second one, such as luxury firms or so-called ‘creative’
industries (for example, specialising in design), favour differential advantages, bypassing cost
as a basis for comparison. They therefore have a different relationship to territory in general
and to industrial heritage in particular. While the former favours the tabula rasa and values
only location in the metropolis and the cost of land, the latter seeks to distinguish some
metropolitan sites, in particular by their history and their architecture.
The distinction between a standard form and a collection form of capitalism (Boltanski
and Esquerre 2014, 2017) partially intersects this opposition, involving an opposition between
two modes of valuation: mass-reproducing a prototype, which is the basis of industrial
11

Source: Interview with an architect at Reichen & Robert, March 2015.
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economy, as opposed to building a collection, which is typical of the contemporary ‘economy
of enrichment’ in formerly industrialised countries. In the ‘collection form’ of capitalism, now
‘embraced by marketing’ (Boltanski and Esquerre 2017: 297), a new relation of capitalism to
its past emerges. As the sociologists Boltanski and Esquerre point out, ‘things that come from
the past and are often on a path of decline are […], like collectors’ items, selected, restored and
associated with historical narratives meant to steer their interpretation and boost their value’
(2017: 40). They also suggest applying this distinction, originally theorised for objects, to
places: ‘The exemplary case of a place that is enhanced in the standard form is the mass
produced detached house. In the collection form, places such as monuments, neighbourhoods,
cities, villages or rural sites, or even entire regions, are enhanced through heritagisation
processes’ (ibid.: 296). For industrial wastelands, the new stage of capitalism resorts either to
standard enhancement, by destroying the remains of the industrial revolution and mass building
offices, or to enhancement under the collection form, by selecting remnants of industrial
production and turning them into company emblems.
A Profitable Heritage: Blurring the Boundaries
Between Heritage in the Cultural Sense and Heritage in the Economic Sense
This form of capitalism blurs the boundaries between heritage in the cultural sense and heritage
in the economic sense. Historically, heritage in the cultural sense distinguished itself precisely
from heritage in the economic sense, following Victor Hugo’s famous 1832 assertion that ‘a
building has two things: its use and its beauty. Its use belongs to its owner, its beauty to
everyone’ (Hugo 1829: 26). Instead, ‘aesthetic’ capitalism seeks to appropriate the aesthetic
and historic values of heritage to make its use as profitable as possible. The shift from an
economy of production to an ‘economy of enrichment’ leads to a ‘process of transformation of
heritage into capital’ (Boltanski and Esquerre 2017: 96). The entrepreneurial view of made is
that it should be profitable, part of an ‘urban strategy concerned with being doubly effective,
commercially and aesthetically’ (Pierrot 2015: 17).
In the entrepreneurial making of heritage, only potentially profitable places can gain
heritage status. The different forms of capitalism have different relationships to industrial
heritage that hinge on what type of profit they expect from it in terms of spatial and temporal
scales and of what type of clientele they seek to attract.
From my interviews, it emerges that the logic behind the entrepreneurial selection of
industrial heritage is based on two main criteria that contrast with the criteria (historic,
technical, artistic and so on) used by experts to determine the heritage potential of industrial
sites: a pragmatic criterion, mutability,12 and an aesthetic criterion, monumentality and/or
‘cachet’.
Developers concur. A representative of Vinci Immobilier explains, ‘Our first approach
consists in distinguishing what brings cachet architecturally, what enriches the architectural
12

Mutability depends both on the layout of the spaces and of the materials and techniques used in
construction, which have to be updated to meet contemporary standards.
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style. Then, we consider what is technically possible for us to keep.’13 Another, from Sirius
explains, ‘If a building matches a very specific industrial process, like a gas storage tank, we
are forced to destroy it. Sometimes parts of buildings are preserved for historical reasons. Sirius
doesn’t subscribe to that logic; we don’t do museums or exhibit halls, we do business premises.
[…] For buildings with a heritage value and a functionality that meets the expectations of
today’s business, as is the case of the matchstick factory14 (in Aubervilliers), it makes sense to
renovate’.15
The criterion of mutability was exemplified in Saint-Ouen with the transformation of the
old docklands area into an eco-district. At the former Alstom site, purchased in 2004 by the
developer Nexity, the company made the choice of keeping only one out of the three (fairly
similar) industrial halls for pragmatic reasons rather than heritage-related reasons.16 The
preserved hall was the one that had been least transformed by additions over time, though not
necessarily the most interesting one architecturally. The decisive argument in favour of keeping
it was that it was the easiest to reuse.17
Monumentality is frequently the second criterion for the entrepreneurial selection of
industrial heritage. It allows to showcase the power and prestige of the company (like the high
towers of the global city). For instance, in the Cité du cinéma [City of the Cinema], the film
studios are new constructions, but the large Art Deco nave is used as a set for luxury perfume
commercials and is highly in demand among organisers of prestige business events (an activity
that generates significant profits); it also hosts fashion shows, job fairs held by the MEDEF
[France’s largest employer federation], seminars and corporate parties.
While the logic of monumentality prevails in ‘aesthetic’ capitalism it clashes with a logic
that gives value to a historical atmosphere on the grounds that ‘old buildings are interesting
anchorage points even if their architectural quality isn’t great’.18
Selected for its mutability and/or its monumentality and/or its ‘cachet’ on good and
accessible land, the industrial heritage produced by corporations answers to two main logics of
profitability that contrast with the short-term logics of the companies that practice the tabula
rasa approach; they are, a logic of long-term profitability through a policy focused on image

13

Source: Interview with the manager of the Universeine program at Vinci Immobilier, June 2015.
This 1904 site combines architectural value (its chimney has been protected under the historical
monument status since 2005) and historical value (linked in particular to the memory of the famous
worker and trade unionist Léon Jouhaux) (Smith 2015).
15
Source: Interview with the director of development at Sirius Immobilier, November 2015.
16
Even though a member of the architectural review board [Bâtiments de France] was involved in the
decision-making process, in the area surrounding the Saint-Ouen castle.
17
Source: Interview with the official in charge of planning and urbanism for the municipality of SaintOuen, May 2015.
18
Source: Interview with an architect at Reichen & Robert, March 2015.
14
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and social distinction and a logic of medium-term profitability consisting in destroying and
rebuilding nearby.

Photograph 2. The Alstom hall being turned into the city of design (Saint-Ouen). Source: G. Djament,
May 2015.

According to the developer Sirius, rehabilitating industrial heritage is more costly than
destroying and rebuilding, due especially to the cost of upgrading to modern standards19 but,
unlike metropolitan standardisation, it fits in a long-term and/or prestige strategy by bringing
in distinguished and faithful customers. ‘Repurposing industrial heritage is more expensive and
the rents aren’t more expensive, but you find top quality tenants, who are attached to the site,
which is better in the long run’.20 For instance, subcontractors for Chanel moved into the
Aubervilliers matchstick factory in the summer of 2015.
The profitability of industrial heritage is also frequently part of global operations of
conversion of industrial wastelands, in which the selection of an element to be kept and
repurposed is combined with the destruction and reconstruction of part of the building or of
neighbouring wastelands. For instance, at the Cité du design [City of Design] inaugurated in
November 2016 in Saint Ouen for the design agency Saguez and Partners, the two hall entrances
were destroyed to ensure that the rehabilitation would be profitable (this was a very costly
prestige operation, in part due to the need to remove asbestos on the roof structure); they were
replaced respectively by a parking garage and apartments. While heritage-related arguments
were advanced to justify the demolition (the hall entrances were built after the hall itself), the
underlying logic behind this move was mainly entrepreneurial.

19

Materials that are now banned, like lead and asbestos, have to be removed from 19th and early 20th
century buildings, and technical networks and insulation have to be redone.
20
Source: Interview with the director of development at Sirius Immobilier, November 2015.
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Photograph 3. The selectivity of the entrepreneurial making of industrial heritage: the example of SaintOuen’s cité du design. Source: G. Djament, May 2015.

The entrepreneurial making of industrial heritage is thus characterised by its pragmatism
— and sometimes by its randomness. Being dependent on economic criteria, it is sensitive to
changes in context, as is illustrated by the trajectory of the old Landy gasworks, located opposite
the Stade de France in Saint-Denis. In the initial project devised by Reichen & Robert, the site,
which had been inventoried as heritage by the departmental council, was to be preserved and
repurposed as a conference centre. However, due to the 2008 crisis, investors pulled out of all
‘risky projects’ and retreated to the Golden Triangle in Paris. Plaine Commune then responded
favourably to a proposal by a new investor, SFR, which promised to create 5,000 jobs. The
telecommunications giant chose to destroy the gasworks and have its headquarters, the largest
in the Paris area, designed by Jean-Paul Viguier as a symbol of the ‘future twenty-first century
metropolis’.21
An Iconic Heritage
In the new stage of capitalism, the repurposing of industrial wastelands is ‘both a prestige
operation and a profitable operation’.22
Both in its material and symbolic structures, the entrepreneurially produced industrial
heritage reflects the icons of ‘aesthetic’ capitalism. Like iconic ‘starchitecture’, this heritage is
defined by the following characteristics under the framework proposed by Guillaume Ethier
(2015) in his PhD.
• It is decontextualised in space and time. Insulated from its urban setting due to
neighbouring destructions, or in some cases to the destruction of part of the building
itself, it operates in the networks of an archipelago economy (Veltz 2008). The

21

http://www.plainecommune.fr/actualites/actualites/actualiteSource:
Plaine
Commune,
detaillee/article/le-campus-sfr-inaugure-a-sai/#.Wzs2963pNBw; accessed on 2 July 2018.
22
Source: Interview with the manager of the Universeine program at Vinci Immobilier, June 2015.
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entrepreneurially produced heritage is also disconnected from the workers’ memory.
It displays a structural disconnection between the (old) building and its (repurposed)
interior. Facadism frequently occurs.
It is aestheticised and brought up to ‘creative’ standards, bringing a ‘cachet’, and
‘atmosphere’, following the canons of capitalism’s exploitation of nostalgia (Appadurai
2001).
Its promotion is supposed to trigger urban regeneration and boost the local identity.

The Cité du cinema in Saint-Denis exemplifies this concept perfectly. This project, which
encompasses the entire film production chain, was developed by a private actor, filmmaker Luc
Besson, who shot scenes from his movie Léon (1993) there, and his company Europacorps.
Closed for safety reasons, the site (which included a school and a restaurant) appears cut off
from its immediate surroundings. The inter-communality has however been trying to make this
metropolitan site a genuine part of its neighbourhood and the departmental tourism committee
regularly organises visits. The Reichen & Robert firm acknowledges that the workers’ memory
has ‘no place’ in this repurposing, which is the whim of a ‘creative’ entrepreneur, but argues
that it has ‘preserved the quality of the building’.23

Photograph 4. The Cité du cinema. Source: G. Djament.

The entrepreneurially-produced heritage is therefore not heritage in the institutional and
expert sense. As the official in charge of business real estate in Plaine Commune notes, in this
case preserving heritage means retaining the essential structures but certainly not keeping
everything as is.24 This is why, faced with the repurposing of the Cité du cinéma by Reichen &
Robert and Vinci, a case overruled by the Ministry in the name of a higher metropolitan

23
24

Source: Interview with an architect at Reichen & Robert, March 2015.
Source: Interview with the official in charge of business real estate in Plaine Commune, April 2014.
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interest,25 the government board architect expressed embarrassment and weighed the pros and
the cons of the operation. Consequently, the original volumes of the old gasworks were
preserved but the 1903 additions and the coal silos were destroyed. The original colours on the
façades were retained, and the tiled floor rebuilt identically. Inside, traces of oxidation and the
patina of the metal structure were stabilised and retained, and some features of the technical
heritage were preserved. However, the only machine that was kept was subjected to what
Samuel Périgois (2006) called ‘artefactualisation’ to refer to the preservation of the odd piece
of heritage to make up for the destruction of the rest, and a ‘process of production of signs to
replace heritage objects’ (Veschambre 2014: 63). Renamed the ‘dream machine’, it was
covered by graffiti by some of Luc Besson’s artist friends.
A ‘Creative’ Heritage
In ideological and social terms, the entrepreneurial making of heritage is characterised by:
* ‘Creative’ narratives
In the case of places enhanced by capitalism in its collection form, ‘things that come from the
past and are often on a path of decline are […], like collectors’ items, selected, restored and
associated with a narrative presentation, i.e. historical narratives design meant to steer their
interpretation and boost their value’ (Boltanski and Esquerre 2017: 296). The Cité du cinéma
illustrates this, with a discourse that invents a ‘kind of continuity’ ‘between a factory that
produces light’ (the electric plant, in operation between 1933 and 1981) ‘and a factory that uses
light’ (film).26
* Implicit or explicit reference to an imagined community of ‘creatives’
The supposed ‘creative class’ (Florida 2000) is the intended recipient of aestheticizing
repurposing operations in most converted industrial wastelands. The entrepreneurial making of
industrial heritage comes with a social change; the majority of employees in the new companies
are executives, and most of them reside outside Plaine Commune. There is a ratio of one local
resident for three executive positions; only 31 percent of Plaine Commune residents in
employment work locally (INSEE 2010).
* The co-production of metropolisation and gentrification
Perceived as a differential advantage in the globalised competition between local areas, the
entrepreneurial making of industrial heritage is intended to boost — and it does boost —
metropolitan gentrification in the inner suburbs of Paris. For instance, in the eco-district of the
docklands area in Saint-Ouen, new homes are sold for 4,100 € per m2, to help Nexity, which
redeveloped the former Alstom hall, cover its costs. This, in a city where only 52.7 percent of
households are subject to income taxes and where the median disposable income per
consumption unit is only 1,376 € per month (INSEE 2017).
25

The entrepreneurial and institutional makings of industrial heritage are often embedded, but the former
is far more prevalent, as corporations have the capitals needed to ensure the repurposing — and by
extension preservation — of industrial heritage.
26
Source: Interview with an architect at Reichen & Robert, March 2015.
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It so turns out that ‘aesthetic’ capitalism and postindustrial capitalism are additional
strategies more that opposite strategies. While their territorial and architectural choices diverge,
they share the same desire to be part of metropolisation conceived as the global promotion of
an ‘exceptional city’ (Halbert 2010) to the detriment of the ordinary city. Their social effects,
benefiting the most favoured social categories, are also very similar.
Attempted Alternatives to the Entrepreneurial Making of Industrial Heritage
The dominance of this entrepreneurial making of industrial heritage raises the question of
whether it is possible to regulate it or alternatives exist.
The Public Regulation of the Entrepreneurial Making of Industrial Heritage
A degree of regulation of the metropolisation of the economy based on heritage happens
through negotiations between local authorities and corporations on urban projects.
A prime example of this type of regulation through heritage can be found in the genesis
of the Universeine project, which stands next to the Cité du cinéma. Local authorities negotiated
with Vinci to preserve not only the Maxwell hall, as initially planned, but also the former
engineers’ building, which connects to the hall and has historical value. The site is also expected
to serve as the residential district of the Olympic village during the 2024 Games.
However, the public regulation of the entrepreneurial making of industrial heritage
remains limited. In 2005, for instance, the chimney of the 1904 matchstick factory in
Aubervilliers was listed on the supplementary inventory of historical monuments, and
subsequently restored by the Fondation du patrimoine [a private heritage foundation]. But the
renovation of the entire site, located within the chimney’s protection perimeter, is the outcome
of a compromise between the architectural review board, the developer (Sirius) and the
municipality of Aubervilliers.
‘Civic’ Repurposing
In addition to attempts at regulation, one may consider repurposing operations that may be
called ‘civic’ alternatives. They meet the following criteria, informed by the research of Vincent
Béal and Max Rousseau (2014) on the metropolitan alternative:
• Contrary to the entrepreneurial industrial heritage, they acknowledge the workers’
memory on the site.
• Where entrepreneurial repurposing operations tend to be disconnected from their
surroundings, they are rooted in their local environment.
• Contrasting with the primarily financial rationales at work in entrepreneurial heritagemaking, they require at least some extent of public or collective control over the land
— the heritagisation of industry raises the key question of the regulation of real estate
speculation.
For instance, in La Courneuve, the former Mecano factory was converted into an
administrative centre and inter-communal multimedia library at the last minute.
At odds with the overarching concern for competitiveness in entrepreneurial repurposing
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operations, they are aimed not at industries and/or at the ‘creative’ class, but at all residents —
a distinct answer to the recurring question of who benefits from the heritagisation of industry.
For instance, thanks to the mobilisation of the groups Mémoire vivante de la Plaine and Plaine
de femmes, the old 1913 train station of the Plaine was converted into a maison des associations
(centre for community groups) which hosts socio-cultural events, including exhibits on the
history of the neighbourhood, since December 2015.
Limitations and Ambiguities of ‘Civic’ Repurposing Operations
in the ‘Creative’ Making of Industrial Heritage
Even when public actors are involved in the repurposing of industrial heritage, entrepreneurial
heritage-making still appears to play a crucial role, especially as the repertoire of the ‘creative
city’, a variant of the conception of the metropolis as an ‘exceptional city’ (Halbert 2010),
which keeps gaining clout within the framework of the Grand Paris metropolitan project
(Lebeau 2014) and blurs the borders between alternative and ‘creative’ (Cousin et al. 2016).
Thus, the upcoming repurposing of the southern section of the Babcock site, the eighthectare former home to a factory for a US boiler producer that came to La Courneuve in 1898
and closed permanently in 2012, is presented as a model project by Plaine Commune. It might
claim the status of an alternative, in that it includes:
* Public control over the land
The successive interventions of the Banque de France and of the Établissement public foncier
d’Île-de-France27 have brought public control over land that belongs to a private owner with
an interest in speculating. A contrasting example is the neighbouring private site of Eurocopter,
where the history of the aircraft manufacturer Bernard dates back to 1917. Its older half was
destroyed to make space for the construction of a data centre, even though repurposing options
existed.28
*An effort to preserve heritage and industrial memory
The halls in the southern section of the Babcock site will be retained. However, annex buildings
could be demolished, and the halls will probably be opened to bring light in. There seems to be
an effort to engage in reflection on the site’s industrial memory. In remembrance of the 1968
strikes, which began on 18 May and lasted three weeks, the factory workers renamed the path
along the big halls rue du 18 mai (18 May Street) (Haus 2016). In the northern section of the
site, the planned venue for the Banque de France, a 1923 building was restored. However, the
halls were destroyed, despite the heritage service of the departmental council pointing out their
value because they included late 19th century sheds. In this case, location constraints prevailed
over heritage preservation (the cash centre was placed alongside the motorway for security
reasons).29
27

This is a state-owned regional land management corporation.
Source: interview with the official in charge of industrial heritage at the departmental council, May 2015.
29
Source: interview with the official in charge for the La Courneuve planning sector in Plaine
Commune, December 2015.
28
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* An effort to build for all residents, with attention to common areas and, consistent with the
idea of a ‘solidary’ metropolis, to creating an open site that would be easy to appropriate.30 Still,
the site is already an object of entrepreneurial appropriation; specifically, ‘The site is regularly
used for movie shoots and fashion shows. In November 2008, the Renault-Nissan group
presented the Nissan Qashqai, its new SUV’.31
In terms of programming, the planned creation of apartment buildings, recreational
facilities, a cultural institution and businesses seems ambivalent. While the upcoming
repurposing may present itself as ‘alternative’ by creating public services and potentially
including an alter-economic dimension, it is also part of the international circulation of
‘creativity’ models. Its planning is directly inspired by the experiences of la Belle de Mai
(Marseille) and of the Ile de Nantes, favouring a heritage-oriented planning and/or touristic
facilities to the detriment of the workers’ memory (Barthel 2009).

Map 2. The repurposing of the Babcock site in La Courneuve. Source: G. Djament, background from
the SEM Plaine Commune Développement.

30

Source: interview with the official in charge for the La Courneuve planning sector in Plaine
Commune, December 2015.
31
Source: Comité Départemental du Tourisme du 93 [Departmental Tourism Committee of Seine-Saint-Denis],
http://www.tourisme93.com/document.php?pagendx=84&engine_zoom=PcuIDFC930001351; accessed on 25
June 2018.
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Recent Local Mobilisations Surrounding Heritage and their Struggles
to Curb the Entrepreneurial Making of Industrial Heritage
Some local mobilisations surrounding industrial heritage have succeeded in sparing some sites
from destruction, but not from an entrepreneurial takeover, in the sense that their conservation
depended on an upcoming repurposing.
In the early 1970s, the Christofle’s metallurgic branch was moved to Normandy; the
production of large silver pieces and work on precious metals remained on site (Furio 2008).
The historic silversmithing factory, with its monumental architecture, is included in the
historical path created by the municipality in 1997. The departmental tourism committee
organises visits there. In 2006, ‘the company announced the transfer of the last remaining
craftsmen from Saint-Denis to the Parisian and Norman sites as well as the sale of the factory’
(Furio 2008). The local heritage preservation network then mobilised and managed to have
Christofle’s silverware moulds saved; in spite the company’s opposition, it got the factory listed
on the historical monuments board’s supplementary inventory. Mémoire vivante de la Plaine
collected the testimonies of former Christofle workers. Yet, heritagisation remains unfinished,
as the site’s conversion is currently on standby.
Likewise, Saint-Denis’s ‘SNCF cathedrals’ — the monumental railway repair workshops
built in the 1870s and closed permanently in 1998 by Réseau Ferré de France [the national rail
network] — were threatened with destruction. Having been abandoned for some twenty years,
they were saved by the mobilisation of Mémoire vivante de la Plaine; the site was listed on the
supplementary inventory of historical monuments in 2004. Yet, their repurposing, on which
their preservation depends, remains pending. Subjected to a variety of temporary uses, the site
appears to be due for a ‘civic’ repurposing scheduled for around 2020, following an agreement
between the SNCF, which owns the land, and Plaine Commune. It is expected to host public
facilities liable to be enjoyed by all residents: a health centre, a nursery and a centre for mother
and child health. But, because of the high costs, the plans for the largest cathedral are split
between public and/or private funding. Nike has proposed a showroom dedicated to urban
sports, US and Chinese developers want to build luxury homes, and a company specialised in
art logistics has also expressed interest. The feasibility study for the redevelopment of a ‘cluster
dedicated to the economy of reuse and production workshops for craftsmen’ was issued in July
2016.32 At the time of writing, renovation was reportedly imminent.33
Conclusion
In the new phase of heritagisation of industry, heritagisation is rarely the result of designation,
as industrial heritage is generally only preserved in cases where a repurposing, and by extension
an appropriation, is planned.
32

Source: Jean-Marie Mandon, Architect, https://www.mandon-architecte.fr/2016/09/; accessed on 29
June 2018.
33
Source: Groupe Cayola, A Saint-Denis, la rénovation des cathédrales du rail est imminente, 11
October 2017, https://www.constructioncayola.com/batiment/article/2017/10/11/115049/saintdenisrenovation-des-cathedrales-rail-est-imminente.php; accessed on 29 June 2018.
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The main form of heritagisation of industry observed in Plaine Commune is
entrepreneurial. There is virtually no heritagisation resulting from the appropriation of former
workers here, even though community and political initiatives perpetuate the local industrial
memory. Attempts at heritagisation through alter-metropolitan appropriation have been made
as alternatives to capitalistic appropriation but remain tentative due to the popularity of the
repertoire of ‘creativity’, the growth coalition between elected representatives and local
businesses and the lack of financial resources.
Thus, the heritagisation of industry has three competing yet embedded functions in a
quickly evolving pericentral/suburban area (Albecker 2015): a dominant function of emblem
of ‘creative’ capitalism, a challenging function of regulation of the frontier of metropolisation
and an interstitial, alter-metropolitan function.
In conceptual terms, the entrepreneurial making of industrial heritage — characteristic of
heritaglobalisation (Gravari-Barbas 2012), globalisation of heritage and through heritage —
challenges the traditional notion of heritage. This concept, developed in France as part of
national political constructs, increasingly pertains to the economic field. We see a shift from
heritage as anchoring of identity to heritage as a differential advantage in the globalised
competition between local areas, in the scenario of the hyper-spectacularisation of heritage
(Gravari-Barbas 2014).
The narrative of entrepreneurial heritage is not a national one, but a ‘creative’ one. It
refers to the imagined community of the so-called ‘creative class’ — not to the working class
as in activist heritage-making, or to citizens/suburban residents as in alter-metropolitan
repurposing operations. Far from removing sites from the ‘ordinary commerce of things’
(Micoud 1995 and 2011: 16), entrepreneurial heritagisation comes hand in hand with
repurposing.
The entrepreneurial heritage is indissociably heritage in the cultural sense and in the real
estate, financial sense. This brand of capitalism precisely exploits the fungibility between the
cultural and financial values of heritage. So, heritage is both subjected to the imperative of
profitability and produced in function of it. The entrepreneurial making of heritage produces
not so much heritage in the classical sense of the term as hybrids between heritage and the
globalised reference frame of ‘creativity’, thereby contributing to metropolitan gentrification.
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The City Shaped by the Rhetoric of Heritage:
Imagining Standardization Away
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Cultural heritage is a value that seems to count for something in our urban societies. Beyond the professional field
of the conservationist, it is above all the idea of a common physical or incorporeal property signalling a form of
belonging or of dependence. Arising from the domestic universe and long related to Historical Monuments,
cultural heritage has experienced exponential social demand and has undergone significant semantic
metamorphoses. It no longer serves the construction of nation states as in the 19th century, nor the invention of
symbols by summoning up the memory of what is legitimate to preserve. It has become a subject of
communication, much like the development of cultural and artistic events in the public space, because it is useful
for economic and touristic attractiveness and for the characterization of social spaces. Are we living in a regime
of heritage values related primarily to consumption, materialized by the growing display of heritage for the
enchantment of urban spaces? If so, are we also witnessing the emergence of multiple heritage causes induced by
a socially fragmented society? Are we confronted with a common property calling for heritage democracy? This
paper attempts to answer these questions drawing on the strength of examples from the urban region of Lyon,
France.
Keywords: Cultural heritage, memory, urban, communication, enchantment, public space.

Introduction
The heritage of Europe’s cities is currently being enhanced seemingly without limits. In France,
legislation on historic monuments and national designation schemes1 (Ville de Pays d’art et
d’histoire, Aire de valorisation de l’architecture, Patrimoine XXème siècle,2 Site remarquable)
together with Unesco and Council of Europe conventions mean that pretty much anything may
be made a common good, meaning that it may be designated and protected as being of
collective, historical or remembrance value. The many institutional arrangements and
classification schemes by which heritage becomes heritage are becoming fuzzy and prone to
change. It is no longer just monuments and prestigious sites that are defined as heritage; public
policy on the question is expanding to include intangible property, cultural and natural
landscapes and even the commonplace, protecting and (re)characterizing many highly eclectic
artefacts (Heinich 2012). This observation is consistent with the end of any rank-ordering of
forms of expression and their cultural equivalence (Coulangeon 2011). Even the use of the term
‘heritage’ is no longer reserved to the central administration with its professional corps of
architects, curators and experts. The word is used performatively by elected officials,
shopkeepers, community actors, developers and promoters, and even by residents, individuals
and ‘ordinary folk’ to enhance particular geographical areas or urban districts (Rautenberg and
Rojon 2014). Is this done to create a sense of belonging and/or dependence in order to counter
a sense of being finite? Or is it done out of care for things prompted by a fresh sense of
awareness in the Anthropocene era (Latour 2015, Tornatore 2018)? In any case, heritage and
1
2

See https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichTexte.do?cidTexte=JORFTEXT000032854341&categorieLien=id
See http://www.culture.gouv.fr/documentation/memoire/VISITES/labelxx/lieu_frameset.htm
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what it is imagined to be seem to be becoming values that matter in contemporary societies,
much like culture, the art of living, or nature conservation. The resounding success of heritage
and its pragmatic uses, outside any scholarly and administrative context, supposedly do not
express a new relationship with time, a feeling of loss, the development of neo-conservatism, a
shift in what is held sacred, nor changing society; more mundanely, they are the materialisation
of new forms of surplus value, with the past becoming a resource for attracting new residents
and/or tourists, for instance (Boltanski and Esquerre 2017). Heritage becomes, then, an
instrument of communication with which to ensure local development, or to counter, or more
often than not promote, the marketisation of contemporary cities. City planning is supposedly
intended primarily to produce attractive and creative urban areas, much like a brand to be
promoted and consumed. This is consistent with the analyses of Harvey (2012), who
emphasizes how capitalism tends to commandeer and take over geographical space and above
all to instrumentalize it for its own profit. Urban planning is intended to some extent to impose
ways of life, being very much geared to consumerism and the security of property and
individuals, but also to the enhancement of old city centres. It is just that this also tends to
produce places that are standardized and mass-produced in terms of housing or shops, to reduce
diversity and to iron out local specificities. In this way, for Sennett (2001), economic
globalisation, the urbanisation of the world and the worldwide spread of capitalism all produce
characterless urban spaces, such as shopping precincts and housing estates.
Without denying the value of such structural and critical approaches, the present
discussion shows how social actors take hold of heritage-related images and of specific or
allegorical rhetoric about ‘common goods’ in order to defend industrial monuments, the urban
village, ancient market town or working-class district as unique in their own ways. As we shall
see, this is consistent with processes of segregation, gentrification and social recognition. The
discussion will draw on case studies from the Lyon urban region, empirical research and
sporadic observation and analysis of discourse in the media as well as among the general public
and more involved audiences. Lyon seems a relevant field of study because it is emblematic of
a city that is keen to remain attractive worldwide, sustain its economic development and keep
alive its dream of becoming a leading metropolis (Chenevez 2006). The study areas addressed
succinctly and experimentally here are of varying dimensions, ranging from the city centre to
the outer suburbs, but all provide a focus for a pragmatic rhetoric about heritage. The
investigation addresses the ways in which the term ‘heritage’ comes up in arguments and
accounts of projects of urban transformation and how it affects the making of cities today.
Lyon’s Confluence District: A Narrative Between Tradition and Modernity
The recently named Confluence district is located in a former industrial and service-sector land
that is undergoing wholesale reconversion in the heart of Lyon (2nd arrondissement), where the
Rhône and Saône rivers converge. The site was long used for heavy and polluting industries as
well as transport. An urban conversion scheme began in the early 21st century. It is emblematic
of the grandeur to which the local elected officials aspire for the city — its real or supposed
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inclusion in the club of the leading European and world cities. To achieve this aim, for a good
ten years a huge urban programme backed by several tiers of local authorities has been
underway, including in particular carefully designed housing, an up-market shopping mall,
regional administrative offices, high-tech and events management industries and the impressive
Confluences Museum (science and society). The whole complex covers some 150 hectares in
the heart of the historical Perrache/Sainte-Blandine district and encompasses the adjoining
industrial wasteland, a former wholesale market and a prison recently freed of its occupants and
converted into a private university. The designers claim that the principle is to escape from a
period of abandonment and convert old industrial and service-sector areas into a new ultramodern hyper-centre — a district ‘on the cutting edge, to bring out the city of tomorrow that is
sustainable and ultra-high performance in terms of energy’ (interview with an SEM Confluence
manager).
When making a film about the district in 2009, I met with managers of the semi-public
company in charge of developing the site. The concern of those involved in this urban project
was not to save the traces of an industrial decline or a lost world of work. On the contrary, their
concern was to write a glorious new chapter for a space that was run-down and had been
occupied until then mostly by working-class and immigrant populations.
‘The Perrache district was mostly made up of buildings and wasteland of little value
[…] long disused factories. This programme for the area is a whole new chance to
come out on top, to be part of a new, unprecedented, up-market district; we are
going to write a prestigious page for this district […]’ (interview with an SEM
Confluence manager, 2009).
But what should be conserved and why? What should be protected? Does the term
‘heritage’ arise for specific objects? Or is it a case of ‘wiping the slate clean and starting anew’?
Several material items were selected and saved following a first phase of demolition of
the former industrial premises that, apart from a campaign and publication by the Inventory
Department (Chalabi et al. 2005), proceeded amid the utmost indifference of cultural heritage
groups. A few examples from the former port can be cited. The sugar warehouse was converted
into an iconic location for the biennial contemporary art exhibition; it was restored in a highly
contemporary and artistic style and renamed the Sucrière. The customs and excise building was
gutted to accommodate communication businesses and contemporary art galleries. Next to it,
former derricks were saved and rehabilitated on the riverside and a salt storehouse became a
high-end restaurant. The whole complex stands alongside comfortable hotels and audio-visual
and event organisation companies in buildings marked by an audacious and ‘distinctive’
architecture. Further north in the district, a former prison has been saved and turned into a
private university, following a thorough programme of demolition and conversion. The term
‘heritage’ crops up as an essential consideration for the designers of the urban programme
alongside a very modernistic discourse about innovation, sustainability, social mixing and
usages (a break with the past, severance and the architectural avant-garde).
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‘There is a tremendous history that must be saved, buildings we have to conserve,
that must be converted of course for a new function but certain volumes are of high
quality […]’ (interview with an SEM Confluence manager, 2009).
Nothing in the Confluence district is listed with the Monuments Historiques, there are no
protection orders from the administration. But as the website for the SEM Lyon-Confluence
urban project states, the memory of the place is thought of as the cornerstone of the urban
project. It reads:
‘La Confluence’s industrial heritage, from the river port to the market of national
interest,3 has given the area’s constructions a unique character, marked by history.
The two prisons it housed have also influenced its heritage. Throughout the
redevelopment programme, the district has taken care to preserve its roots […]’.4
Here, the heritage issue is not underpinned by protection measures related to some
scientific approach backed by specific professional corps. Because it is exclusively material, it
is appropriated, used, framed and justified primarily by urban development actors.
Conservation choices are made for aesthetic and economic purposes by making a show of
heritage. There are no mediation features, no plaques to recall the past or other memorial
features. The few features of industrial or functional architecture that have been conserved and
restored boost interest in the site, thereby enhancing land and property values. They serve as
reminders, as totems, like the old derricks that have been restored and that stand beside
buildings with highly contemporary architecture to lend them a patina, ‘to look old or
industrial’, thereby fostering a sense of fascination and enchantment via a form of industrial
and dockside aesthetics in the line of the splendid examples of London, Liverpool and
Hamburg. By combining a reconstructed history with modernity, an urban trajectory is mapped
out for the area running from abandonment to modernity; it is an imagined trajectory that singles
the project out and presents it as the obvious course to follow, while enabling a political
reinterpretation of the collective local memory. This is a performative process which the project
designers are not always conscious of. Each of the developers involved in the district is called
on to respond to the elected officials’ ambition of embedding Lyon in people’s imaginations as
being worthy to feature among Europe’s major cities.
A renewed interest in culture, aesthetics and heritage is essential for attracting investors
and consumers (Chenevez 2014) as part of a process intended to make cities distinctive,
bolstered by the development of financial capitalism and of metropolisation in which all cities
are economic rivals in a world market. This makes it possible to reinterpret the earlier industrial
and service-sector narrative about the district so that it can fit in an exuberant colourful
modernity while giving it a new sheen, or at any rate a customized veneer of age. This is the
In France a ‘market of national interest’ is a wholesale market to which the authorities grant special
strategic status. Such markets are generally located on the main lines of communication and/or in the
major cities.
4
See http://www.lyon-confluence.fr/ accessed on 20 February 2017.
3
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response to the expectations of metropolitan social groups and their concern for being
distinctive (Chabrol et al. 2016), meeting the need for competitive big cities to radiate out and
the need for consumerism related to economic globalisation — and it is also a response to the
‘touristification’ of the world (Gravari-Barbas and Fagnoni 2015). Here, the rhetoric of heritage
is not meant to strike a blow against the market and profit or to counter the enjoyment of
individual interest (which characterizes cultural heritage in its legal definition); on the contrary,
it is meant to make public space aesthetically pleasing while including it within a discourse
about the district’s history designed, among other things, to increase land and property prices.
In this way representations of heritage and an imagined past circulate and propagate with the
main objective of integrating the urban project into a higher and shared dimension. The
objective is to construct a sort of urban mythology, an image of grandeur for a new district, to
enable it to draw in the upper middle classes and creative classes and convince them that they
have come to the right place to visit, to settle, or to consume.
The Montchat District (Lyon’s 3rd Arrondissement)
The same city but with different actors. The Montchat district in the eastern part of Lyon’s 3rd
arrondissement comprises numerous small houses and handsome detached homes built in the
19th century. This area is under substantial pressure from urban consolidation. The city is
growing and newcomers are looking for accommodation. The pressure is intensifying for realestate developers to knock down detached houses and build more profitable blocks of flats. The
council for the 3rd arrondissement regularly organizes meetings about the district’s future. In
June 2016, together with postgraduate student Laura Villar, I met inhabitants, elected officials
and real-estate professionals at some of the meetings about conserving the ‘village spirit’
around which there seems to be a consensus of opinion.5
At one of the public meetings, thirty people including residents from the neighbourhood
committee discussed the district’s future. There was an elected representative from the majority
party, one from the opposition, and a property developer.
One member of the neighbourhood committee complained:
‘We are in Montchat for its quality of life and its village spirit; the houses that give
the district its identity are being destroyed, I think […]’
A representative from the council replied:
‘[…] It is important to preserve the district’s identity but it must not stand in the
way of the necessary modernisation […] We are forcing the developers to keep the
surrounding wall and trees. At any rate, we are giving priority to an architecture

5

Laura Villar, Analyse architecturale du quartier de Montchat: entre images et réalité, une traduction
photographique de mutations sociologiques contemporaine: file:///Users/Alain/Downloads/BdS-UdL2016-07_Laura%20Villar.pdf
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that, through its size, volume and its aesthetics, respects Montchat’s residential
character.’
An opposition councillor added:
‘Montchat is one of the districts with a marked identity in the city of Lyon, with its
village atmosphere. However, for some years now it has been undergoing rapid
urban change with houses being demolished and a degree of consolidation which
could threaten the specificity to which the people of Montchat cling and which the
new residents come looking for.’
Also attending were several people from other districts, one of whom added his contribution:
‘the district must not be made ordinary and we have to conserve its identity, its
history, its atmosphere, its village spirit […]’
Everyone mentioned the words ‘village district’, ‘identity’, sometimes even ‘heritage’, to
protest against the changes but also, in a way, to support them. A developer might evoke
‘Montchat the village’ to sell flats while a member of the neighbourhood committee would do
so to prevent such a thing. In other words, everyone used shared equivalences (Boltanski and
Thévenot 1991) — the reference to the ‘village’, to the ‘atmosphere’ to be conserved, to the
architecture as distinctive. Everyone agreed there was a spatial ‘character’ that it was essential
to preserve and that supposedly defined a shared sense of belonging. ‘Heritage’ arguments were
used to refuse new buildings, promote togetherness and sell new flats. As in the case of the
Confluence district, the past and the traces of it were the subject of a narrative and selective
discourse that, when used by developers, improved their advertising and ultimately their sales
pitches. The objective was to lend distinctiveness to fairly standardized urban buildings and
drum up interest by supporting urban change and, in the process, boost land and property values.
The Village of Crémieu
Let us now take a look at another location that will provide a solid basis for our comparison
and underscore the incredible interest for the rhetoric of heritage. The village of Crémieu with
its 3,500 inhabitants lies some 40 kilometres east of Lyon. Why move out of the city proper?
Because this example is representative in part of the phenomenon of suburbanisation, whereby
more than 40 percent of the French population and especially the middle classes now live in the
outer suburbs.6 This village was occupied as early as the late 1970s by adventurous urbanites,
which foreshadowed the urban exodus, the return to the countryside. Its expansion has not
stopped, as this rural space is undergoing wholesale transformation (Charmes 2005).
This densification of peripheral zones tends to make French cities stand out in Europe.7
Many residents settle in Crémieu because it offers lower property prices, a little freedom, more
Raphaëlle Rérolle, Le Français, cet ‘homo périurbanus’, Le Monde, Rubrique ‘Culture et idées’, 31
May 2012.
7
https://www.insee.fr/fr/statistiques/2128977
6
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space and even a sense of social togetherness. Few inhabitants of Crémieu were actually born
there. Most do not work there but commute to Lyon or elsewhere.
I began research on the municipality in 2016 with a special interest in the role of heritage
and the way in which the heritage rhetoric could be controlled by local political powers. The
question of heritage is very important here, probably more so than elsewhere. It should be
pointed out that the town has many old buildings, some dating from the 16th century. As the
deputy leader of the council told me during an interview, ‘We are a big village, about 3,400
inhabitants, but our influence spreads over a broad region, sometimes from Grenoble to Lyon,
thanks to the outstanding wealth of our heritage and our landscape.’ The opposition councillors
who invited me for a day of discussion about the municipality’s future in May 2016 drew
heavily on heritage in their arguments to emphasize the failings of the current council leadership
that is allegedly letting the village develop chaotically. They publish a quarterly magazine in
which most of the articles raise questions about the town’s tangible, intangible and natural
heritage. At several meetings attended by about twenty inhabitants, there was emotional talk
about the need to question constantly the relationship they all had with the past that lives on in
the historical centre. One evening in May 2016, my arrival gave the locals the opportunity to
voice their concerns, nonstop. Here are a few comments collected during that evening:
‘If you like, our concern is to welcome in new populations, we need them, but
without endangering our beautiful historical centre […] We don’t want to lose our
soul, the soul of the place either, the souls for which we are all here around this
table […] How can we find new interest from outside, but not become ordinary,
because most people don’t give a damn about our medieval city? […] We need to
do restoration work, especially on the low walls in the village centre, but mind you,
if you impose too many constraints through preservation, people are scared off, and
we want to avoid that, otherwise they go and live somewhere else, build a soulless
house, it’s a shame you see, we want to pass on our fondness for Crémieu, above
all keep our struggling shops […]’
Many inhabitants with whom I spoke at the meetings in 2016 had questions about the
passage of time that is no longer enjoyable, about the dangers of the town losing its soul because
of impersonal development and present or future migratory pressure. They wondered about the
preservation of local history, about what enduring features there should be: an ‘atmosphere’, a
‘spirit’, or walls. Strikingly, the issue of the historical centre of the mediaeval village was the
focus of questions from the inhabitants I met. Debate between the council and political
opponents was also about how to conserve and enhance the village centre. Some spoke of the
danger of ‘spoiling the site’. Others recommended renovating the walls and ramparts with
curators and securing the village’s recognition under a state-sponsored scheme as an Aire de
Valorisation de l’Architecture et du Patrimoine (AVAP). The inhabitants involved live in
Crémieu precisely because they can find this atmosphere, this essential character there. What
transpired from these meetings was that the centre must absolutely be protected, restricting uses
and controlling the influx of new populations as far as possible. People said, ‘It is vital to
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conserve and maintain our heritage.’ ‘We must maintain the charm of our beautiful village, the
people who come here must be sensitive to our historic centre.’ ‘The areas without houses
should be converted into gardens and no building permits issued because you have to be careful
about uncontrolled densification.’ The heritage argument is used in part to avoid
accommodating new populations who have little interest in the aesthetic and heritage aspect of
the village or in promoting a sense of togetherness; ‘people have to deserve to come here’, I
was told, ‘They need purchasing power because maintaining things is an expensive business.’
The arguments listed above are shared by the council and elected officials. The deputy
council leader highlighted his concern for economic development and the need to get back to
more sustained demographic growth. Heritage is seen as an important asset because it is likely
to attract new people. Here, the argument is that development must be backed by the historical
past and by the exceptional natural environment. He said, ‘We have to develop better
communication about our tremendous assets, the town’s green lung [green centre] and a centre
with virtually a thousand years of history […] so we can develop by bringing in new
populations.’ The architectural and natural setting is seen not as a constraint but rather as an
asset that holds great promise. For this, nature is showcased, as are intangible features such as
the annual ‘mediaeval fêtes’ with their historical reconstructions that are supposed to be the
continuation of the local spirit and a way of life.
Sometimes heritage is even given precedence over environmental issues. In Crémieu, as
I walked around, I met a couple of home owners who complained about energy policy directives
on external wall cladding that would detract from the architecture by covering up the distinctive
stucco and sandstone façades.
What stands out in this initial analysis is the consensus that seems to prevail when it
comes to statements about heritage. It is not so much scientific character and authenticity that
count as function; an enjoinder to use the past to enhance the present and the future, and give
value to things. Like nature conservation, heritage now seems to be a matter of common sense;
it is no longer the preserve of a body of educated professionals but an essential argument in the
enhancement of social and economic environments and a feature that forges a sense of
belonging and/or political adherence.
Lyon’s ‘Etats-Unis’ District (8th Arrondissement)
The use of the term ‘heritage’ outside the state’s professional institutions is not onedimensional. It can be used regardless of any considerations of consumerism and, unexpectedly,
to re-characterize areas and their inhabitants in a less staged or less distinctive way. I am
thinking here of working-class districts with their social housing developments that are
negatively connoted in France. Social housing and above all tower blocks have long been
ignored as heritage and are considered primarily as poorly reputed, functional spaces. Workingclass districts are stigmatized as being synonymous with unemployment, delinquency,
concentrations of ethnic and religious groups, and more recently as hotbeds of radicalisation.
They are pervaded with negative images that are often reinforced by the media (Lapeyronnie,
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2008); accordingly, for many social groups they are ‘ugly as sin’. These are districts of exile
from which memory, heritage and aesthetics are supposedly absent. They are not areas where
there is much involvement from the heritage administration, which concentrates instead on
socially enhanced districts (Veschambre 2008).
For more than thirty years, public policy in France has recommended establishing special
credits for districts confronted with the most serious socio-economic difficulties. These
resources are targeted for the improvement of the living environment. Similarly, the
programmes of the Agence nationale pour le renouvellement urbain (ANRU) take little if any
interest in heritage questions. Instead, they all recommend destroying what are considered
unsuccessful or defective town planning schemes and rebuilding a less conflicted city through
large urban renewal projects meant to meet the challenges of social cohesion and economic
development.8 The public authorities devise and implement the transformation of working-class
districts without much consultation or consideration of remembrance features that might
symbolically re-characterize such areas.
The inhabitants/militants sometimes use the rhetoric of heritage as a resource with which
to combat stigmatisation. Over the last decade or so, ‘social’ heritage causes have been
emerging in these areas that use a non-institutional discourse. They are often promoted by
academics, artists, or sometimes even residents. The stated objective is generally to counter the
negative appraisals and to re-characterize symbolically spaces that are often earmarked for
wholesale renovation or even destruction.
The Tony Garnier Urban Museum in Lyon is one of the most emblematic experiences in
France in the 1990s and 2000s (Chenevez 2015). The project included monumental frescoes on
the gable walls of the 1930s Habitation Bon Marché buildings in reference to their architect but
also an interpretation centre staffed by local actors, artists and residents. Those involved in the
project then used the rhetoric of heritage quite spontaneously to secure recognition, particularly
by Unesco, of both a district and a cultural and artistic democracy project including an
exhibition hall and a museum ‘show flat’. This was done with the collaboration of the cultural
administration, which was not self-evident. In a sense, this was an unauthorized project that
went against the conventions of public heritage in France that at the time specifically promoted
material, monumental and socially consecrated spaces but not working-class spaces, and
certainly did not support amateurism in its living and non-material dimension.
Since then, things have moved on a little and many experiments of symbolic enhancement
in a historical or memorial dimension have been conducted in social housing districts; for
example, in Marseille with the Hôtel du nord – residents’ cooperative project,9 which
recommends looking into cultural diversity and immaterial questions, or in Saint-Etienne or in

8
9

http://www.anru.fr/, accessed 15 January 2017.
http://hoteldunord.coop/
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the Seine-Saint-Denis in the Paris region.10 These attempts to single out blocks of flats and
residents of social housing districts that fall outside the administrative field are partial evidence
of a paradigm shift. Experiments are backed and partly legitimized by recent international
conventions on the enhancement of heritage, including, for example, the Council of Europe’s
so-called Faro framework convention or the Fribourg Declaration, or the Unesco conventions
on intangible cultural heritage in 2003 and those on the diversity of cultural expressions in
2005. Recent but more relativistic orientations focus less on the exceptional aspect in the
definition of heritage and attach, instead, more importance to the need to single out ordinary
and non-material things in tune with local communities and avoid a priori aesthetic
recommendations on constructing heritage values that are ‘closer’ to individuals.
It has to be observed, then, that reflections on heritage are not completely absent from
these areas. Arguments are made in the name of heritage justice (the city centre gets the best
deal) and are strengthened up by cultural relativism (we too have our heritage). Both a rhetoric
of protection and intangible assets emerge that may modify the outlook of public promoters,
city policymakers and even the cultural administration.
That said, observation of these phenomena also reveals a growing difficulty in mobilizing
the inhabitants of working-class districts. Heritage initiatives are often supported and
appropriated by the cultivated middle classes. As is observed with the experience of the Tony
Garnier Urban Museum in Lyon (Chenevez 2004), the number of inhabitants of social housing
engaged in such approaches, who are usually women, dwindles as the process of recognition
advances. We also observe the very significant absence of ethnic diversity in this kind of
initiative. This raises questions about the fragmentation of French society. The issues of mass
unemployment, lack of job security, but also religious matters and vote-catching that beset these
districts seem to place significant curbs on mobilisation and on any awareness of heritage. Not
to mention current projects for reconfiguring working-class districts, demolishing many blocks
of flats and dispersing the working classes throughout the urban area in the name of social
mixing. This process tends to reduce considerably the autonomy of local community resources.
The use of the term ‘heritage’ is primarily a political project about recognition and is used
especially by the wealthiest categories to protect their space, enhance it in everyone’s view and
hold out against standardisation. We find the most obvious examples of this in the outer suburbs
and in the less central residential districts of Lyon.
Conclusion
Heritage is still very much a matter for the state, with its specialists, accredited experts and
scientists (Hottin and Voisenat 2017). However, these people no longer have a monopoly on it.
Although we are not witnessing an end to the discourse about heritage from official and
authorized professions, we are also seeing ideas about conservation and enhancement spreading
See ‘Activisme, participation, contestation: la place des habitants dans les processus de
patrimonialisation
en
périphéries
urbaines’.
Echogéo,
33,
July-September
2015:
https://echogeo.revues.org/14313
10
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through a much broader social universe and being implemented, for example, by increasingly
individual and sensitive forms of experience of the past. Thus, a rhetoric of heritage is imposing
itself in the form of a universe of features and images. This is characterized by more or less
mythical narratives and woolly interpretative notions about the value of material and immaterial
things. Everyone has their own heritage to preserve — a village spirit, a work of architecture,
a landscape, a ‘green lung’, a memory, and so on. These are features that invoke authenticity,
specificity, good times, foundations and roots, beauty, harmony, or the revival of the village.
Heritage is a system of allegories and equivalences for discussing, arguing, exchanging, or, as
the case may be, for building cohesion and a sense of belonging.
Ideas about heritage legitimize and also gloss over urban issues. The often-aggressive
encounter between antagonistic interests in the urban space is supposedly appeased and toned
down by a sort of higher principle, by conciliatory images that ward off the sense of being
finite. What changes perspectives on the making of the city today is the surge in emotions and
ideas about heritage that goes beyond scientific expertise (Fabre 2013) and introduces new
forms of geographical organisation. This has not materialized through a devotion to the past but
through the inspiration of ideas about the social recognition and the economic and symbolic
enhancement of spaces and of the social groups associated with them.
So, we are not hemmed in by protection measures, the world is not being made into a
museum, preventing contemporary architecture from being creative. Many buildings or former
places of work are being demolished especially in old industrial or service-sector districts.
Cities in France are not all being protected and aestheticized; rather the opposite. This situation
is consistent with extensive urbanisation which is clearing away former working-class or
industrial districts (Veschambre 2008). Moreover, the city, which used to be bounded and
clearly marked off from the rural world, is now giving way to urban sprawl. Slipways and
interchanges, shopping malls and housing estates are eating into neighbourhoods and
destroying what were, until recently, rural areas. They form globalized landscapes that embody
growing uniformity and segregation. These are the often characterless, standardized urban
spaces analysed by Richard Sennet (2001).
Heritage involves a capacity to define a common good, but also to resist the standardized
and non-descript urbanisation of the world. In a world permeated by flexible labour and by
increasingly standardized, functional urban spaces, ideas of heritage become a ‘higher
principle’ by which to ‘make society’, not just to protect the past but to build the future, to
single it out, to create a sense of belonging — whether for the purpose of consumption,
togetherness, or resistance to the market and to the depersonalisation that it brings. It is
heuristic, then, to analyse how argumentative resources are put together and employed to justify
heritage claims; that is, to understand how values infused with images and ideas are imparted
that mark out our environments, continually shaping new relational, ethical and political
templates.
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This article shows the creation of a vernacular heritage, primarily discursive, in four inner-city working-class
European neighbourhoods undergoing gentrification. It is a survey conducted from 2013 to 2015 in the framework
of a European research programme — REV, acronym for ‘Rester En (centre) Ville’ (Stay in the city [centre]) —
among 250 inhabitants of neighbourhoods subjected to various stages of gentrification processes in Lisbon,
Vienna, Brussels and Paris. In order to collect and identify this material we have carried out an ethnographic study
of the places through observations in daily spaces and semi-structured interviews of inhabitants and users from
these neighbourhoods as well as representatives from local associations. Narratives can be considered as part of
the heritage, and tools for resistance to gentrification. They express the ‘commons’ of populations mobilizing, in
addition to their individual and collective memory and their experience of the territory. They reveal the diversity
of positioning faced with the dynamic of gentrification, particularly the way discourses and narratives on the
neighbourhoods enable people to live in them and to overcome their daily ordeals and to implement togetherness.
Keywords: Urban narratives, gentrification, heritage, neighbourhoods.

The gentrification of working-class neighbourhoods often goes hand-in-hand with showcasing
their historical value. Whether gentrification is driven by the land rent economy (Smith 1996)
or arises from the new middle-class culture (Ley 1994), it is aligned to a model of positive
narrative on working class neighbourhoods promoted by public authorities, municipalities, real
estate agents and some resident associations’. As Beauregard (2003) explained, the emergence
of this narrative stems from a repurposing of the story of these neighbourhoods, supposedly
devitalised and infamous before the announced beginning of a new destiny. Their workingclass dimension is the subject of a symbolic (and economic) promotion that occurs through the
prism of authenticity, a value rediscovered for the occasion and well described by Zukin (2009).
Narratives are a driving force of creative prophecy in the gentrification process (Merton
1948, Bacqué and Fijalkow 2006).Yet, do narratives that investigate the past as well as the
future of neighbourhoods, often presented as ‘villages’ to be rediscovered (Fijalkow 2006), not
convey some kind of ‘heritagisation’?1 The latter can take the form of cultural venues, whether
mercantile or not, where items, landscapes and ways of doing things in the neighbourhood are
enhanced, or of collective memory institutionalisation processes. Urban researchers have more
often been backed by institutions to identify architectural and urban heritage (Choay 1992) than
a heritage shaped by collective memory (Veschambres 2008). Going along with this second
line of research (Massey 1995, Hayden 1994), should we not take into account the heritage of
the people enduring gentrification while participating in it? Should we not stick to the
intellectual procedures (Heinich 2014) implemented by heritage producers, whether they are
1

The right word, in French, which is also a neologism, should be ‘patrimonialisation’.
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experts or mere inhabitants? Indeed, if the contemporary heritage industry, marked by
globalisation, consists in ensuring that the notions of territory are in line with those of a
collective sense of belonging (Savage et al. 2004), what of poor and migrant populations that
have turned formerly underprivileged neighbourhoods into host neighbourhoods before they
are ‘gentrified’ or about to be gentrified?
If, indeed, gentrification as a process of adopting middle-class values in an initially
working-class neighbourhood takes the form of a ‘social relationship of space appropriation
pitting unevenly endowed actors and groups against one another’ (Chabrol et al. 2016: 25), the
ability to influence the places in the neighbourhood steeped in the instances of social groups is
enshrined in practices and narratives. Through individual and collective strategies, people are
resisting gentrification by questioning its alleged relentlessness, be it in housing (Fijalkow
2013) or in the public space (Chabrol 2011). Apartment sharing, room renting, gathering in
streets and squares, open-air shops and markets, amenities such as cafés, launderettes and
furnished hotel rooms, and streets and parks as multilingual spaces (Blommaert et al. 2005),
are many significant opportunities to contribute to the process of ‘heritage-making’.
Moreover, what about newcomers? If one cannot exclude the possibility that more recent
inhabitants share a relationship to the territory fairly similar to that of older inhabitants, one
wonders how both participate in the narratives about the neighbourhood, oppose or agree with
one another and create or fail to create ‘commons’. Better yet, ‘one can also be gentrifying one
day and be gentrified the following day. [These groups] should be used in pairs, to refer to
unequal social relations that take on forms and commit continually renewed actors.’ (Chabrol
et al. 2016: 70).
In this article we are therefore proposing to show the creation of a primarily discursive
vernacular heritage in four European inner-city working-class neighbourhoods that are
undergoing gentrification. The discussion benefits from a survey conducted between 2013 and
2015 in the framework of the European research programme, REV — acronym for ‘Rester En
(centre) Ville’ (Stay in the city [centre]) — conducted among 250 inhabitants of
neighbourhoods that were undergoing various stages of gentrification in Lisbon, Vienna,
Brussels and Paris.2 In order to collect and identify this material we carried out an ethnographic
study of the places based on observations in daily spaces (launderettes, cafés, social centres and
public equipment), informal conversations and semi-structured interviews with inhabitants and
users in these neighbourhoods and with representatives of local associations.3
2

The research programme was funded by the Plan Urbanisme Construction et Architecture
(Construction and Architecture Urbanism Plan) which falls within the responsibility of the Ministère de
l’Écologie, du Développement durable et de l’Énergie (Ministry of Ecology, Sustainable Development
and Energy). The team was made up of French, Belgian, Portuguese and Austrian researchers: Marie
Chabrol, Sylvaine Conord, Teresa Costa Pinto, Yankel Fijalkow, Yannick Henrio, Christina Liebhardt,
Madelena Matos, Christophe Reinprecht, Martin Rosenfeld, Caroline Rozenholc, Mathieu Van
Kriekingen.
3
We have also performed photographic tours and a travelling exhibit based on the collected material
and photographs (Sylvaine Conord), but we are not using that work within the scope of this article.
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In these neighbourhoods, globalisation, reshaping of the workforce, emergence of
precariousness and renewal of urban policies are concomitant phenomena. Thus, one may
wonder what in the narratives of those targeted by the transformation because they are poor and
migrants refers to what pre-exists, bears value and is a ‘common good’. How are spaces called,
represented, characterised? What kind of memory do they carry? Are these references shared
with other people, particularly people who settled in more recently?
Asking the question in this way implies better defining what creates heritage in these
narratives. It requires taking into account going back and forth from one identity element to
another, as well as the resources mobilised by those experiencing problems as inhabitants of
neighbourhoods that are undergoing gentrification but also as citizens facing today’s world
challenges; we collected stories about scenes of daily life, reinterpreted accounts of past events,
description of iconic characters and locations. This heritage is neither only local, nor national,
but rather transnational (Albrow 1998). It reflects the special relationships of the inhabitants
with their neighbourhood and its history, while mobilising elements from their life-histories
and migrations. This heritage is made up of past events that have a meaning today and results
in the reasons at the root of the right to be there, and to belong ‘there’.
On the one hand, newcomers in working-class neighbourhoods, who often have a middleclass background, develop a narrative on the neighbourhood whose history and collective
memory they have taken over: the ‘polar parisien’ (Parisian detective story) greatly exemplifies
this pattern (Barrère and Fijalkow 2013). On the other hand, their narrative also feeds on that
arising from working-class backgrounds that often stem from various migration waves, their
own narrative and their history of the neighbourhood; in particular, the problems they
experienced on settling down and their struggle for achieving decent living conditions (Barrère
and Lévy Vroelant 2011). The present discussion shows how these narratives interact in the
development of the discursive heritage of neighbourhoods that are experiencing gentrification.
The ‘heritage’ we will study in the following pages consists of stories shared by the
people living in these territories. We shall show first (Act 1) how these narratives are the
foundation of ‘the commons’; that is, non-mercantile and non-privatised resources that belong
to everyone (Flahaut 2011). Then, we shall highlight the fault lines often connected with
nostalgia (Act 2). The complementarity of these oppositions that sustain the identity of
hospitable neighbourhoods that stand firm against the urban rationale that rejects them will be
addressed in the last section (Act 3).
Act 1. The Points of Agreement that are the Foundation of the ‘Commons’
We regard the inhabitants and users’ narratives as shared resource that enables them to have a
social life. A quasi-central location in the city, an opposition to the neighbourhood being
stigmatised, collective memory, the feeling of being ‘ from here ’: these elements are so many
values shared to a great extent that are the foundation of every one’s social capital in these
working-class neighbourhoods (Retière 2003) and allow them to develop a sense of collective
identity.
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‘Peripheral Centralities’
Our research sites could be said to be surrounding the centre. Located near a train station, three
of them are host and transit territories. They have been longstanding immigrant neighbourhoods
— ‘peripheral centralities’,4 both because of their location and their memory, as they are at the
same time custodians of collective landmarks for city-dwellers and stigmatised and coveted
places.
In Lisbon, Mouraria is a socially fragmented neighbourhood, where contrasts are
exacerbated by pressure from tourism and all kinds of trafficking. It is at the centre of Lisboan
identity — particularly linked to Fado and convivir culture — while being, at the same time,
marginalised. A ‘multicultural’ ethnic image is superimposed on its bad reputation as a hotspot
for prostitution and drug deals; an image of which city councillors have taken advantage, as
evidenced by the new fusio marketplace that has amputated the lower part of the
neighbourhood. 5 Its topography, the over-representation of migrants and of citizens from
former Portuguese colonies have turned it into a ‘typical’ or ‘traditional’ neighbourhood. As
early as the 1940s and 1950s, Mouraria was subjected to major demolition; then, in the 1980s,
it was rehabilitated through intervention on the built heritage. In the 2000s, new studies pointed
out the density, insecurity, ageing and unoccupied housing. In a city where owners are a
majority, in this neighbourhood two thirds of households are tenants.
In Vienna, the Volkert und Alliiertenviertel neighbourhood was built between two train
stations in the 1880s. Located at the boundary of the host neighbourhood and the Prater, it is
undergoing fast gentrification. Under the Austro-Hungarian Empire, it was a gateway for
‘immigrants from inside’. For a long time, it was a working-class neighbourhood where many
Jews lived, most of whom were exterminated. After WWII, as early as 1945, the neighbourhood
deteriorated, while immigrant workers coming from the East settled there. Today, one notices
the arrival both of new people with a middle-class background and of second-generation
immigrants. Migrants currently settling in this neighbourhood come from former Yugoslavia,
Turkey, Germany and, more recently, from Asia and Africa. Like other people in the
neighbourhood in a precarious situation, these newcomers are tenants in the private sector and
are, therefore, directly threatened by real estate pressure. The neighbourhood is also inhabited
by students who patronise the art galleries and the shared workspaces.
In Brussels, the Heyvaert neighbourhood is a former industrial and working-class area
straddling two municipalities (Molembeck and Anderlecht). It is marked by the presence of
migrant populations. It is also highly coveted by real estate interests. Today the average local
income is very low and the proportion of foreigners exceeds 40 percent. This neighbourhood is

For la Goutte d’or in Paris, see the work of Toubon and Messamah (1990).
Visiting the Fusio marketplace, ‘the more Lisboan multicultural place’, is highly recommended to
tourists : https://www.visitlisboa.com/fr/a-voir-a-faire/shopping-categories/marches-foires/marche-defusion-foire-de-martim-moniz
4
5
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well located — less than one kilometre from the centre, near the canal and the slaughterhouses
market, close to the Gare du Midi (the largest train station in Belgium) and the gare de l’Ouest
— and is currently undergoing transformation. Several projects have been undertaken over the
last few years which are bringing about the fast conversion of this neighbourhood structured
around the export of second-hand cars to Africa.
In Paris, la Goutte d’Or (‘Drop of Gold’) is an old, central neighbourhood, easily
accessible by public transport. Gentrification is announced every year, even if it sometimes
seems uncertain (Chabrol 2011, Fijalkow 2013). In this place of memory of the Algerian war
of Independence, since 1983, the City of Paris has been conducting operations of urban
renovation and rehabilitation in order to ‘sociologically balance’ a neighbourhood that still
distinguishes itself for the presence of a high rate of comfortless housing and migrant
populations. Public authorities wish to establish social diversity by encouraging middle-class
populations to move in social housing units (Launay 2014). While this neighbourhood remains
one of the least expensive in Paris, real estate prices were multiplied by three between 2000 and
2010; they doubled elsewhere in the city. One notices, however, the permanence of small shops
run by North and sub-Saharan Africans, as well as persistently overcrowded and sometimes
substandard housing. Uncertainty prevails for the future of the neighbourhood. The new owners
wonder whether they will be able to sell, and at what price, and the poor and migrant
populations how long they will be able to stay and benefit from the social and spatial amenities
that they enjoy there.
The people who live in these neighbourhoods feel particularly rewarded by their central
location. Faced with the rise in real estate prices, inhabitants generally feel lucky to still have
access to the local facilities. Their daily heritage includes integration in the collective memory
of the place, the feeling of being rooted there and an opposition to the stigma which they bear
and which they circumvent though a system of values structured by sui generis standards. All
these discursive elements seem to flow into an opposition to gentrification that draws on
realities that exist thanks to these three elements (Bacqué and Fijalkow 2007).
Collective Memory on a Day-to-day Basis
First, narratives often convey memories of a ‘before’ in the neighbourhood. To some, memory
is rooted in the personal path; to others, it is more collective and points out places, people,
iconic events or processes of construction of ‘the commons’. In la Goutte d’Or as well as in
Mouraria, the elements that build the history of the neighbourhood are quite recurrent, revealing
a narrative that emphasises historicity:
‘Mouraria has always been marginalised, as far as public works are concerned.
When the Arabs were in Lisbon, Mouraria was the place where Mozarabs, the
tolerated Christians, used to live. Afterwards, it became the Arab district, the
shadow district. After the earthquake of 1755, the Marquess of Pombal, when
rebuilding the city, completely despised Mouraria, which was reconstructed by its
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own people. […] Afterwards in the 1970s, Black and White retornados6 settled in.
And in the 1990s, this Asian immigration we all know. It has always been a ghetto.’
(Male, 45-years-old).
‘La Goutte d’Or area has existed since the mid-1800s. It started as a rundown
neighbourhood, already with migrants, even if immigration at the time was not what
it is today. There were Belgians, people who came […], Italians, you know, because
the area was established during industrialisation with the arrival of railways. […]
As we move on, you have WWI, and you’re going to have immigrant labour with
the arrival of Algerians and Moroccans. Particularly after WWII, the development
was even greater with Algerian migrants that came to work in factories and other
places but that were also activists, whether it be for the neighbourhood or in
particular for the independence of Algeria […] and then, since the 1990s,
immigration especially from West Africa. Then come the Asian populations, from
Vietnam, Indochina. There you are, Vietnamese, with illegal immigrants.’ (Male,
75-years-old)
In Volkert and Alliiertenviertel, history is like a box that displays elements of attachment
and biographical identification: the construction of two train stations; Czech colonisation; the
Jewish neighbourhood; WWII; reconstruction; the arrival of Yugoslavians and Turks.
Institutional stakeholders (schools, the neighbourhood’s social centre, the youth centre) are
linked to a memory of immigration in order to reinforce the position of the working class that
live in the neighbourhood. Members of communities develop their own strategies, like the Jews
from Central Asia (former USSR), who settle where Viennese Jews used to live and take over
their businesses. So, fragments from the past are circulating, are promoted and coexist.
Demurring Stigma
Second, paradoxically, it is the weight of the stigma that encompasses these neighbourhoods
that enables their inhabitants to bring out the identity of these places. Most of the people
interviewed take a stand on the reputation of these places which, according to them, are
associated with two key elements; on the one hand, the presence of a visible immigration and,
on the other hand, insecurity, trafficking and dirt. In order to fight the stigma, several discursive
strategies have been put in place.
In la Goutte d’Or, as in Mouraria, some people gladly participate in a trivialising
discourse through comparison with other neighbourhoods. Discourses of tolerance, empathy
and understanding are associated with a willingness to integrate and to appease in the face of
deviances that are not refuted. Below, are some examples:

6

These were people who after independence left the Portuguese colonies in Africa.
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‘Despite the difficulties we run into in the neighbourhood […] Sometimes you’re
used to something [...] It’s not all bad you know, there are some good people, there
are some nice people that you always bump into.’ (Male, 43-years-old)
‘Because we have other issues in the neighbourhood, such as the plague of drug,
there are a lot of people out of work, they cling to that situation. Those who are
jobless ought to have a job. Because of that, they have all the reasons in the world,
they feel they have the right to do what they do, they almost think it’s legal. It’s
impossible to control […] and sometimes, things happen that go beyond regular
parameters.’ (Male, 65-years-old)
Therefore, in order to provide the image of a ‘standard’ neighbourhood, people need to
play a pedagogic role:
‘The friends that come to visit are worried, so we go and fetch them and walk them
back to the metro [underground] station. There aren’t more tramps than anywhere
else.’ (Male, 63-years-old)
In order to fight the stigma, some try to establish a positive image by standing out from
other neighbourhoods in the city, more or less near, real or fantasised. The narratives, then,
mobilise known images in order to express, through a comparison, a metaphor or an anecdote,
the social feelings that relate them to the neighbourhood (Halbwachs [1940] 2015).
‘Some kind of warmth that cannot necessarily be found in all neighbourhoods […]
If I go for a walk on a Saturday morning when everybody is out buying bread, we
keep saying hello to people, visitors from other arrondissements [districts] are
fascinated. It reminds them of their childhood or of things they used to know in the
past.’ (Male, 60-years-old)
‘When we rally around [in Mouraria] there is straightaway this sense of community.
This is a difference […] [compared to other neighbourhoods]. It’s like what we see
inland, I mean in villages, because it’s more compact, people feel the difficulties of
all the others more.’ (Male, 65-years-old)
Therefore, it is said that those who leave the neighbourhood change, which stresses the
fact that it is the places and the people that generate this particular feature, this bairrismo7
specific to old central working-class neighbourhoods, of which Mouraria would be an idealtype:

The bairrismo is the feeling of attachment to the neighbourhood seen as ‘traditional’ that manifests
particularly through interactions and specific collective practices. On ‘shaping and cultural identity’ see
Agier and Bonnafé (1986) and Cordeiro (2003).
7
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‘How can we explain the bairrismo? It is created by the communities, by the
convívio8. The bairrismo is the convívio between people, mutual support; it’s the
fact that people do things together.’ (Male, 51-years-old)
This emphasis on the magic of the neighbourhood, which has managed to remain ‘local’
and authentic despite globalisation, is an element of the discourse that, although generated by
institutions, nevertheless circulates powerfully in the narratives of the people we interviewed.
For example:
‘All nations here maintain good relations and by coming here you travel without
having to leave your house. Here, there’s one thing that doesn’t exist anywhere else,
because whether White, Arab or Black, everybody shakes hands. All nations, yes,
Blacks, Arabs, Toubabs.’9 (Male, 62-years-old)
However, the most effective counterpoint is that given by the fame of the neighbourhood.
The place cannot be so widely known solely for its flaws. The very fact of being identifiable
thanks to a name speaks for the reputation of the neighbourhood. The presence of tourists that
are not just passing by but enjoy staying and consuming there shows the drawing power of the
neighbourhood:
‘It [the neighbourhood] is known in African countries, you speak of the 18th district,
everyone knows about it. Here, it’s Africa.’ (Male, 40-years-old)
‘There are a lot of tourists that come to see our narrow streets […] we see them take
plenty of photographs […] of this and that, in short of what they found most typical
[…] They even come to rent (apartments); not only people from [...] from
Bangladesh, there are also […] Portuguese people, foreigners, Spaniards, people
from the Netherlands […] They buy, and then they come here to spend some time,
they rent out to friends […]’ (Female, 40-years-old)
Anecdotes and a collective sense of belonging to the neighbourhood thrive on the
circulation of statements like those cited above.
The Root Metaphor
The third identity relationship stands on the relationship between the neighbourhood and the
individual biography. It varies depending on the neighbourhoods and the specificities of the
biographical paths of the people interviewed (Guérin-Pace 2007). In la Goutte d’Or and
Mouraria, stating an attachment to the neighbourhood is often linked to its bad reputation and
living conditions. It is incorporated in the individual’s past in terms of housing: ‘I was born

8

We have kept some words in the original language, which to us seem to express more appropriately
the intended meaning. This is the case with ‘conviver’, ‘convivio’, which indicates the
ability/capacity/facility to live together, coexist, share a life.
9
This is an African expression that stands for ‘white people’.
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here’, ‘I never left’, ‘my roots are here’. All these expressions are a testimony of integration
and of a sense of belonging to ‘an organic us’ made of social and spatial elements:
‘I have a bond with this neighbourhood, I’ve spent almost all my life here. I worked
in the Galeries Barbès [a shopping centre], I worked in the launderette and I was a
caretaker in this building for thirty years.’ (Female, 73-years-old)
‘My roots are here, I’m proud to belong to Mouraria. Because not only was I born
and grew up here, it’s here that I feel protected […] I don’t abandon my roots […]
I feel bairrista and alfacinha [the local name for Lisbon’s inhabitants], being
‘bairrista’ means showing who I am, I am from Mouraria! […] I’m not worth more
than others but here [compared to other places of residence] I’m treated differently.
I’ve never wanted to leave because I feel good here.’ (Male, 36-years-old)
The biographical bond with the neighbourhood also comes about through the mediation
of relatives, friends or other members of the community of origin. It is the known case of
immigration channels that can create strong bonds with networks and hospitable and integrating
spaces for a migrant population that is by definition uprooted:
‘I came directly here because my sister lived here [la Goutte d’Or]. I came straight
to her.’ (Male, 60-years-old)
From this biographical bond with the neighbourhood ensues a sense of shelter; the feeling
of having found one’s home port:
‘I see myself living here for the rest of my life… I don’t know, I can’t explain it
very well, I love history and here I feel a very strong bond…I feel I’m in the right
place […]’ (Female, 38-years-old)
The preceding pages have shown elements of what holds together these globalised local
societies, through what and through whom they hold together. We have looked at the ‘loadbearing walls’, at ‘the cores of certainty’, at what one cares about, from the perspective of values
as well as from the perspective of reassuring and comforting practices, spaces and times that
give rise to these practices. The discursive vehicle feeds on examples and anecdotes; urban
scenes complement it (Silver and Clark 2015), establishing how one can live in these
neighbourhoods.
We now need to explore the boundaries beyond which these neighbourhoods reveal their
vulnerability, ‘how they don’t hold out anymore’.
Act 2. Fault Lines and Nostalgia
What makes a bond does not prevent what divides, what puts at stake togetherness and weakens
individuals. In our neighbourhoods, three elements of the discourse on the harshness of local
life and of life in general can be identified: the visibility of poverty; the imagined experience
of hardly controllable invasions; and nostalgia for an ideal village. Paradoxically, these
elements that could be regarded as negative spatial assets (Cailly 2007) make up a heritage that
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is the foundation of ‘the commons’. The visibility of misery and the ethnicization of social
relationships materialise implicitly the elliptical narrative of an ideal community — even of
humankind — and therefore of a heritage one cares about. The ambivalence of the discourses
taken as a whole demonstrates a form of resistance to gentrification.
Poverty and its Threats
Populations and objectionable activities generate a very precise geography and specific
temporalities. In Mouraria, as in la Goutte d’Or and in Heyvaert, many narratives allude to these
places where one knows that condemnable activities take place. There is recurrent questioning
the action of the public authorities. Yet, criticism is also directly aimed at the troublemakers;
informal street sellers, for instance, are typical of deviance and disorder. However, as in la
Goutte d’or, it is often human density in the street and in underground stations that is at issue.
Depending on very distinct times of the night or the day, such crowds are also a blend of sellers
of smuggled goods, prostitutes of both sexes, touts for African hair salons, regular customers
heading for specialist stores, employees of the companies that operate in the area, people living
rough, inhabitants from the neighbourhood. The saturated public space thus appears as
deteriorated, and poverty, of which the street scenes are evidence, is a threat and a daily ordeal.
The police are often said not to have a regulatory and security role. At the same time, the role
of togetherness and familiarity with one another are often mentioned. This would explain that
in la Goutte d’Or, borderline activities benefit from a certain form of tolerance that also applies
to the crowd of customers and car sellers in Heyvaert. A subtle chemistry enables one to resist:
‘Here, it’s really the roughest area in Brussels […] we see a lot of things happening.
There’s riots, there’s a lot of things between youngsters and the police. Sometimes
it gets really rough. But on the other hand, here you feel safe. We all know each
other in the neighbourhood, so if there’s any trouble we can call on one another. If
I’m away, I can leave my kids; if there’s a problem they can go to the neighbour’s.
So, yes, it’s a united habitat. For me, it really was the positive aspect, I weighed up
the pros and cons.’ (Female, 45-years-old).
In Vienna, the difference lies inside the buildings — those from below against those from
above; as a resident said, ‘in our building, at the bottom it is still misery, above they’re better
off’ (R12, owner since 1998). As class differences are more easily expressed there than those
that relate to origins, borders still refer to a separation between irreconcilable lifestyles:
‘Karmelitermarkt is an enemy country [he laughs]. There is some kind of
competition between the two markets, Karmelitermarkt has long had a trendy
reputation and there are a few clients that come here to avoid that atmosphere.
Heinestraße still works as a border between the well-off part and the pauperised
part of the second district.’ (Female, 65-years-old)
By alluding to poverty as a constitutive element of the neighbourhood, these stories
cultivate an opposition to the arrival of certain groups of people.
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An Ethnicised Otherness
Urban change that is seen as threatening can be read on the faces as well as in the landscape
and language sets distinctions, depending on the city, among ‘White people’, ‘Toubabs’,
‘Belgians’, ‘French people’, ‘Gallic’, ‘tourists’, ‘hipsters’, ‘Africans’, ‘Blacks’, ‘Indians’,
‘Afghans’ and other Asians. In the context of these globalised spaces framed to a large extent
by what circulates, words that are used to refer to a social position are close to those that are
used to refer to a foreigner, to the other, stemming from unabashed stereotypes. In Mouraria,
the departure and return of the ‘Moors’ (the neighbourhood was named after them) is also a
recurrent myth.
However, the perception of the more or less porous boundaries between groups is
sharpened, and matches specific locations, which a woman informant, who enjoys the exoticism
provided by her neighbourhood, reads with an ‘ethnic touch’:
‘Here it’s the African side, the other side it’s the neighbourhood where you have
the whole of North Africa […] you go to Marx Dormoy, and there you’ll find
Chinese and Thais. If you go a little further, you’re going to the Hindus.’ (Female,
62-years-old)
In Lisbon, too, the foreigner is visually identified, but here a positive emphasis is put on
the blend of origins:
‘It’s much more globalized […] I think people see the neighbourhood as a “tourism
park”, in quotation marks […]. For me it has changed because it’s no longer the
typical neighbourhood of these twenty, thirty or forty families; other families have
arrived, it’s a multicultural environment’. (Female, 86-years-old)
The perception of gentrification is, therefore, often based on the genuine or presumed
origins and on the colour of the skin; for instance, the arrival of ‘whites’ is associated with the
increase in housing prices and therefore with a trend towards a middle-class outlook of the
neighbourhood (Launay 2014, Collet 2015). In la Goutte d’Or, trendy bars, fashionable shops,
new services, unveil the reshaping of the neighbourhood. For some, the Tembely bakery, the
Barbès brasserie, the café Lomi demonstrate the ambitions of municipal policies. In Brussels,
the degradation of the neighbourhood goes hand-in-hand with the departure of ‘Belgians’. In
Vienna, the departure of migrants has resulted, according to some, in a more homogeneous
neighbourhood that is also better incorporated into the city. In an extreme version, the discourse
associates ‘hipsters’ with ‘Whites’, particularly to denounce the domination of these
‘bourgeois’ people with ‘masked faces’:
‘[…] Here we are in the heart of what can be called the left wing “bobo land” people
who are morally left-wingers but whose wallet is clearly right-oriented; that is to
say that they have all the advantages, they have a good morality, they are on the
side of the oppressed but at the same time they have the cash and the capital, so
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they are actually unassailable. It is absolute domination; they can’t be criticized
because, compared to the reactionary bourgeois that were held in contempt by the
working class, they actually like the working class so they’re flooding the 18th
district as well as the 19th and the 20th because rents are cheaper.’ (Male, 40-yearsold)
Invasion and Nostalgia for the Village
It is in relation to local commerce that expectations about authenticity are particularly strong.
The African shops in la Goutte d’Or, in Heyvaert and in Mouraria, the Kosher or Turkish shops
in Volkert and Alliiertenviertel are among the most emblematic figures. When they are
described positively, these shops relate to a market demand and to customers who can find
products and flavours from their home country. As for the negative side, the discourse of
invasion establishes itself even when it is put more or less mildly:
‘Now Château Rouge has become an African neighbourhood; a sub-Saharan Africa,
as far as products are concerned.’ (Female, 60-years-old).
This commercial transformation is also linked to the social reconfiguration of
neighbourhoods and to the dynamics of touristification. An erosion of the so-called village
lifestyle would supposedly ensue. New activities that ‘are not for the people from the
neighbourhood’ appear. Narratives echo this painful loss, which is said to threaten the
authenticity of places that have become hostile, ‘soulless’, and ‘separatist’: ‘People from the
neighbourhood can’t go there to have a beer because it’s very expensive.’ (Male, 29-years-old).
In Heyvaert, the feeling of decline, of economic and residential degradation is associated
with the departure of Belgians and European immigrants and the settlement of migrants from
sub-Saharan Africa and the Middle-East. This neighbourhood which used to be one of Brussels’
economic epicentres, would be enduring today a centrifugal force that results in the decline of
economic activities and in the residents’ leaving. In the words of a local West African,
‘There used to be a market on Saturdays and Sundays and all the inhabitants from
Belgium used to come here to sell their cars. There used to be Belgians, Italians,
Turks […] Now there’s more noise, more dirt, more fights [...] Everyone who used
to live here has sold their house and left […] I lived here for a couple of years, but
it wasn’t like that at the time. It was interesting here, it was quiet, it radiated joie de
vivre, business was booming. It’s all over now, business is over. Most of the people
you see here are unemployed, live off social benefits. They come here to try and
make ends meet and all the thieves from Brussels come here to sell what they’ve
stolen. On the other side, there are some youngsters that sell drugs all day because
they’re safe here, the police don’t intervene, they let them do what they want.’
(Male, 58-years-old)
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These negative presentations emerge from a vision of the present that is in contradiction
with a regretted past. This West African, who claims to be from the neighbourhood, states a
feeling of invasion by people coming from elsewhere; this newcomer, looking for cheaper rent,
experiences streets insecurity and the neighbourhood’s bad reputation, all the while praising its
social diversity. This former inhabitant, once a migrant himself, rejoices in the new
opportunities brought about by the renovation of his urban corner. Here lies all the paradoxical
heritage of the neighbourhoods that we studied: in these ‘Commons’ that are neither smooth
nor homogeneous, but on the contrary marked by hardship endured; places that feed everchanging stances, halfway between universalism (‘this is the United Nations neighbourhood’,
an informant claims poetically) and the feeling of unfairness embodied by pollution, dirt,
demographic density — the misery that is present under various forms but, strangely, protects
from further, possibly negative changes.
Act 3. The Aura of Legacy in the Resisting Neighbourhoods
In the neighbourhoods under study, heritage does exist, but one has to look for it. The ways of
proceeding, ‘façons de faire’ (De Certeau 1980) and the places of memory, ‘lieux de mémoire’
(Nora 1992), whether tangible or intangible, stand in for the absence of monuments. It is a
collective memory nurtured by values of hospitality; a memory that integrates narratives and
discursive strategies to oppose the stigma on the neighbourhood. It is also a biographical
relation to the neighbourhood that does not rule out transnational existences, and consequently
a sense of urbanity. In a way, the people from these neighbourhoods are endowed with a
residential capital: what they care about, what makes them hold out and what they stand for.
The Past, the City, the Biographical Path: Common Landmarks
The neighbourhood’s identity, analysed from the perspective of the interviews conducted in
each case with inhabitants and regular users, is defined through three types of relationships.
First, through the relationship with the past, or the implementation of neighbourhood
narratives as the outcome of a story, including migrations, work, underground economy,
marginal people, poverty of the public space and of housing; these elements often fuel a
negative reputation. But there is also a heroic narrative of the neighbourhood that sometimes is
based on elements of heritage (Saint Bernard church in la Goutte d’Or; slaughterhouses in
Heyvaert, Severa’s house in Mouraria) or on events whose memory remains alive and is passed
on (Austro-fascism and antisemitism in Volkert and Alliiertviertel; the Algerian war of
Independence; the strike of undocumented workers in la Goutte d’Or in May 1996). Here we
find a kind of ‘patrimonial emotion’ (Fabre 2013) which is interesting to analyse starting from
the narratives.
Second, the relationship with the city, expresses the view of the neighbourhood as
opposed to other neighbourhoods in the city. It often operates through narrative constructions
that focus on the singularity of these neighbourhoods by alluding to the metaphors of the
neighbourhood-village against the anonymity of the city, of centrality or of an identity-world.
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Conversely, the comparison with other neighbourhoods in the city can trigger discourses of
denigration, abandonment and relegation.
Finally, the biographical relationship. The neighbourhood is depicted, in this case, as the
privileged place of an individual biographical path; reference is made to roots, to identity in
symbiosis with the neighbourhood (‘this neighbourhood is my life’). On the other hand, this
view of the neighbourhood can take a critical form that marks the imprisonment in a place of
failure or of renunciation. These narratives mobilizing common references obviously blend
with personal, subjective identifications which make them unique testimonies within a choir of
multiple voices.
At first sight, this kind of neighbourhood is made up of embedded geographies: Heyvaert
is understood in reference to the automobile car exportation market to West Africa, one cannot
speak of la Goutte d’Or, of Mouraria or of Volkert-and Alliiertenviertel without mentioning an
‘elsewhere’ that, thanks to fast means of communication, interferes in the local life through
incoming merchandise, information and new actors. The phone stores where one finds public
letter-writers, money-transfer facilities and interpreters are, like some launderettes, beacons of
metropolisation, arrangements invented daily by menial actors of globalisation. But they are
also urban areas, living spaces in which the reference, the fixing point is the bond, whether it
be a family bond or a friendship bond; a bond tightly combined with the place where one has
experienced an uneven residential path, from hotels to bedsits, from bedsits to squats, in the
hope, that sometimes comes true, of accessing regulated and standardized social housing.
Associations, which are points of reference in a rough sea, bring to one’s attention the
existence of more stable anchoring structures. Because if these spaces are territories badly
endowed with heritage (in the institutional sense that has been prevalent until today), they are
visited, inhabited, dense in terms of economic relationships, businesses, emotions; they are
highly charged neighbourhoods where the trafficking life hardly wipes away the pendulum
movement that forms the pattern of urban daytime life: school activities, the start and end of a
workday, shopping. Narratives of warm scenes are not rare, in which narrators call to order
deviants that overstep and hurt local comprehension. However, as we have explained, poverty
scenes are a form of opposition to gentrification.
It is precisely the tradition of openness that make these neighbourhoods vulnerable.
Indeed, there is no need, as the City of Paris does, to open exotic but adapted shops to greet the
new gentrification. Inhabitants do it themselves in line with the neighbourhood’s hospitality.
For example, in a local bakery, each little stuffed date and Arab cake slightly flavoured with
orange blossom water will now be wrapped individually, whereas in the past several were
wrapped together. Hospitality, providing visitors with the best from local production, has
become the driving force for change. The balance, however, is subtle, and the question is raised
of a price to pay so that the neighbourhood can remain inexpensive, accessible and workingclass. Nuisances will, thus, sometimes be accepted inasmuch as they depreciate the
neighbourhoods enough to protect them from radical and aggressive gentrification.
Resourcefulness, as well as the fine boundary between what is legal and what is not, shows that
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uncertainty in all its forms (Bauman 2001), has become an ordinary condition. Confidence is
not evenly shared.
The Subtle Regulation of the Public Space
The first resource is the street, the public space visited, contested, coveted, necessarily regulated
by customs specific to the places: ‘Everyone is outside because the apartments are small’ says
Ahmed in la Goutte d’Or, emphasising the fact that, ‘We live in the streets, the streets in
working-class neighbourhoods have always been bustling because most apartments were
dilapidated, unhealthy and cramped, they were very small, that’s the practical explanation; it
also creates a culture, a relationship with the public space.’
The return to the street of better-off classes has to a great extent fed on the friendliness in
the streets of working-class neighbourhoods. This, however, also conveys change and
selection.10 As different standards come into contact, the movement of people associated with
this enthusiasm leads to behavioural conflicts in the public space. This trend is particularly
significant, as urbanism recruits the new inhabiting classes by flattering their preferences,
including cultural spaces, bookshops, charity shops selling second hand items and clothes,
organic food shops, and so on. The street has turned (back) into a very popular neighbourhood
unit, where arbitration requires, nonetheless, diplomacy and consistency:
‘Executives from the white middle class, artists, creative people have moved in the
rue de Panama. Posters and bills have been stuck on the walls asking people to stop
shouting at the bottom of buildings and lower their voices in the evening, to respect
people’s need for rest.’ (Male 40-years-old)
Ultimately, what creates the heritage of these neighbourhoods is not as much consensus
as the ever-latent argument and the permanent regulation of misbehaviour. The discourse of
generalised invasion responds to the principle of unconditional hospitality. Generalised
competition (of everyone against each other) opposes the neighbourhood community. The fight
against spatial stigma opposes the promotion of the closed, supposedly authentic village. Unlike
the smoothed city model that makes invisible the social relationships of appropriation and
domination, the heritage of these neighbourhoods reveals a demanding urbanity. The jaded
behaviour (‘blasé attitude’) of the man from the metropolis (Simmel [1904] 2013) does not suit
the inhabitants of these neighbourhoods.
Epilogue: Narratives Create Heritage?
The elements that we have discussed show the strength of the narratives in central European
neighbourhoods that are undergoing gentrification. Narratives can be considered as part of the
heritage, and as tools for resistance. On the one hand, they express the ‘commons’ of people
mobilising, in addition to their individual and collective memory, their experience of the
territory; that is, what unites them and what divides them. On the other hand, they reveal the
10. See also the issue 144-145 of the Journal Espaces et sociétés (2011) dealing with the popular use of
space.
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diversity of positions in the face of the dynamics of gentrification; particularly the way in which
narratives on the neighbourhood enable people to live there, overcome their daily ordeals and
implement togetherness. Ultimately, through their use and circulation, these narratives are a
form of opposition to gentrification.
The social construction of reality (Berger and Luckman 1991) greatly rests on what is
said about it, on image and creative prophecy (Merton 1948). The destiny of these
neighbourhoods depends, at least in part, on the outcomes of the confrontation between
different discourses, on the war of images and representations. Admittedly, discourses do not
spring from spontaneous generation; they are dictated or inspired by interests, of which they
are the transmitters. Neighbourhoods are filled with discourses. On the one hand, there are a
large number of actors involved, whatever their position and their power. On the other hand, in
today’s era of immediate communication, discourses are superimposed, they borrow from one
another, a little like a currency that would pass from hand to hand to sell or buy, in the process
being hid, shown, bargained. In such a context it is not surprising that the people asked to give
their viewpoint demonstrate a remarkable reflexivity and ability to talk about themselves,
sometimes using ambiguity and expressing their view under cover of anecdotes with morals
and ideas that are in line with part of the public opinion.
What if the term ‘gentrification’ defined something else besides the consequence, in
western cities, of major economic transformation, of changes in employment patterns and
policies of urban renewal implemented in central neighbourhoods? After all, these key trends
affect, to various extents, all large European cities. Should their special features, ‘the DNA of
gentrification’ (Chabrol and al. 2016:67) not be searched among ‘the spirit of the places’ that
mark a sui generis heritage? Historical references intertwine in the narratives that stage
significant others, combining the elements of the ‘commons’ in an intersubjective fashion.
The hardship that these neighbourhoods experience and the discourses of justification
(Boltanski and Thevenot 1991) lead one to ponder their ability to perform. From a broader
perspective, they raise questions on the role and the position of the researcher who passes on
these narratives. At a time when memory issues have acquired significance and the ‘arts of
saying’ have evolved (De Certeau 1980), this is an essential stake in our understanding of urban,
and more broadly societal, transformation processes. Because ultimately, is it not through a
narrative identity, in the sense of the ability to say, that neighbourhoods express the value of
their heritage? What is most interesting is, undoubtedly, the fact that in this heterogeneous
output, unheard-of alliances reveal themselves, which proves that gentrification cannot be
limited to a merciless competition between the ‘haves’ and the ‘have nots’.
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Photography, Stereotypes and Reluctant Gentrification
in an Old French Industrial Town
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It is difficult to know the image of a city. Whether it is found in popular representations, the media or urban
marketing, it is most often stereotypical. This is not surprising because images capture reality as much as they
express our imagination of the city. Drawing on the work of amateur and professional photographers, this article
aims to show how the work of photographers contributes to the production of the images of the city of SaintEtienne. For more than a century this city was one of the main industrial centres of France but over the past forty
years it has experienced a sharp decline. It also hosted many photographers who worked for local companies.
Today it is encouraging gentrification, which has been slow to emerge.
Keywords: Imagination, photographers, images, stereotypes, urban heritage, industrial heritage.

Introduction: Saint-Etienne, Stereotypes and Cultural Intimacy
‘The sky is low but the impression of greyness, almost sticky, does not come from
there. In this neighbourhood of Saint-Etienne, it comes from the dilapidated
buildings [...]. The facades are as if covered with soot. There, some cabins overlook
the top floor of a building. Elsewhere, it is a pile of decrepit buildings at the corner
of a staircase. Here, just a few steps from the courthouse, in what is called
Tarentaize, one of the poor neighbourhoods of the town, there are buildings that fall
into ruin in the backyards. Saint-Etienne] seems to have remained the “poor city”,
the capital of slums.’ (Zappi, Le Monde, 2014)
Journalist Sylvia Zappi did not imagine the uproar that her article entitled ‘In Saint-Etienne, the
city centre undermined by poverty’, and the pictures that accompanied it, would produce. For
several weeks, the text circulated in social networks, was commented upon, vilified and
mocked. In the cafes and at the newsagents it became the main concern. Many of the regular
readers, who usually considered Le Monde the newspaper of reference, were shocked by an
article they considered insulting and anachronistic, so they stopped purchasing it. Saint-Etienne,
called the ‘capital of slums’ in the national press, did not deserve this bad publicity. The mayor
asked his fellow citizens to send photographs promoting the city to the newspaper’s editorial
office via Twitter with the hashtag #stephanoisfiers.1 On Sunday of the following week, at the
stadium, nicknamed the ‘Cauldron’, the ‘Magic Fans’, one of the two groups of ultra-supporters
of the ASSE2 (the local but very famous football club) held up a long banner during the match.
On it was written, ‘Go down to the slum, we'll teach you how to read Le Monde’. Their ‘city
patriotism’, as Bérangère Ginhoux (2017) calls it, had been wounded.3
This caricature of the city, accompanied by two photographs of dilapidated buildings,
overshadowed a more balanced text that described a problem recurrent for several decades
1

This can be translated as: Stephanos are proud.
This acronym stands for ‘Association Sportive de Saint-Etienne’.
3
For further information and analysis on this subject see Béal et al. (2017) and Rautenberg (2018).
2
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(Tomas 1989). It revived stereotypes written centuries ago by novelists and travellers who
described the sadness, poverty and darkness of the town at the beginning of the industrial
revolution (Thermeau 2013). People countered them more or less successfully by emphasizing
the image of a popular and warm city, a truly ‘local ideology’ (Gay et al. 2014). The reactions
against the newspaper demonstrated an attachment to the city that is truly widely shared, beyond
political and social divisions, when Saint-Etienne seems to be attacked from the outside. They
evoke a form of ‘bottom-up essentialism’ (Petit and Rubbers 2013:17) that helps to build local
community, perhaps more effectively than cultural institutions or municipal marketing. They
also emphasize the union of natives against the outside, here it was a Parisian newspaper,
though more often expressed in Saint-Etienne is antipathy toward neighbours from Lyon.4
These attitudes express a local cultural intimacy (Herzfeld 1997) made of ‘tiny practices’ that
build the common as much as, or better, than public policies. Cultural intimacy is a shared
mental space in which one feels protected from external aggression. It is accompanied by
actions of self-reification, such as the use of stereotypes or self-stereotypes which are enshrined
within the group, or sometimes through ostentatious practices. It takes place within social
poetics often imbued with nostalgia for the old times (Herzfeld 1997: 78) and relies on a certain
iconicity made of folkloric emblems, stabilized iconic or mental images that are used to signify
the permanence of the group, and feed a ‘narcissism of small differences’ (ibid: 68) designed
to strengthen the collective identity in a world in perpetual motion. It has been shown that
institutional and non-institutional images, are able to transform symbols in cities, but more often
those images and symbols are transformed by local people (Nas ed. 2011).
In this article, I defend the view that images, especially photographs, contribute to shaping
this local cultural intimacy. It is not surprising that Le Monde’s pictures hurt a lot of people.
Those two pictures affected residents’ imaginary more powerfully than any article about
poverty. I will begin by exposing local stereotypes through the looking glass of the colours of
the town. I will, then, discuss how today photographers, both amateur and professional, take
part in this popular imaginary and contribute to shaping a long-term image of the town. I
conclude with a discussion of their ambiguous input on gentrification.
Since the 1990s, when Saint-Etienne engaged in urban competition under the mayor
Michel Thiollière, their pictures have rarely been consistent with the creative and design city
promoted by the local authorities. However, they did contribute to a popular nostalgic
representation favoured by the new urban classes who are expected to move to Saint-Etienne.
The ethnographic data on which I base my discussion is from the collective research that I led
a few years ago (Rautenberg and Vedrine eds 2017) and the new investigation I have conducted
in and around Saint-Etienne for two years. This research involves professional and amateur
photographers, focusing on how their relationships with the town affect the way in which they
take their photographs.

4

Saint-Etienne and Lyon, 55 km apart, are traditional enemies, today for football derbies, but in fact
from much longer time, at least from the beginning of the Industrial Revolution.
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The Colours of Saint-Etienne: Stereotypes at Work
Saint-Etienne held a major place during the French industrial revolution at the beginning of the
19th century, thanks to a ‘magic triad’: coal deposits that were exploited since the end of the
Middle Ages; hydropower from two little mountain rivers that has been used to work steel for
weapons since the 15th century; and weaving industries active since the 18th century. Coal
mining stopped in 1973, at the Puits Couriot,5 but the production of weapons and weaving
(particularly of ribbons) continues. The Museum of art and industry, one of the first created in
France in 1889 with the support of industrialists,6 proudly claims that Saint-Etienne is the
capital of the ribbon industry and the bicycle.
During the19th century and until World War I, the population of the city grew from 16,000
to 150,000. Several writers and travellers compared Saint-Etienne to Manchester in England
and to some American industrial boomtowns such as Detroit in Michigan. The peak of the
population was reached in the 1960s with more than 220,000 inhabitants. Then, it decreased
inexorably to around 170,000. According to some authors (Béal et al. 2010), Saint-Etienne
became a ‘shrinking city’. In 2012, 20 percent of residents were out of work, and the poverty
rate was 22 percent. Saint-Etienne has a migrant population of 16 percent, and a substantial
minority of people with parents or grandparents who were born in Algeria or Morocco lives
here (Gauthier 2014, Benbouzid 2004). When talking with people, reading newspapers and
official communications or listening to football fans, artists or photographers, one realizes that
a few more or less mythical narratives are largely shared. The most popular is a description of
the town as a coal miner’s one. In fact, only 7 percent of residents were miners in 1948, while
27 percent were steelworkers. Saint-Etienne has always been a city of industrial workers, not
miners; and yet, the coal miner is the archetype of Stephanois with his qualities and faults. Local
museums, social activists and associations, private economic actors, heirs of the punk-rock
movement, artists (Trigano 2017) and amateur photographers (Rojon 2015) also try to preserve
traces of the industrial past.
There are several possible paths to enter the world of images of Saint-Etienne. One
seemed to me particularly relevant; that of the colours that we lend to the city. It is striking to
read and hear so often of Saint-Etienne associated with three colours: black, the oldest; red
which evokes at the same time the revolt and the fire of the forge; and green, the colour of the
ASSE7 but also of the surrounding countryside, of which the Stéphanois often speak. I also
could mention grey, the colour of the coal sandstone of older buildings.

5

It continued until 1983 in the area under study.
Several local entrepreneurs, are still active members today of the Association des amis du musée. They
help finance exhibitions and give subsidies to buy new pieces for the collection. Among the various
entrepreneurs, Casino deserves a special mention; it is a well-known supermarket company created in
Saint-Etienne in 1896 which opened many stores in the area; it has a long historical association with the
football club and the mining history of St Etienne.
7
The Association Sportive de Saint-Etienne is usually called ‘The Greens’. The ASSE was created in
1919 by Casino. The firms gave its colour — green — to the club.
6
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The earlier quote from Le Monde, surprisingly, reminds us of testimonials by novelists
and travellers over the past two centuries. As the French female activist, and socialist, Flora
Tristan wrote on 21 June 1844,
‘It is the sister of Lyon, but blacker and dirtier still, we take all the public
monuments for prisons [...]. All the workers I saw seemed cold, shy and
unintelligent’. The next day, returning from church, she notes: ‘all these poor people
are stunted, idiots [...] all speak a kind of abominable patois […] the city is horribly
dirty, badly paved [...] a dirty little stream that is called the river [...] flows under
the city [...]; the climate is awful, the wind continually raises a cloud of black dust
(coal), very cold in winter, very hot in summer.’ (cited in Thermeau 2013: 56-59).
Albert Camus also drove his point home:
‘Saint-Etienne in the morning in the mist with the sirens calling for work in the
middle of a jumble of towers, buildings and big chimneys carrying their deposit of
slag like a monstrous sacrificial cake to their summits to a darkened sky.’ (quoted
by Mandon 1976: 128).
In a rather one-sided way, says the sociologist Daniel Mandon (1976), the portraits
underline the ‘disgrace’, the darkness, the ‘disembowelled’ lands of the Saint-Etienne
landscape, including in the Blue Guide, 1965.8 Saint-Etienne is often described as ‘the black
city, the noisiest and busiest in the world’ (Vant 1981: 168). However, according to the
geographer André Vant, black was not necessarily negative. For some commentators, black was
also the colour of industry and progress. However, people denounced the dust that fell on their
clothes, the smoke of the factories, the rain that turned black because of the slag and the soot
on the facades of the local buildings. This imagery is not limited to literature; it is also found in
newspapers and photo novels, whose influence in the construction of the imaginary was
important. Today, ‘the black city’ is also widely found in the works of the local artists studied
by Sandra Trigano, such as Julien Morel, who produced a series of paintings depicting the
industrial wasteland or the photographer Pierre Grasset, whose photographs portray life in the
wastelands (Trigano 2017).
Mandon points out how ‘black’ has often been associated with ‘red’ in Saint-Etienne’s
descriptions (Mandon 1976). The French journalist and writer Jules Vallès, who lived in SaintEtienne between 1840 and 1845, wrote that when he settled in Nantes he missed ‘the sound of
wagons, the neighbourhood of blacksmiths, the fire of the blaze, and [...] the chronicle of the
misfortunes of the mine and anger of the miners’ (quoted by Thermeau 2013: 65). The red of
the forge is associated with the red of revolt. This cliché of the red city even found its way onto
the benches of the national assembly where the local member of parliament, Pétrus Faure,
denounced ‘a legend spread throughout France (tending) to represent the workers of the Saint-

8

The Blue Guide was a famous French travel guide that highlighted cultural and historical insight of
places to visit.
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Etienne region as eternally dissatisfied and as permanent revolutionaries’ (Faure 1956: 34). In
the industrial valleys close to Saint-Etienne, the strength of the workers’ movement has been
solidly documented since the end of the 19th century. This area was a cradle of the French
anarcho-syndicalism movement before World War I (Colson 1986); then, it became a bastion
of the French communist party, and remained so until the end of the 20th century.9 Some
dramatic events, such as the shooting of the Brulé in La Ricamarie on 16 June 1869, when 14
people were killed, are still alive in the minds of retired miners and steel workers. They continue
to feed artistic expressions and militant publications (Peyrache 2011: 78). Red was the colour
of the miners’ union that accompanied the funeral procession of the famous union activist
Michel Rondet. Peyrache writes, ‘red the political colour of these elected representatives, the
bloodshed and fire, a flag that alone conveys images, the blood of these martyr workers’ (2011:
78).
In recent years, symbols of blue-collar workers and miners are abundantly mentioned in
the publications, stickers and posters of contemporary anarcho-syndicalism movements. They
are generally black, red and white, and feature shovels, pickaxes and sometimes a hammer.
Similarly, while usually forgotten by most historians (Bedoin et al. 2011: 22), the memory of
the big strike of the miners in 1948 remains alive among many militants. This memory of revolt
and of workers’ struggles is conspicuously absent in the permanent exhibition of the Museum
of the mine that opened in 2014. During the long decline of local industrial fabric, from the
1970s until a few years ago, red and black were the symbols of the past. It was a glorious
industrial past of which people were proud, but which they felt they needed to discard.
In the past, those who visited Saint-Etienne discovered a city surrounded by a bleak,
charmless natural landscape; a city planted among arid mountains. However, the town was
intimately linked to its surrounding countryside. Numerous city dwellers maintained a strong
attachment to their family villages, which they visited regularly. Today, Saint-Etienne is a town
with many community allotments that play an important role in bringing together workers from
various ethnic communities. Many migrant workers from Italy, Portugal or from North-Africa
come from farming backgrounds and share their knowledge and seeds about gardening in the
allotments. These rural sensibilities remain strong:
‘[....] What struck me when I worked in Lyon, I was in an office, [...] people had
never seen a cow. They did not know what it was whereas in Saint-Etienne, people
are from the countryside. Their parents, or ... they know what a chicken is, a cow is
whereas in Lyon, people did not know. [....]’ (reported by Vedrine in Rautenberg et
al. eds 2011: 247).
Above all, Saint-Etienne is green because of football. ‘The Greens’ is the very popular
nickname of the football team, l’ASSE. An aspect of the city’s social imaginary has a special
9

Saint-Etienne had a communist mayor between 1977 and 1983. Most of the surrounding industrial
towns had socialist or communist municipalities after World War II (Firminy, La Ricamarie, Unieux,
and so on).
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flavour. During the 1970s, the black and red heroes of industry, the miners, and the green heroes
of the stadium shared the same battleground as they engaged in saving the honour of the
wounded city. As a consequence, green that was synonymous with the club10 became a proud
local banner during the 1970s, when Saint Etienne experienced economic and social trauma.
Today, the colours green and black continue to express the homology of the football player and
the miner, which is sometimes expressed in the songs of the supporters. As reported by
Bérangère Ginhoux (Rautenberg and Vedrine 2017: 98)
‘In every city we have represented, for this green jersey that we have always loved,
The sons of miners defend with pride, The colours and the honour of our Sainté
[that is, Saint-Etienne].’
The collective outrage that followed the article in Le Monde and the supporters’ pride are
not merely emotional. They are expressions of a strong attachment to the city that is built upon
their exploration of the recesses of its streets. They are based on a sensitively concrete
experience of the city. They draw on an intimacy with the urban landscape that links the present
to the past of local everyday life. Personal experiences are incorporated in the wider history of
a city that had a national destiny and an envied place in world history. For example, many
people who travel abroad say that they have found the Manufrance catalogue11 or ribbons from
Saint-Etienne in Asia, in America or in Eastern Europe. In Saint-Etienne, workers and miners
happily continue to imagine the past that gives meaning to the material city. By experimenting
with the traces of the city’s past, today’s inhabitants develop a much greater interest in history
than what could be achieved by merely going on school outings to a museum. Sandra Trigano
reported an interview with the photographer and projectionist Raphael Labouré (Trigano 2015:
155)
‘ST: Did you ever take pictures of this industrial aspect? What is your link to that?
RL: My link to that [...] My generation came after [...] the great epic of the Greens,
the textile industry and all that. These are things that have stayed in the city and that
we feel, but which have actually died. We have vestiges of the past that are very
pretty to take photos of. In fact, my generation, we arrived, there was no longer a
lot of activity. People tended to go away or stay unemployed. ST: Did your
grandfather tell you about the mine? RL: Yeah that happens but not [a lot]. ST: That
did not interest you? RL: Yeah maybe. ST: So, it’s not through your grandfather’s
story that you’re interested [in the mine]? RL: No, it was through daily life; you
pass all the time in front of the shaft, you’re interested. In addition to my work, I
tended to make projections there [at the museum]. A fairly strong relationship with
the Museum [...].’
10

Green was first and foremost the colour of the Casino Group and its sports association which is at the
origin of the football club.
11
Manufrance was one of the biggest firms in Saint-Etienne. It was a mail order company specialised in
hunting guns, bicycles and hardware.
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As we see, the imagination of the city ought to be embodied in public events and places.
In addition, activities which ritualize public and private events that impact upon our past,
present and future life, should be included in stories to be told and shared. Stories can transform
individual memories and imaginings into collective memories and imagination. This is the
proper role of museums and artists, whether they are professionals or amateurs. Ultrasupporters do the same when they hold up tifos12 and sing of the glory of the ASSE. Between
the black of the soot and of the coal, the red of the revolt, the accidents and the fire of the forges,
and the green of the countryside of the neighbouring Velay or the Geoffroy Guichard stadium,
the miner icon imposes itself and erases those of other workers. This stereotypical miner that
represents the incarnation of the Stéphanois, as a hard-working, easy-going, undisciplined,
worker has its rural origins in Italy, Poland or North Africa.
Photographers in Saint Etienne
Many people work to preserve, or glorify, the past and the memory of Saint-Etienne. There are
managers of restaurants and cafes and other economic agents who invest in restoring old
buildings, as well as artists who are attached to the atmosphere of the industrial town and
activists of the punk-rock movement,13 who defend the working-class culture. Supporters of the
football team who are sometimes considered a legacy of the working-class traditions, or simply
inhabitants engaged in local associations also are involved in this process. Here, I will focus on
photographers who have a particular attachment to the town. From 1876 until today, there have
been 400 artisan photographers in Saint-Etienne. Their peak years were in the 1960s and 1970s
when 43 professionals where active and photography became very popular because of the
availability of inexpensive cameras.14 It was a time when photography became a popular artistic
practice par excellence as people learned to shoot and develop pictures in photo-clubs and
shared an aesthetics that was not a mere copy of the academic aesthetics (Bourdieu 1964).
For various reasons, there is a special relationship between Saint-Etienne and the
photographers. This history has not yet been recorded but we can easily find some elements
that are good indicators of photographers’ special affinity with the town. For example, some
well-known artists were born here, from the painter and photographer Felix Thiollier (18421914), some of whose works are kept at the Musée d’Orsay in Paris, to Valérie Jouve (1964- ),
who had an exhibition at the famous Centre Pompidou in 2010.15 A large number of books are
illustrated with photographs dealing with the local history. Also, the genuine ‘books-territory’
(Antoine et al. eds 2017) demonstrates a closeness between images in the book and the urban
space as perceived by pedestrians. Until the 1970s, many photographers worked in industry,

12

Tifos are large banners that supporters display during football matches.
See https://lafrancepue.org/wordpress/
14
Georges Pitiot: conference of the 2 March 2017 at the Musée du Vieux in Saint-Etienne.
15
See https://www.centrepompidou.fr/cpv/resource/cAbM8Mq/rXKEak. Her first exhibition at the
Musée d’art contemporain de Saint-Etienne Métropole was in Spring and Summer 2018.
13
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producing pictures for catalogues and various commercial displays.16 Particularly after World
War II, some studied in Saint-Etienne’s famous School of Art. Today, Saint-Etienne is
considered by several photographers whom I met as a wonderful stomping ground because of
its topography (the town is built on seven hills and surrounded by mountains on three sides).
Also attractive to them is its dense and disorderly urbanism that mixes large buildings and little
villas with gardens. Local houses of the 19th or early 20th centuries contrast with tower blocks
of the 1960s and 1970s. This ‘authenticity’ of residential spaces reveals important aspects of
local life.17 However, despite the national fame of some photographers who show the vitality
of ordinary life such as factory work or the city’s mundane urbanity, the local élites reject the
artists who put the less attractive reality of the city on display. Contemporary images of the
town would be overwhelmed by two post-industrial mythologies that emerged from the
interviews: on the one hand, there are designs that deal with the transition between traditional
and modern economical activities; on the other hand, there is football as a social medicine
perpetuating traditional local values originating in the former industrial culture. In the last
fifteen years, two of the major projects pursued by various local municipalities have been a
creative district that has replaced the previous Manufacture d’armes de Saint-Etienne18 and the
renovation of the stadium.
The omnipresence of the industrial landscape in the local economy and in the local culture
can explain the relationship between the two that began almost 150 years ago. Felix Thiollier
is certainly the most famous of those early photographers. He had an early passion for Roman
churches, romantic ruins and rural landscapes, and was well-known by the end of the 19th
century (Paradis 2017). He also shot mining landscapes, factories and industrial chimneys. He
belonged to the local bourgeoisie as his father owned a ribbon factory. His collection of more
than 27,000 pictures is owned by his descendants and by some other local families. Some of his
work is displayed in the Musée d’art moderne et contemporain de Saint-Etienne Métropole. But
he had no students, and it is difficult to prove his photographs had a direct influence upon the
representation of industry in the city, although more than 700 images are of the ‘black country’,
which was the nickname of Saint-Etienne. However, we do know that he held an important
place in the iconography of the industrial world as shown in a recent exhibition at the Puits
Couriot/Musée de la mine, in 2016.19
There are many images and allegories of industrial work displayed in public spaces, as
shown in the 2017 exhibition at the Puits Couriot/Parc-Musée de la mine, with contributions of

16

The most famous was certainly the Manufrance catalogue we mentioned before.
See http://imu.universite-lyon.fr/projet/optimum-observatoire-photographique-du-territoire-imagesdes-mondes-urbains-en-mutation-2017/
18
The Manufacture d’armes de Saint-Étienne (MAS, Saint-Étienne Armaments Manufacturer) was a
French state-owned manufacturing company; the heir of the Royal Arms Manufacture created in 1764.
Production ceased in 2001.
19
Catalogues of the two exhibitions are forthcoming.
17
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the GREMMOS.20 We found hundreds of representations of miners’ and steel workers’ work
on graves, in churches, in city halls, on statues in public parks and in contemporary frescos,
tags and graffiti. The exhibition clearly demonstrated the important place of industrial work in
everyday life and in collective representations. It showed the old, important and continuing
presence of images of industrial work in the public sphere, at least from the 1920s. These images
had different functions, such as celebrating the modernity through work and industry,
remembering the workers’ contribution to progress, recalling the dangers and the harshness of
industrial work and bringing the working class to religion, as well as paying tribute to eminent
industrialists, politicians or trade unionists. In Saint-Etienne, the culture of workers and the
industrial past do not only exist only in memory or history; they are visible and touchable on
street corners and house facades. They help to consolidate the public imagination in a strong
relationship between past and present by reviving stories of ordinary pedestrians and resident
photographers.
Alongside three museums,21 many individuals and other public institutions contribute to
preserving the traces of the industrial past. Saint-Etienne also has several associations that are
interested in its industrial past, whether it is industrial buildings or workers’ memory and
history. The GREMMOS, which gathers together academics, students and amateurs engaged in
working class history, is certainly among the most active local agents. In 2011, they published
a big, thick and very well documented book, titled 1948: Les mineurs stéphanois en grève. Des
photographies de Léon Leponce à l’histoire (Bedoin et al. 2011), about the main miners’ strike
that occurred at that time in Saint-Etienne. Miners stopped working in that year for 7 weeks;
that strike involved 350,000 miners in France and 22,000 in the Saint-Etienne coalfield. It is
much less present in the miners’ collective memory than the previous strike, which took place
one year before and was closely controlled by the Communists. Fortunately, the 1948 strike
was covered by the photographer and journalist Léon Leponce (1893-1969), who stands as a
good example of photographers who were engaged in capturing the reality of social life. He
studied at the School of Art of Saint-Etienne and opened a photo studio in 1916. As many other
photographers, Leponce shot weddings and portraits of the local bourgeoisie. He also worked
for businesses such as Casino. He is known especially for being a photo-reporter for several
local newspapers. GREMMOS’s book, which is dedicated ‘aux mineurs de la Loire’, is based
on the analysis of photos of the strike and related protests by Leponce and of a short film made
by the Confédération Générale du Travail (CGT), trade unionists who were close to the French
Communist party. The pictures are analysed as ethnographers do: comparing images, browsing
newspapers to find the dates of publication, looking for details and cross-referencing them with

This acronym stands for Groupe de Recherches et d’Etudes sur les Mémoires du Monde Ouvrier Stéphanois.
See http://www.gremmos.lautre.net/. I am a member of this association.
21
These are, the Museum of Art and Industry which we have already mentioned, the Museum of the
Mine at the Puits Couriot and the Museum of Modern Art. The latter owns one of the main collections
of contemporary art in France.
20
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other sources such as interviews and biographies. Thanks to Leponce’s photographs, a dramatic
moment in working-class history can be shared with the general public.
Leponce holds a place in the long list of photographers in Saint-Etienne who were
fascinated by the industrial landscapes, by the working class and, more recently, by the
brownfields. They have distanced themselves from Thiollier’s romantic and scenic images.
Philippe Hervouet, a professional photographer who has worked with local cultural institutions,
thinks that there was a real proximity between the Fine arts school of Saint-Etienne and the
local industry and business. For example, photography courses were already organized before
World War II to teach industrial photography for economic enterprises. Several photography
studios specialized in working for industrialists, such as the studio Caterin that worked for
Manufrance. According to several of our interviewees, this is a major reason why there are
more photographers in Saint-Etienne than elsewhere. Their strong involvement in industrial
photography marks their legacy. For many of them today, shooting derelict old factory
buildings has become a political commitment signifying their attachment to Saint-Etienne’s
history and to the popular culture of workers. As Philippe Hervouet said during an interview on
7 December 2016, ‘for artists, industry is becoming something to preserve; even an inspiration’.
According to our sources, there are now between 30 and 50 such individuals in the city.
It is not possible to have a precise number. Few are artisans and own a shop. Some declare that
they are artists and some have photographed Saint-Etienne a lot but do not live in the town. In
any case, the great majority are not professionals. Several photographers whom I interviewed
are what Sandra Trigano called ‘resident artists’ (Trigano 2017). Whether professionals or
amateurs, artists or activists, they are very close to the city where they live. They feel attached
to its history, to its vernacular landscapes where they look for traces of the popular culture and
its ‘aesthetics of everyday life’ (Light and Smith, 2005), which impact one’s senses and
representations of the urban landscape. This aesthetics not only plays a role in the experience
of our environment, but also in our attachments to the places where we live. Other
photographers may not be ‘residents’ of Saint-Etienne, but they have been interested in its
industrial landscape at one time or another in their visual work. Some describe themselves as
‘artists’, others as ‘activists’ or ‘amateurs’. Thirty-seven are members of the Saint-Etienne
photo-club and 27 others of the Beaulieu photo-club located in a social-centre created fifty years
ago. Some big changes appeared a few years ago in the social composition of photographers.
There are many more women among them today. Most photographers, like many young people,
are not — and do not want to be — identified as artisans or shopkeepers. Actually, the boundary
between artists, amateurs and professional is very difficult to define. When I asked him to define
a photographer, Maxim, a young artist who arrived from Nantes three years ago, said, ‘you are
a photographer’, as I showed a picture I took in an old factory. He introduces himself as an
‘activist’ and refuses to ‘prostitute himself’ by shooting marriages and portraits. Presently he
receives economic support from public assistance and some public institutions. Maxim
frequently photographs urban landscapes, street views and old empty factories. ‘Pictures can be
seen by everybody’, he says, therefore photographers can be good propagandists for the
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memory of a place. He expresses great solidarity inside his group stating, ‘photographers in St
Etienne are like a family. Everybody knows about each other's activity’. Later he told me, ‘It is
very cool. When I arrived from Nantes, I went to the photo club where I met one or two
members, they introduced me to other members; then I participated in an exhibition; they
proposed for me to join the Boite Noire;22 and there are also a lot of social networks.’ A point
to be highlighted is that most of these photographers claim that they are inspired by the previous
generations of Saint-Etienne’s photographers. Practically all of them post their work on their
personal websites or on social networks, which are their principal way of communicating with
the public and their community (Rojon 2015). It is difficult to distinguish between amateurs
and professionals as both often collaborate in their photo clubs. They share advice and
sometimes participate in the same exhibitions.
Two major categories of attachment to the city emerged from their comments. One
emphasizes the particular ‘aesthetics’ of the city that includes a peculiar arrangement of
horizontal and vertical lines and an urbanism that is more of a patchwork than a neoclassical
Haussmann style arrangement, but always contains a glimpse of the green hills and mountains
that surround the town. The other, highlights the many ‘traces’ of the city’s labour and industrial
history, embodying a vernacular urban landscape that is becoming very rare in France. Some
of my informants associate with football what remains of the local popular culture.
Conclusion: The Ambiguous Place of Photographers in a Popular Town that Aims to be
Gentrified
Several academics of the University of Saint-Etienne reacted to the article with which I
introduced the present discussion. Ten days after publication, three academics sent their
response to the Le Monde under the title, ‘A Saint-Etienne, pauvreté n’est pas une fatalité’ (Gay
et al. 2014). They described municipal policies that alternated between economic recovery and
urban regeneration designed to halt the demographic decline that began in the 1970s. Unlike
what Sylvia Zappi’s article suggested, they claimed that Saint-Etienne’s poverty rate in the citycentre was not higher than other towns, such as Lille or Strasbourg, that are supposed to be
wealthier.
In their response, Gay and his co-authors addressed the substance of the text. However,
many people and most of the photographers were shocked not by the written article but by the
two pictures that were used to illustrate the city-centre. They were pictures of an uninhabited
house located in a district that was undergoing renovation and was demolished a few weeks
later. Regardless of what the article said, both pictures impacted local society much more than
what the journalist intended. Local residents, academics, football fans, artists and politicians
denounce the article as an insult to the town. The trauma lasted a long time. Three years later,
the British photographer Ed Alcock obtained subsidies to exhibit 50 portraits of inhabitants
under the title #Stéphanoisfiers in the streets of Saint-Etienne.

22

La Boite Noire is a collective of young photographers.
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Some valuable lessons can be learned from this journalistic episode about the place of
photography in the shaping of urban imaginary. Zappi’s article revealed the bias that is largely
shared among journalists and media people, but it also arose opposition to the contempt shown
for local values. Images can be much more effective than scientific arguments, and sociologists
and ethnographers ought to take this into account.
This event contributed to reinforcing the cultural intimacy of local people. The strong
reaction of the mayor, academics and institutions can be partly explained by the politics of
gentrification taking place in Saint-Etienne, led by the local authorities with national support.
Saint-Etienne is not a big city where capitalists look for good investment in real estate to protect
their capital, as described in New York by Alessandro Busà (Busà 2017). However, in SaintEtienne as in New York, the city markets itself to the ‘new urban classes’, who are seduced by
the commodities offered by the ‘city producers’. Saint-Etienne, as every city, is trying to brand
itself (Busà 2017: 174-179). In 2007, the mayor commissioned a study about Saint-Etienne’s
‘creative classes’ in reference to Florida’s theory (Florida 2002). This is a difficult issue as
Saint-Etienne is too close to the more attractive city of Lyon. It is a ‘shrinking city’23 that has
been losing residents since the 1970s. But it is also well-connected to an attractive countryside
which provides opportunities for young creative people to reside outside the city centre.
Unfortunately, Saint-Etienne has also maintained its negative ‘black town’ image (Rousseau
2008: 114). Our study suggested that the town was far from meeting Florida’s criteria, despite
the amount of public investment in the upscale renovations of the former factories of the
Manufacture d’armes de Saint-Etienne and other municipal policies — such as obtaining the
label ‘city of design’ by UNESCO in 201024 — that are intended to attract the ‘creative classes’.
Finally, Saint-Etienne’s original ‘creative class’ is mostly made up of young people born in the
town, or close to it, and sentimentally attached to it. Unlike the mobile young entrepreneurs
described by Florida, they are a captive group.
Everywhere, photography has had an influence on our appropriation and understanding
of cities, as expressed in photographic images of urban landscapes, activities and local
characters. For example, through seeing and photographing, Jerome Krase (2012) described
how ethnic communities settled in Brooklyn and other big cities around the world. Photography
offers a gigantic database that enables the public to see and understand the transformations of
the urban landscape. Thanks to digitalisation and digital platforms — professional and amateur
— photographs are easily accessible and the practice of photography has experienced a real
revival. Photography highlights not only major or minor events of our private life, but also puts
social movements on display by consolidating and embedding them in the collective memory.
Thanks to their ability to reveal the past and the present palimpsest of cities, pictures continue
to shape our imagination about cities.

The political scientist Max Rousseau prefers the formula ‘losing cities’ when speaking of SaintEtienne.
24
Se https://www.citedudesign.com/fr/international/010812-saint-etienne-ville-unesco-de-design
23
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The photographers whom we interviewed caught the hidden dimensions of urban life and
told insignificant or important stories of Saint-Etienne, but they did not promote a ‘creative
city’ that did not correspond to their experience. Their feelings about, and representations of,
the ‘good city’ are not far from the average values of people who might move into the old
popular neighbourhoods that are targets of current gentrification policies, like the Crêt de Roc,
where an eco-neighbourhood has been created by locals and by people from other parts of the
town.25
Among the youngest photographers, several remind us of the individuals described by
Max Rousseau. They could easily fit the profile of the ‘new urban classes’, but they are merely
stuck in a town that they have been unable to leave. They that pictures of the town and post
them on their personal blogs, on Flickr, on Instagram and other social networks, where they
create evolving representations of Saint-Etienne. There, their aesthetic inclinations are blended
with nostalgia and honest concerns about faithfully documenting disappearing traces of
working-class life and popular culture. These images can be seen by anyone from anywhere,
they feed the inhabitants’ cultural intimacy but they also produce a representation that does not
fit in the attempt to project a clean and smooth image of the creative city for more distant
consumers.
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From urban project to open-air museum, the city oscillates between a need for modernization and a desire to
preserve its heritage. In Strasbourg, the urban ensemble of Neustadt illustrates these two ways of looking at the
city. The very term ‘Neustadt’, which translates literally as ‘new city’, resonates in a singular way because it
conveys both of these modalities, which can be perceived as antagonistic. On the one hand, it refers to the
‘modern’ urban extension planned in 1880. On the other hand, it matches the official name used to promote this
heritage and contribute to its inclusion in the World Heritage list (July 2017). In this context of heritagisation, the
article aims to highlight both the points of convergence and the stumbling blocks of a heritage project concerning
a border region. In support of a qualitative and quantitative investigation, sociological and historical data tend to
shed light on the reasons for a fast valorization of heritage in view of the memorable weight of relations with
Germany, including the traumatic effects of the annexations and the two world wars. We invite reflection on the
characterization of the urban project and the appropriation of the inhabitants and the political heritage by the
authorities.
Keywords: Heritage, Neustadt, appropriation, Franco-German relations, World Heritage List (Unesco).

Introduction
In Strasbourg (France), the German name ‘Neustadt’ has a special resonance. It refers both to
an urban extension and to the promotion of a distinct local heritage. ‘Neustadt’ may literally
translate as ‘new city’ but the namesake area of Strasbourg was built by the German imperial
regime during the annexation of Alsace between 1871 and 1918.1 While before the annexation
the French had already drawn up extension plans,2 the German administration implemented the
large-scale project on the basis of the Bebauungsplan, adopted on 7 April 1880. The objective
was twofold: first, Strasbourg was to be transformed as an architectural showcase for the
Empire; second, the growing population, resulting in part from a new wave of German
immigration, would be accommodated. At the time, this urban fabric was modern both in its
conception and use of materials. It now tends to be historicised and endowed with a new value
as heritage. Following an urban enhancement process launched in 2010, it was designated as a
UNESCO world heritage site in July 2017.
In spite of a past fraught with Franco-German conflict3 and still palpable emotions, a
common effort to promote this urban space has recently emerged. It involves the Neustadt’s
residents and regular visitors, associations and political authorities. Here, we will consider
which architectural elements and which historical events and processes are being foregrounded
in the promotion of an urban fabric that was originally built by the ‘enemy’. These questions
are part of a broader examination of ‘heritagisation’ that addresses the legitimacy of heritage

1

Following the War of 1870 between France and Prussia, the regions of Alsace and Lorraine were
annexed by Prussia until 1918.
2
Including Munch’s plans, based on ideas by Schützenberger (1837-1848).
3
We refer chiefly to the wars of 1870, 1914-19 and 1939-45, and to the annexations of Alsace and
Moselle in 1871-1918 and 1941-1944.
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(Laurajane Smith 2006), the practices of residents (Daniel Fabre 2010, Gravari-Barbas 2005)
and heritage-induced emotions (Daniel Fabre 2013).
First, we discuss the paradoxes of an urban fabric that can be characterised in terms of
several dualities: German/French, modern/old, scorned/promoted. Then, we focus on heritage
practices, looking into the dialectics, actions and representations of the residents, of visitors
and of the local authorities, and consider how they inform the heritage project. In the final
section, we focus on the representations of the UNESCO designation among the city’s residents
and visitors.
Our study draws on data from a fieldwork survey launched in 2012, participant
observation and fifteen qualitative interviews (2014-2017), 4 and on the responses to a
quantitative questionnaire submitted on the initiative of the Eurometropolis of Strasbourg in
2016-2017 during Neustadt’s application process for world heritage status.5
The Neustadt’s Defining Dualities
A brief historical reminder will give the reader a better idea of the initial urban project and of
the area included in the current heritagisation process. The destruction of fortifications allowed
Strasbourg to expand, as in other European cities where large-scale constructions began in the
late 19th century, under the helm of Hausmann in Paris (1853), Cerdà in Barcelona (1860) and
Hobrecht in Berlin (1862). In Strasbourg, the massive project was managed by Otto Back, the
Prussian municipal administrator (Pottecher Doucet and Haegel eds 2017). The ‘new city’
surrounded the medieval core of the so-called Grande-Île island, doubling its surface. It was
structured by large squares and thoroughfares connecting the city to Germany. Unlike what
happened in Paris, the extension project was mindful of the historical centre’s morphology. For
instance, specific attention was given to linking the new urban fabric and the medieval fabric
playing with architectural perspective oriented to the Cathedral.6
To some extent, the implementation of the urban extension was also a means to
compensate Strasbourg’s residents for the damage resulting from the War of 1870. 7
Strasbourg’s promotion as a new Land capital also contributed to its transformation. The city’s
public infrastructure grew considerably, as Alsace’s change in status was followed by the
construction of State institutions (the Imperial Palace, the Parliament building, the tribunal).
Other large-scale facilities were also built in the fields of health and hygiene (municipal baths,

4

Participant observation in public events was conducted in the Neustadt. Individual and group semistructured interviews with neighbourhood residents were part of Cathy Blanc-Reibel’s Doctoral
research (started in 2012), supervised by Florence Rudolf and Sandrine Glatron.
5
The questionnaires were submitted during the Journées du Patrimoine (Heritage Days event) to visitors
in several central, pericentral and peripheral sites in Strasbourg (2016-2017).
6
Examples include the Avenue de la Paix and the Avenue Schweighaeuser.
7
The Summer siege of 1870 was particularly damaging. The old Dominican church, which hosted the
municipal library and the seminar burnt down in the night of 24 August 1870. The Cathedral’s roof, 12
public buildings and 333 private buildings were completely destroyed (Nohlen 1997: 27-30).
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hospital buildings), education (the University, the University library, schools) and
communication and transportation (postal buildings, the station, the port, and so on). A very
large number of more ordinary buildings were also erected; to give an idea of the scope of this
transformation, over 1,500 new private buildings were constructed during the 1880-1918
period — accounting for roughly 95 percent of the housing stock. As a result, the residential
urban fabric expanded considerably (Rieger et al. 1991). For a long time, Strasbourg was
regarded as a city designed by and for the ‘Old Germans’ — meaning long-time German
nationals, as opposed to the Alsatians who had recently become German. Dating back to the
early 20th century8 and still expressed today, this view deserves to be reassessed in the light of
recent scholarship. Based on painstaking archival research, Olivier Haegel has shown that over
half of those who commissioned new buildings had an Alsatian background (Haege 2017).9
This finding has a direct impact on the transmission of individual heritage, as these people have
stayed in Alsace, unlike the Old Germans who were forced to return to Germany after World
War I.
Over the course of a century, this originally modern urban fabric started to be considered
as historic and is now liable to be promoted as such. This is due to the style of the buildings:
while reinforced concrete was used liberally, their historicist facades harked back to another
time. Thus, the Neustadt architecture appears virtually outdated compared to the city’s other
urban extensions that were developed during the so-called Trente Glorieuses years (19451974). 10 The large housing estates of that time embodied the new modernism, with their
‘sanitary comfort, fairly unobstructed views, verdant surroundings and decent access by bus or
car, making up for the sound of the neighbours heard through paper-thin walls’ (Gyss 1996:
128). By contrast, the Neustadt modernity may appear less impressive. Thus, during the
transition period between the end of World War II and the beginning of its institutional
promotion in 1975, the Neustadt could be seen neither as historic compared to the medieval
old town nor as modern compared to the new constructions. Currently, the latest large-scale
extension ‘Deux rives, the new city on the Rhine’ stretches across the border. Spanning 250
Hectares, this Axe Deux Rives project explicitly echoes the Neustadt; this is how the
Municipality of Strasbourg presents it in its public communication materials, which read,
‘Deux Rives is the largest urban project since the construction of the Neustadt between 1871
and 1918.’11 The project has been referred to as the ‘twenty-first century’s Neustadt’ and as
the ‘Neu Neustadt’.12 In 2014, after a century since it was established, the Neustadt was still
Georges de la Hache, the director of Strasbourg’s municipal archives, reportedly expressed this view
in 1923 (Jantzen 1997).
9
Nationality was identified for 1,200 out of the 1,500 sponsors listed until 1918.
10
This refers to the neighbourhoods of Esplanade Gustave Stoskopf (1958) and Hautepierre (Pierre
Vivien) (1964-1981).
11
See http://en.strasbourg.eu/en/great-projects/deux-rives/; accessed on 11 February 2018.
12
A recent example was found in the local daily newspaper Dernières nouvelles d’Alsace (29 February
2017).
8
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being described as ‘sturdy’ and ‘modern’. Designed in a spirit of modernity, these buildings
were originally appreciated for their convenience, and overall they have managed to keep up
with contemporary lifestyles and meet current standards of habitability.
Today, the Neustadt still displays a striking architectural homogeneity. It has experienced
few changes both in terms of housing and of the social makeup of its residents. The effects of
gentrification in the Neustadt are limited, unlike in other European cities such as Berlin and
Barcelona (Ter Minassian 2012). These buildings have always been occupied by homogeneous
social groups, and their social morphology is now virtually identical to what it was at the time
of construction. The most upscale neighbourhoods are still located in the heart and in the northeastern part of the Neustadt; the less well-off still reside in the vicinity of the train station
(Quartier Gare).13 There are several reasons for this spatial distribution, including the sheer
scope of the urban extension (384 ha), which circles the entire old town, the urban morphology
and the functions initially attributed to different areas. The Quartier Gare has been
experiencing some gentrification, but not quite to the extent of other more largely gentrified
neighbourhoods, such as the pericentral Krutenau neighbourhood.
Since 2010, alongside its long-term appropriation by residents, the Neustadt has also
been promoted in the framework of public heritage projects. 14 These projects take various
forms: non-material, in the sense that they aim at increasing the recognition of the
neighbourhood’s distinct history, and material, in the sense that they introduce regulations
based on classical tools of urbanism.15 For the purpose of raising awareness and recognition of
its history, the municipality of Strasbourg also applied to have the Neustadt designated as a
UNESCO world heritage site — the French state officially submitted the application in January
2016 (Eurométropole Strasbourg 2015). In the application a request was made for an extension
of the original UNESCO site (1988), which included the medieval old town (the Grande-Île),
so that the Neustadt would benefit from the international recognition attached to the UNESCO
designation.16
So far, the neighbourhood’s institutional ‘heritagisation’ has not met with significant
resistance. However, the perception of this urban fabric has changed. The annexation (19411944) by Nazi Germany remains a source of ambivalent views on the ‘German
neighbourhood’. As an interviewee explains,
‘I have no issues with that whatsoever, but I’ve noted that it’s not straightforward
for a number of people, who maybe haven’t researched the specificities of Alsace’s

Gerber writes, ‘The Neustadt has indeed hardly been affected by the phenomenon, as it is made up
of upscale buildings and has been home to a rather bourgeois population since the beginning.’ (1999:
7).
14
Several public bodies have been involved; especially the municipality and the Region.
15
The building stock was inventoried in 2010-2016; a conversion and preservation plan (PSMV) is
pending validation.
16
The application for extension covered only parts of the Neustadt, especially around the main squares.

13
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history and end up mixing up that period with the Nazi regime, although they were
two completely different times.’
Two distinct historical periods may blend into each other and seep into representations
of the neighbourhood. However, negative views of the neighbourhood relating to the Nazi
period seem to apply only to a specific subset of its housing stock. While the trauma resulting
from the wars between France and Germany should not be overlooked, the portrait of a littleknown or unloved neighbourhood (Eberhardt 2015) conveyed by elected representatives and
members of the public17 appears ultimately unfounded. While public buildings, such as the
Palais du Rhin, that symbolise the annexation and Nazi occupation were at some point targeted
by destruction projects, we must distinguish between how residents view these emblematic
constructions and the private residential buildings. The local residents do make a distinction
between history and the personal (hi)stories of their buildings, the domestic memory of which
is positive (Rautenberg 2003). The work they have invested in maintaining these buildings on
a daily basis reflects, for instance, an affective connection to their heritage — buildings may
be given a historical or sentimental value. Likewise, as the care put into maintaining the
buildings listed in the UNESCO application shows, rental properties have not suffered negative
perceptions because of their Germanity.
The different approaches to this urban fabric are related to the history of Alsace. The
central issue of heritage can be broken down into the two following questions: Which history
should be passed on? How should a paradoxical heritage be managed?
A Shared, Swift Heritagisation Process
The Eurometropolis of Strasbourg has recently shown a significant change in its approach to
the annexation period (1871-1918), which involves the political choice of translating urban
signage into German. The word ‘Kaiserplatz’ below the name ‘Place de la République’ and the
subtitling of boulevards (‘ring’) reflect this new approach, whereby the reference to the past is
openly displayed. Linguistically, the change in signage on the Place de la République is not
about emphasising Alsatian identity; unlike in other bilingually signed streets, here the
translation is in German, not Alsatian.18 This new urban ‘mark’ (Veschambre 2008) symbolises
the recent appropriation of that space and reflects the municipality’s current policy.
Veschambre argues that such ‘marks’ attest to a deliberate effort of heritagisation, as opposed
to ‘traces’, which in Strasbourg include the sign, Gas in allen Etagen (Gas on all floors) on
buildings, which date back to the time of construction and are still visible today. As MarieChristine Périllon points out, in Strasbourg, street names have always been symbolically
The phrase ‘little-known for many years’ (demeurée méconnue de longues années) used by Sophie
Eberhardt, was picked up by some participants during the public meetings of the Rendez-vous de la
Neustadt and in exchanges with public institutions. This vision reflects a broader narrative on the
rediscovery of heritage.
18
Alsatian is the local dialect, which was heavily used until the 1960s and began to experience a steep
decline in the 1980s. German is the official language of Germany.

17
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loaded. She points out that, ‘The change in the denomination of the Avenue [de la Liberté] on
five occasions is in itself a crash course in Alsatian history. Initially christened KaiserWilhelm-Strasse in 1890, it became the Avenue de la Liberté in 1919, then Daladier in 1938,
Rudolf Hess-Strasse in 1940, and finally back to its current name, Avenue de la Liberté, in
1945’ (Périllon et al. 2012: 234). From the neighbourhood’s construction to the present day,
traces have been removed and a succession of marks has been made, which reflect a fraught
history dotted with re-readings by the local authorities of the day. There are several other cases
of bilingual signage in France; for example, in Nice, another city located in a border area, the
old town’s street names are also translated.
Franco-German history has been characterised by deep-rooted conflicts and local rifts,
but also by displays of reconciliation and friendship. The Neustadt symbolises Franco-German
relations, and its designation as a UNESCO world heritage site has been a defining moment in
these relations. The question of what heritage is being promoted is a chronic concern. Is it the
architecture of this German neighbourhood, which is particularly well preserved because unlike
other Rhine and German cities Strasbourg was virtually spared from bombings during World
War II? Or is it the very history of Alsace and its relations to Germany? In the latter case, the
Wilhelmine architectural heritage would serve as a means of highlighting the history of
Strasbourg at local, national and international levels.
Franco-German friendship, which officially began in 1963 when President Charles de
Gaulle and Chancellor Adenauer signed the Élysée treaty, has allowed both former rivals to
come to terms with their conflict-laden past in a consensual manner, exemplified by ongoing
projects. The political effort to bring France and Germany together, which has recently
materialised in a new neighbourhood on the border and in a new tramline, reflects the ties that
bind the two countries,19 but it also echoes the French residents’ discourses on their neighbours
across the Rhine. A convergence between the actors’ representations can now be observed. For
the residents and public authorities alike, discussing the Neustadt and its heritagisation requires
expressing a position on the past and on Franco-German relations. These ties remain complex,
and reflect dual visions of heritage: on the one hand, there is the history of the general interest
heritage — the large buildings that are reminders of the German annexations; on the other,
there is the personal, residential heritage, wherein German construction is seen as a guarantee
of quality.
This political effort to shed light on the distinctive history of Alsace and Strasbourg is
welcomed by residents, whose view of the heritage projects is largely positive. The UNESCO
designation is, for instance, seen as a positive development by over 85 percent of our
interviewees, some of whom believe that it will generate an influx of tourists (50 percent) as
well as international exposure and recognition (41 percent). A 60-year-old woman living in the
Neustadt sums up the residents’ feelings on the benefits of the UNESCO status as she says,

19

The new tramline was inaugurated on 29 April 2017. It reconnects Strasbourg with the German border
town of Kehl (there was a transnational line in 1896).
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‘Tourists are going to venture out of the Petite France20 and discover something
different […] [this is] the recognition of Strasbourg’s cultural diversity through the
richness of its successive affiliations to Germany and France.’
These words reflect a desire to share another side of Strasbourg’s history with visitors.
The protection and institutional recognition of the architectural heritage began around
1975, when a few Art Nouveau buildings were granted historical monument status. 21 The
regulatory framework for conservation has since been consistently strengthened.22 This shift
towards heritage preservation partly results from the collective mobilisation that followed the
1973 destruction of the Maison Rouge hotel, erected during the Wilhelmine period,23 in the
city’s main square (place Kléber).
In addition to this regulatory, therefore coercive apparatus, residents also took steps to
preserve the neighbourhood’s heritage outside the legal framework. Decisions taken by all
residents ahead of the heritagisation process24 contributed to keeping this urban fabric in a
healthy state. Choices were made in the maintenance of these century-old buildings depending
on the available resources, but also based on other values. As Nathalie Ortar puts it, ‘renovating
requires choices’ (Ortar 2005); even the smallest decision ends up shaping a space. Residents
implemented anonymous and heterogeneous heritage conservation practices at several levels
— their own home, the communal areas and the façade. Their accounts collected in one of our
studies attest to the multiple resources that were mobilised to maintain the private heritage
(archives were consulted, heritage experts were approached for their advice). Several types of
memory are invoked, from historical archives to domestic memory (Rautenberg 2003) drawn
from personal experience, as in the case of the residents who have lived in the same building
since they were children. Authenticity is the key word. For instance, when discussing the
architectural features of the Neustadt buildings, a new resident in the Eurometropolis said,
‘Authenticity really is […] well, we have façades that have remained untouched,
because they haven’t been around for 3,000 years, right? And to me it’s important

This is a picturesque area of Strasbourg’s old town, designated as a UNESCO world heritage site in
1988.
21
The Commission des monuments historiques is the national French authority for the protection of
buildings.
22
It is worth noting that the official buildings that symbolise the German annexation and German power
only began to be classified in the 1990s (including the Palais Universitaire in 1990 and the Palais du
Rhin — formerly the Imperial Palace — in 1993). This process is ongoing: the Café Brant was granted
historical monument status in 2014.
23
This incident was recently mentioned by Denis Lefebvre (2017).
24
Since 2010, the local media, the municipal publications, urban ads, heritage days and various
Neustadt-related events have been raising awareness of the neighbourhood’s heritage among the general
public.
20
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to be able to preserve something that’s […] really like a 100 percent witness, at
least of the outside [of the building] […]’25
In the case of the Neustadt, another relationship to authenticity can be observed in
relation to the spirit of modernity at work in the initial urban project. Renovations that might
appear to be at odds with the requirement of heritage conservation, due to the use of
contemporary materials, can actually be said to pay homage to the original spirit of the
Neustadt. As a resident puts it when she discusses the renovation of her building’s communal
areas: ‘It’s modern in spirit, so we’re improving it’. The entrance hall has been redone; a
brightly coloured glass door in contemporary material has been picked to replace the older door
so as to bring more light into the hall. This could be seen as an offence against the building’s
authenticity, but this resident describes it as a tribute to its identity, to the spirit of its conception
and to the family tradition of modernity. Such a practice resembles one of the ways in which
Le Corbusier’s Radiant City was renovated, emphasising not conformity with the original
design per se but with its spirit (Denefle 2005).
The role played by residents, which is sometimes decisive in the heritagisation process,
is noted in the Dictionary of Strasbourg’s streets: ‘These constructions, most of which are
century-old, require careful maintenance, sometimes beyond the owners’ means’ (Befort et al.
2012). The care put into maintaining the buildings is visible and recognised, to the extent that
it was highlighted in the UNESCO application submitted by the French authorities, which
noted,
‘The attachment of all Strasbourg residents to their heritage […] It should be
stressed that all owners have shown their concern for the quality of their city’s
heritage, by regularly maintaining the buildings and especially, whenever this was
necessary, by conducting large-scale renovation work that has enabled the
preservation and rehabilitation of hundreds of buildings.’ (Eurométropole
Strasbourg 2015).
In short, the Neustadt has been subjected to a twofold heritagisation process through
appropriation and designation. This process has been nurtured by actions conducted by
residents and institutions and by a widespread awareness of the neighbourhood’s heritage and
involvement in its conservation. Which values have driven this ongoing effort? Which shared
representations have motivated these actors?
As we have noted, a variety of actors jointly participate in the construction of this
heritage. On the one hand, at grassroots level, owners and residents appropriate it; on the other,
public institutions are eager to promote it. Based on the findings of our fieldwork, we will
document the ways in which different representations of heritage interact and allow the project
to win support from residents and visitors in the neighbourhood and beyond. This, in turn, will
offer insights into the consensus around the Neustadt’s ongoing heritagisation process.

25

Interview, 2017.
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We attempted to assess what is considered as heritage drawing on the findings of our
survey on the UNESCO project submitted to residents and visitors.26 We asked the question,
‘What criteria do you think justify the heritage label? Pick the three criteria you believe matter
most in the following list: age, monumental architecture, state of conservation, local memory,
aesthetics, personal/affective history, integrity, and authenticity’.27 The responses highlighted
the importance of monuments (61 percent), of the local memory (58 percent) and authenticity
(51 percent). When the interviewee selected ‘age’, a second, more precise question helped us
get a better sense of the temporal scale underlying this subjective notion. The 175 responses to
that question suggest that the century is a prominent temporal boundary; specifically, 47
percent explicitly mentioned the century, 27 percent referred to longer timespans.
In discourses on heritage, considerations on age are reminiscent of the writings of the
Austrian historian of art Aloïs Riegl on the cult of monuments and the cycle of their production.
While the historical value of a monument is based on knowledge, its age value relies on visible
traces of time (Riegl 1903). Building on Riegl’s argument, Françoise Choay wrote: ‘the
invocation of the age value is immediately perceptible to each and every one of us. It may thus
resonate with all sensibilities, be valid to all without exceptions’ (Choay 1996: 125).
The patina of age is visible to the residents; the historical architectural form contributes
to reinforcing this sense of a palpable age value. Several interviewees remarked that the
neighbourhood is ‘monumental’ and has ‘endured through many eras’. 28 Residents of
Strasbourg and visitors share the vision of heritage promoted by the institutional memory
traditions that surround monuments. Instead of competing, these representations converge
around the notions of age and monumentality. Due in particular to the historical façades, the
Neustadt’s monumental architecture is indeed identifiable as old. The attributes of heritage are
monumentality and age value — in this sense, laypeople’s views and the Neustadt’s defining
characteristics are aligned.
The UNESCO Designation Process: Opposite Views on Heritage Revealed
The media exposure surrounding the world heritage site label leads local authorities to shorten
heritage histories into executive summaries for communication or heritage marketing
purposes. 29 The very choice of the name ‘Neustadt’ belonged to the framework of the
promotion of an urban area. Although Strasbourg residents did not use this name, the
26

We interviewed 219 individuals during the 2016 European Heritage Days and 175 individuals
between Autumn 2016 and Spring 2017 when no heritage events were being held, in seven local squares
(two in the centre; three in pericentral areas and two in the periphery).
27
This list was drawn up jointly with the heritage department of the Eurometropolis of Strasbourg.
While local authorities were adamant on including the items ‘authenticity’ and ‘integrity’ in the list
(reflecting the UNESCO’s explicit demands), we chose to select consensual criteria for cultural heritage
(such as monumentality, age and the state of conservation) but also more subjective ones (such as
aesthetics and personal/affective history).
28
Interviews conducted during the qualitative survey in the Spring of 2017.
29
See http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/495/documents/
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municipality chose it in order to highlight both the urban extension and the German history.
Other names could not be selected for political and ideological reasons. For example, ville
nouvelle (new city) refers to a different period in the history of architecture; quartier impérial
(imperial quarter) and quartier allemand (German quarter) were ruled out because they were
too reminiscent of the annexation of Alsace and were considered as ‘too restrictive, both in
terms of chronology and in terms of stylistic and cultural references and influences.’30
The study that we conducted during the UNESCO designation process has brough out
tangible elements on the terminology used by residents and regular visitors to the
neighbourhood. Interviewees often mention metonymically to the central square, the place de
la République, to refer to the neighbourhood. The neighbourhood’s history also appears to play
a key role in its current unofficial labelling as quartier allemand. The increasingly common
use of ‘Neustadt’ relates directly to the publicity surrounding the official heritage project.
While it is not yet widely used, meaning that its appropriation is incomplete, its dissemination
has spread since we began our research. While only 16 percent of interviewees used the name
when they were unaware of the city’s project for the sector, 35 percent of those who knew
about it did. In interviews, individuals directly connected the name to the heritagisation
process: ‘Neustadt is a heritage label that I can understand in historical terms, obviously, but it
doesn’t have a meaning in everyday life’;31 ‘Neustadt is a new concept, it’s interesting to see
that […] a lot of people still call it the quartier allemande. It’s even more common, I would
say’.32 Observations of life in the neighbourhood have given us glimpses of the progress in the
name’s usage, for instance, in property listings (sales and rentals). Previously seldom found on
property search engines, the name ‘Neustadt’ has recently emerged as a historical descriptor,
as in ‘Neustadt-era’ buildings. On the city’s broader property market, geographical
denominations are used: République, Quartier allemand, Contades, and so on. Only recently
the name ‘Neustadt’ has been used in listings for seasonal rentals. Whether its usage will
continue to spread after the UNESCO inscription remains to be seen.
The recent UNESCO inscription has also been a cause of concern. 33 Although the
UNESCO enjoys a positive image among the general public, a study conducted on behalf of
the municipality revealed that the representations of the impact of this labelling are ambivalent.
The prospect of economic benefits for the neighbourhood is seen in a positive light. However,
there are fears that it will bring more traffic and congestion; when asked about the impact of
the designation, more than 30 percent of interviewees mentioned this issue. Concerns
particularly revolve around tourism and the restriction of renovation permits for residents.
Regarding tourism, we note that the Grande-Île’s initial designation as a World Heritage
Site has contributed to attract more visitors to the old town and the Cathedral. Therefore, the
second UNESCO area is just an extension of the first one, which means that the new label is
Elements for the municipality’s response to the letter of June 2014.
Interview, 2014.
32
Interview, 2017.
33
The Neustadt was included in the World Heritage List on 12 July 2017.

30

31
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not expected to be as disruptive as it would be in a small town or a previously unlabelled region.
On the contrary, the Neustadt’s inscription allows for a heritagisation that promotes an image
of Strasbourg that goes beyond the picturesque half-timbered medieval buildings. As
interviewees noted in their responses to the open questions of the UNESCO survey, the
extension might actually encourage a less unbalanced distribution of tourist flows. They said,
‘Tourists are going to step out the Petite France and discover something different’, ‘an undervisited neighbourhood [city]’, ‘a broader approach to tourism’, ‘an extended area to visit, more
opportunities’, ‘For tourists: beyond the Petite France’. Likewise, one of the neighbourhood
residents we interviewed said: ‘I for one think it’s nice that we have people coming to visit the
city and walking around map in hand and looking up at the buildings [...] even around these
parts’.
In spite of the positive reception that we noted among the local residents, the
heritagisation of a neighbourhood resulting from a UNESCO designation can also be
negatively received. On the one hand, the impact on the city, especially in terms of economic
benefits and international exposure, is welcomed. On the other hand, multiple fears have been
routinely mentioned as possible causes of decline in the residents’ quality of life, including
aired the fallout on the neighbourhood’s daily life, pedestrianisation, congestion, the
reorientation of local businesses to suit the needs of tourists rather than residents are.
People are ambivalent about the constraints that might result from the UNESCO
designation. Some interviewees (21 percent) see it as a way to preserve the local heritage while
others emphasise increased regulations on restorations (40 percent). Heritagisation can also be
seen as a means to maintain the city, to make it a nicer, more ‘presentable’ place to live;
reference to cleanliness and upkeep is frequently found in people’s responses to the
questionnaire’s open questions. Urbanism regulations, particularly in the vicinity of historical
monuments (within a 500m radius) 34 are, for instance, seen in a negative light by local
residents. As this protection extends to surrounding buildings, it is sometimes seen as an
obstacle in their everyday lives. When discussing the ageing population in her building, a
resident explained,
‘We’d like to put in an elevator, and we have a plan to add one outside the building
— I’ll show you. And now we’re kind of on standby; for what reason, I don’t know
[...] I don’t think it’s detrimental to the whole in any way, I think sometimes
interpretations are made. As of now we haven’t been given reasons, we’re going to
need to know — is it because of the stained-glass window on the place de
Bordeaux? Because the house isn’t listed, it has nothing, it doesn’t have any kind
of character, right. I’m very aware of these things, if the house had a distinctive
Neustadt character, there’d be no question about it. We wouldn’t do it, but it’s not
the case here.’35

34
35

A 1943 law established protected areas within a 500m radius of historical monuments.
Interview, 2017.
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Competing representations of heritage appear to be at work here. The heritagisation by
designation implemented by the municipality in recent years sometimes clashes with the
heritagisation by appropriation by the successive generations of neighbourhood residents. The
fears voiced by residents as to their everyday lives in the newly designated neighbourhood
relate to the very features that were instrumental in their appropriation of it. In other words, the
qualities attributed to the neighbourhood’s architecture (sturdiness, comfort and adaptability)
are seen to be potentially offset by the restrictions resulting from heritagisation by designation.
Yet, the analysis of the data collected for the UNESCO survey highlights the spirit of
moderation of residents and regular visitors to the neighbourhood; overall the case of
Strasbourg has not been characterised by conflict. Several responses reflect the various tensions
at work in the heritagisation process and the effort to weigh the pros and cons. Typically,
‘Living in a museum city’s always unpleasant, but it’s good for pride’. Likewise,
30 percent of the individuals interviewed on the effect of the UNESCO designation
on the everyday lives of local residents mentioned both pros and cons: ‘—
Urbanism restrictions — Mobility restrictions [restricted car access] plus
Enhancement of the built heritage.’
The UNESCO designation is seen as a way to raise awareness of local history and bring
exposure beyond borders, and ultimately serves as a means to be proud of the city’s FrancoGerman history. However, residents and regular visitors are concerned with its impact on their
everyday lives, anticipating the risk of that the Neustadt’s might experience a shift from an
individual, affective heritage, to a globalised, impersonal Heritage — thus becoming yet
another living museum for tourists.
Conclusion
Considering the loaded memory of Franco-German relations, the traumatic effect of the city’s
annexations and of the two world wars, the Neustadt’s heritagisation has developed rather
promptly. Recent developments in Franco-German history have led to an acceleration of the
heritagisation process, embracing Strasbourg’s binational history. This promotion of the
heritage process has been characterised by an institutional effort to promote an internationally
visible project and encourage the city’s residents and regular visitors to appropriate the
neighbourhood.
From its inception to the present day, the urban fabric of the Neustadt has been marked
by a duality between past and present. At the time of its construction, its modernity initially
lay in the fact that it preserved and enhanced the old town by adding new perspectives, an
uncommon way to showcase the medieval town. Then, by becoming a UNESCO World
Heritage Site and eliciting a surge of interest among scholars and heritage conservationists, this
urban fabric became a historical centre and is valued as such. Over the course of one century,
the neighbourhood’s image has changed, from a non-invasive modern extension of the
medieval town to a symbolic memorial of Franco-German reunification.
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Previously regarded as underappreciated, this urban ensemble has been endowed with all
the attributes of a historical heritage site. Its new function also raises long-term questions
relating to the evolution and management of historical centres in terms of urbanism and to the
cohabitation of residents’ practices and touristic infrastructures in the heart of the Neustadt. So
far, there have been no major stumbling blocks in the heritagisation process; the attention and
care for a private, family-based heritage and the promotion of a wider, historical, if not
universal heritage (as part of the UNESCO designation) have gone hand in hand.
From conservation to heritagisation, the case of the Neustadt illustrates the fact that
participation does not occur only in dedicated spaces of institutional deliberation, it is also at
work in more routine residential practices. In the Neustadt, residents are displaying a form of
action that is typical of the new activists described by Jacques Ion (Ion 2001), which translates
into a visible commitment to the painstaking upkeep of their homes. Their practices have built
a bridge between individual heritage and the recently recognised world heritage.
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Half of humanity lives in towns and cities and that proportion is expected to increase in the coming decades.
Society, both Western and non-Western, is fast becoming urban and mega-urban as existing cities and a
growing number of smaller towns are set on a path of demographic and spatial expansion. Given the
disciplinary commitment to an empirically-based analysis, anthropology has a unique contribution to make to
our understanding of our evolving urban world. It is in such a belief that we have established the Palgrave
Studies in Urban Anthropology series. In the awareness of the unique contribution that ethnography offers for
a better theoretical and practical grasp of our rapidly changing and increasingly complex cities, the series will
seek high-quality contributions from anthropologists and other social scientists, such as geographers, political
scientists, sociologists and others, engaged in empirical research in diverse ethnographic settings. Proposed
topics should set the agenda concerning new debates and chart new theoretical directions, encouraging
reflection on the significance of the anthropological paradigm in urban research and its centrality to mainstream
academic debates and to society more broadly. The series aims to promote critical scholarship in international
anthropology. Volumes published in the series should address theoretical and methodological issues, showing
the relevance of ethnographic research in understanding the socio-cultural, demographic, economic and geopolitical changes of contemporary society.
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Encourages reflection on the significance of the anthropological paradigm in urban research
and its centrality to mainstream academic debates
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These ethnographically-based studies of diverse urban experiences across the world present cutting
edge research and stimulate an empirically-grounded theoretical reconceptualization. The essays
identify ethnography as a powerful tool for making sense of life in our rapidly changing, complex
cities. They stress the point that while there is no need to fetishize fieldwork—or to view it as an
end in itself —its unique value cannot be overstated. These active, engaged researchers have
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